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Universal Government of the Mahdi

BOOK ID

Author(s): Ayatullah al-`Uzma al-Hajj ash-Shaykh Nasir Makarim Shirazi

Category: Imam al-Mahdi

Person Tags: Imam Mahdi

point

This text, authored by Ayatullah Makarim Shirazi sheds light on the nature of the
universal government that will exist with the reappearance of Imam Mahdi (AFS) at
the end of time. His method of government, awaiting his reappearance and the way

.victory will be achieved by this great peacemaker is discussed and presented

Biography of the Author

point

The eminent scholar, Ayatullah al-`Uzma al-Hajj ash-Shaykh Nasir Makarim Shirazi
was born in the year 1345 AH (1924 CE) in the city of Shiraz, Iran to a religious family
who were well known for their great level of spirituality and noble ethical traits. His
Eminence finished his elementary school studies in Shiraz and due to his eagerness to
learn, his powerful memorizing capabilities, and other great talents, he was regarded
as one of the extraordinary students from amongst his fellow classmates. Thus, he

!was able to complete two years of studies in one year

The conditions that existed in Iran in those days obligated this young man, who
possessed such a talent and great aptitude, to choose the path of University studies
to increase his knowledge and attain advanced levels of secular studies. However
through the hand of fate, the blessings of the Maintainer of the Universe, and his own
internal desires, this young man developed an attraction to becoming better
acquainted and delve deep into the genuine teachings of Islam. This attraction was

intensified when after
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the spring of 1348 AH (1937 CE) (just after he finished his primary school), the Islamic
Seminaries went thru a major transformation and had taken on a completely new

.form

His Studies

His Eminence started his formal Islamic studies at the age of 14 in Madressah Agha
Babakhan Shirazi and within a short period of time, was able to complete the
introductory studies such as Sarf, Nahw, Mantiq, Bayan, and Badi`, which were all

.needed to advance to the next level of Islamic studies

After completing these sciences, he turned his attention towards the fields of Fiqh
(Jurisprudence) and Usul al-Fiqh (Principles of Jurisprudence). Once again, due to the
exceptional capabilities that he possessed, he was able to complete all courses in the
introductory and intermediate levels of Islamic study in only 4 years—a task which
normally takes 12 to 15 years. During this time, a group of students from the Islamic
Seminary in Shiraz were also benefiting from the classes that he himself was

.teaching

The positive criticisms and personal opinions of His Eminence on the classes being
held in Qum, and regarding the need to include additional information in the texts
currently being taught in various theological seminaries there, definitely played a role
in the bright future that awaited him. While in religious gatherings in this city, his
capabilities and genius, as well as meticulous and deep thought were witnessed by

.others; thus, no one was able to deny his God-given talents

Although this brilliant star was only a mere 18 years

p: 2
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old, through his deep penetrating knowledge and a gift for written expression , he
was able to write a commentary on the book Kifayatul Usul (one of the major books of
`Ilmul Usul that must be studied in the Theological Seminary). In this commentary he
was able to bring to light the ambiguous issues mentioned in this classic book. At the
age of 18, he formally entered the Theological Seminary of Qum. For the next five
years, he was present in the religious gatherings and classes of some of the greatest
teachers of those days, such as Ayatullah al-`Uzma al-Hajj as-Sayyid Muhammad

(. Husain Burujerdi and other great personalities (may Allah be pleased with them all

In 1369 AH (1950 CE) Ayatullah Shirazi made his ay to the Theological Seminaries of
Najaf Al Ashraf. His purpose was to become better acquainted with the great scholars
who were studying and teaching there, to learn more about their ideas and thoughts. .
It was here that he was able to take part in the classes of some of the greatest
teachers of that era such as: Ayatullah al-`Uzma al-Hajj as-Sayyid Muhsin al-Hakim,
Ayatullah al-`Uzma al-Hajj as-Sayyid Abul Qasim al-Khu'i and Ayatullah al-`Uzma al-
Hajj `Abdul Hadi ash-Shirazi and other great teachers (may Allah sanctify their

(. spirits

At the age of 24, His Eminence was granted the status of having complete Ijtihad from
two of the great scholars of Najaf al-Ashraf. In addition, Ayatullah al-`Uzma al-Hajj

as-Sayyid Muhsin al-Hakim even wrote a short, but comprehensive

p: 3
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letter of commendation for His Eminence's notes on the lessons of Fiqh (The Book of
(. Taharah

His thirst for acquiring and gaining more knowledge continued with the great teachers
in Najaf al-Ashraf. However, since he did not have the means to survive and continue
his studies in this holy city, he was forced to return to Iran in the year 1370 AH (1951 CE).
He made his way back to the holy city of Qum which was now the centre of gathering
religious scholars. Once again, he joined the circle of scholars who later on, had a

.profound impact on his life

After returning to Iran, Ayatullah Nasir Makarim Shirazi began teaching the
intermediate and higher level of studies (Kharij) in Usul al-Fiqh and Fiqh. He has been
teaching these classes for several decades in the theological seminary, classes which
have been warmly accepted and appreciated by a large number of students. In
addition, after teaching a large number of the important books of Fiqh, he went on to
write summaries and notes of these great works. At present the classes of Kharij of
Usul of this great personality are one of the most popular classes in the Hawza
`Ilmiyyah of the Shi`a; close to 2,000 of the most dedicated and dynamic students

!who take part and benefit from his lectures

From the beginning of his studies, he developed the habit of writing books in various
fields of Islamic studies such as Theology, Islamic Awareness and the issue of

Wilayah (of the

p: 4
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Ahlul Bait). Moving ahead, he started to write on the Exegesis of the Qur'an, Fiqh and
Usul al-Fiqh and is currently known and recognized as one of the greatest writers in

.the Muslim world

Political Activities

His Eminence was also very active in the early days that culminated in the Islamic
Revolution of Iran and it is because of this fact that he was thrown in the despotic
ruler's jail many times. In addition, he was even exiled on three separate occasions to
three different cities - Chanharat, Mahabad and Anarak. However after the
Revolution, he was appointed to the first Council of Representatives and played a

.pivotal role in writing the first constitution

The Religious Help and Support

point

Ayatullah Nasir Makarim Shirazi has been quite active in various fields of teaching and
guiding the up-and-coming scholars in the Theological Seminary of Qum, and has

:embarked on various projects and endeavors, of which we mention just a few

Religious Publications Centre for the Shi`a . 1

From some time back, His Eminence felt the need for the Hawza `Ilmiyyah of Qum to
have a general publication organization which would be able to defend the Shi`a from
the works that were being published by those wishing to mislead the people,

.unfortunately whose number is great

In addition, this is also something that the Muslims expected from such a great
Islamic University such as the Hawza `Ilmiyyah, and thus people from different strata
of the community starting from the great Mara`ja Taqlid of the Hawza and others

also put forward this request that without doubt, a magazine should be published

p: 5
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that would be able to answer the religious enquiries of the youth and give them the
answers that they were looking for. In addition, such a publication would be able to
fight against the books and magazines that were coming out aiming to mislead the

.people

Due to the fact that at that time, there were some minds (within the Theological
Seminary) that were not ready to accept such a publication, thus, His Eminence
sought out serious and original-writing scholars capable of writing original articles to
place the heavy responsibility on their shoulders of producing such a publication. In
this regard, His Eminence, along with a group of other scholars and the assistance of
the leaders of the Hawza `Ilmiyyah of Qum and the financial support of well wishers,

”. launched the magazine, “Maktab-e-Islam

This magazine was definitely something which was unparalleled in the Shi`a world
and maybe, compared to the various religious magazines being published at that
time, from the point of view of its range of circulation was the number one magazine
across the entire Muslim world. This magazine brought a fresh new path of direction

.to the great students and thinkers of the Hawzah

At present, this publication has been going on strong for over 39 years, offering its
valuable services to the Muslim world and the Shi`a communities. The magazine has
found a special spot within the hearts of the youth, university students, teachers and

other noble personalities and it is through this publication that the light

p: 6
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of Islam and Tashayya` has been spread from its focal point (Qum) to the entire
.world

Organizing Gatherings to Offer Lessons in Theology and other Religious Teachings . 2

His Eminence felt that the books that had been written in the field of Islamic Theology
were not sufficient, nor were they, with the passing of time, able to answer the
questions that were being raised. In addition, these books were also not adequate in
addressing the needs of the current era. The traditional books of theology were
written centuries ago where the questions that the materialists of today bring up
were not mentioned. Also, the traditional books written in the past did not discuss the
various world religions who were hoping to impose their values on the world. In
addition, the older books brought up issues which were timely in their own day, like
those in relation to the Asha`ris and Mu`tazili, but which may not be pertinent or

. . applicable at the current time

Thus His Eminence, relying upon his literary talent and exceptional abilities, was able
to present the Theological Islamic beliefs and the five Principles of Religion in an
unparalleled way! I through organizing theological discussions with hundreds of
people in attendance who were being made aware of these issues, a compact and

.concise book was compiled and published

Islamic Council to Protect the Youth . 3

His Eminence gave unparalleled lessons on Theology. He also taught other lessons
and led discussions, educating his students in eight different subjects from amongst
the different schools of thought throughout the world. Through these classes those

being trained would be able to discuss and

p: 7
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have debates with others, who are busy propagating other beliefs and schools of
thought. They would be able to write books concerning their beliefs, and to be able to

.answer any questions or issues that they put forth

Within a short period of time, these religious gatherings were able to produce
students - each one of whom was firmly grounded and specialized in a particular field
of study. And even today, a group of active youth who are well known authors within
the Hawza `Ilmiyyah, are busy with these studies... As well, in order to save our dear
youth from the clutches of corruption, His Eminence formed an organization called the
Educational Assembly for Protection of the Younger Generation. One of the outcomes
of this assembly is the publication of material that would be attractive to the youth,

.and his office made them available to the youth very promptly

Struggles Against Deviant Thoughts . 4

On one of his trips to the city of Shiraz, His Eminence came face to face with one of
the Sufi groups in this city. A group of people in Shiraz requested him to write a book
that would outline the principles of these Sufis - one that would explain their beliefs in
a polite and respectful manner. His Eminence, by making use of the resources
available to him, sat down to write this book in the year 1953 CE which outlined their

”. beliefs and thoughts, and he named it ”The Manifestation of Truth

The method in which he wrote this book caught

p: 8
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the attention of the late Ayatullah al-`Uzma Burujerdi (may Allah be pleased with him)
and after requesting His Eminence to see him, he congratulated the author for his
valuable efforts. In relation to this book, Ayatullah al-`Uzma Burujerdi (may Allah be
pleased with him) wrote the following commendation, “I have gone through this book
in my spare time and did not find even the smallest of weak points in it. May Allah

.” reward you for your troubles

Establishing Organizations and Centres of Learning . 5

In these regards, His Eminence had made the intention of establishing such
organizations in the same number of Ma`sumin (peace be upon all of them) that we
have (14) and with the praise of Allah up until now, he has been successful in
establishing four such important schools within the Theological Seminary of Qum and
two religious organizations for the welfare of the students who are living in the city of

.Mashad

Writings . 6

The number of publications of His Eminence currently lies at approximately 130
volumes of books which have all been printed - some of which have been reprinted
more than 30 times! Some of these have even been translated into more than 10 living

.languages of the world and have been published in various parts of the world

The commentary of the Qur'an authored by him, Tafsir-e-Namuna (The Ideal
Commentary) has been translated into many languages, including `Arabic (al-Amthal
Fi Tafsir al-Qur'an), and can be found in many homes. In addition to this commentary,

he has also authored a thematic commentary of the Qur'an

p: 9
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entitled Payam-e-Qur'an (The Message of the Qur'an) which has opened up a new
.chapter in the field of exegesis of the Noble Qur'an

In addition, the books he has written on the theological beliefs have been a place
where others can seek refuge from the assault of books written with false beliefs in

.them

Of the books of Fiqh that he has written, we mention a few: Anwar al-Fuqahah, al-
Qawa`idul Fiqhiyyah, Anwar al-Usul and the notes and commentaries on the

.complete text of `Urwatul Wuthqa which has been printed many times over

His practical guide for Muslims (Tawdhihul Masail) has also been printed many times
.and has also been translated into `Arabic, Urdu, Turkish, Azari and English

A complete list of other publications of this great scholar which have been translated
into English and are available is as follows. Most of these can be read on his website at

[. www.makaremshirazi.org [6

Ethical Discources [40 Lectures on Ethics and Morality] - volume 1, 2 3 translated by . 1
Saleem Bhimji -published by the World Federation of KSIMC [www.world-

[[ federation.org [7

Khums: The Islamic Tax translated by Saleem Bhimji - published by the Islamic . 2
[[ Humanitarian Service [www.al-haqq.com [8

Lessons in Islamic Beliefs - Tawhid, 'Adalah, Nubuwwah, Imamah, and Ma'ad . 3
translated by Laleh Bakhtiyar - published by Ansariyan Publications

[[ [www.ansariyan.org [9

Life Under the Grace of Ethics translated by Monir Shafiei - published by the Office . 4
[[ of Ayatullah Makarim Shirazi [www.makaremshirazi.org [6

Message of the Qur'an - A Thematic Exegesis of the Noble Qur'an volume 1 . 5

p: 10
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of 10 translated by Saleem Bhimji - published by the World Federation of KSIMC
[[ [www.world-federation.org [7

One Hundred and Eighty Questions - volumes 1, 2 3 translated by Shahnawaz . 6
Mahdawi - published by the World Federation of KSIMC [www.world-federation.org

[[ [7

One Hundred and Fifty Lessons for Life translated by the office of Ayatullah al- . 7
'Uzma Shaykh Nasir Makarim Shirazi - published by Ansariyan Publications

[[ [www.ansariyan.org [9

Our Beliefs translated by the office of Ayatullah al-'Uzma Shaykh Nasir Makarim . 8
Shirazi - published by the Office of Ayatullah Makarim Shirazi

[[ [www.makaremshirazi.org [6

Philosophy of Islamic Rulings written in co-operation with Ayatullah Ja'far Subhani . 9
Translated by Sayyid Athar Rizvi - published by Ansariyan Publications

[[ [www.ansariyan.org [9

Summary of the Islamic Rulings translated by 'Ali Abdul Rasheed - published by the . 10
[[ Office of Ayatullah Makarim Shirazi [www.makaremshirazi.org [6

Tafsir of the Noble Qur'an - Suratul Jinn translated by Saleem Bhimji - published by . 11
the Islamic Humanitarian Service and the World Federation of KSIMC [www.al-

[[ haqq.com [8]] [www.world-federation.org [7

The tradition of Ghadir - The Expressive Evidence for Imamate translated by the . 12
office of Ayatullah al-'Uzma Shaykh Nasir Makarim Shirazi - published by the Office of

[[ Ayatullah Makarim Shirazi [www.makaremshirazi.org [6

The Noble Qur'an - Translation and Commentary - volume 1 - 4 translated by . 13
Mansoor Amini - published by the Office of Ayatullah Makarim Shirazi

[[ [www.makaremshirazi.org [6

The Islamic Laws translated by the office of Ayatullah al-'Uzma Shaykh Nasir . 14
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Makarim Shirazi - published by the Office of Ayatullah Makarim Shirazi

[[ [www.makaremshirazi.org [6

Introduction

The

p: 11
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:day that

.Dark clouds of tyranny and corruption cover the sky worldwide

:The day that

The evil forces that would devour the world sink their claws even deeper into the
.throats of suffering people of the world

:The day that

All principles are hidden from people’s minds when they weigh their thoughts, other
.than the principles of materialism and hedonism

:The day that

Powerful waves of propaganda of the tyrants of the east and the west, present the
Truth as false, and make falsehood seem to be the Truth, to secure their own

.illegitimate ends

:And finally the day that

The lash of unkindness, narrow-mindedness, segregation, prejudice, illiberalities,
envies, separations, discriminations, and oppression strike; injuring the backs of the

.vulnerable people of the world

!Yes

At that moment, our hopeful eyes are turned toward you, great universal
.peacemaker

!To your universal revolution and government

And ask Allah on our behalf that we may have the divinely given success to your God
for our success in making ourselves competent, in development of mind and thought,
in fighting and jihad and in reforming the world in all aspects, for participating in that

.great revolutionary program
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All Curious Persons Ask Themselves

Is peace, justice, security and freedom of people from the hands of any kind of ( 1
?oppression, injustice, discrimination and imperialism, the future destiny of humanity

Or, as some people predict, chaos increases, distances become more, disharmonies
and imbalances advance and finally a nuclear or super-nuclear world war destroys
human civilization and if some humans remain on the earth then they will be retarded,

?handicapped, forlorn and helpless

If ( 2

p: 12
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?the first opinion is correct and peace and justice is the destiny then why

If the world should go to "justice", "peace" and "brotherhood" then are they ( 3
achievable without a revolution? And in other words, are "gradual corrections" and
"reforms" capable of changing the general feature of the world with this much of

?conflicts

If it is necessary for a revolution to happen then is it possible solely through ( 4
material laws, or it isn't possible without using immaterial principles and genuine

?human values

And again, if we accept that it is possible to make such revolution, in any way, and ( 5
?then what should be the characteristics of the leader of this revolution

"? Is the result of this revolution necessarily a "universal united government ( 6

?Isn't any preparation necessary in advance for such revolution ( 7

Are these preparations available in the present world or not? And if they are not ( 8
available then presently, is the world going toward these preparations or against

?them

Are these matters, in any way, related to general belief of religions about the ( 9
?advent of a great divine peacemaker

How is the general belief of Muslims about the advent of "Mahdi" and what is its ( 10
?relation with these future-maker issues

Does believing in such advent draw us toward general reformation of the world ( 11
?through a multilateral revolution, or as some people assume, takes us far from that

Is this general concept and belief of religions an objective reality and the result of ( 12
logical reasons, or is it just an

p: 13
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imagination for false saturation of repressed desires of humans in the general
’? missing way which is "peace" and "justice

In this book, it is tried to answer these questions free of fanatical and extremist
inclinations and free of illogical prejudices; answers which come from the depths of
the soul, which are compatible with wisdom and answers which can satisfy the

". "wisdom", "feelings", "soul" and "spirit

It was a while that I was providing notes about the foresaid discussions, but
congestion of the tasks in Qom didn't permit me to "explain", "organize" and
"complete" them, and perpetual temptation which I have in writing a book prevented

.me to publish them in that form, and truly they were raw and incomplete

.But adventures and happenings took me to the place, which I did never believe

The Port of Chabahar! ... Which means the most far-off and insalubrious place of Iran,
which is approximately 2300 km far from Tehran and has very limited facilities for living

.and its people are unbelievably deprived

Fortunately, this forced journey happened in winter, a winter which was sometimes
!spring and sometimes summer with its water and ices and cooling equipment’s

Since maybe 90 percent of the people were Sunnis, it was an opportunity to contact
some of their educated ones, remembering the time when I was in Hejaz, and
gatherings were made which were mostly formed by these religious brothers;

.fortunately, the result of these gatherings were interesting and considerable

In this desert region, beside blue waters of Sea of Oman, under its sky

p: 14
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full of stars, and in this corner of solitude, naturally there were more opportunities for
studying; and by using this unexpected opportunity, one of the first discussions which
I began to study was this discussion (and beside that, some jurisprudential studies
which were not possible to be performed in this way in Qom); and totally I concluded
maybe you dislike a thing but it is good " ) مکَُل رٌیخَ  وَهُوَ  اًئیشـَ  اوهُرَکَْت  نْأَ  یـسعَ   " that according to

.for you) maybe spending these times of "exile" was necessary in different aspects

I hope that the discussions of this book would be an answer to the request of
educated persons who intend to study the issue of the advent of the great universal

.peacemaker as a research

Also, I hope that reading this book gives us new visions for the fight which we have
began against "oppression and corruption" and we continue this fight until the end of

.domination of tyrants over our society

Albeit, certainly it is possible that the content of this book has deficiencies especially
.because few research books have been written in this subject

The author will appreciate any opinion, correction and criticism of dear readers and
(. experts to be sent directly to him (to Qom seminary

Chabahar, Nasir Makarim Shirazi

Safar 1398 - Bahman 1356 - February 1978

Bright Future

point

:We see that the future of the world is bright because of some reasons

Evolution of Societies ( 1

Coordination with Universal System ( 2

(Social Reactions (the law of reaction ( 3
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Social Obligations ( 4

Human Nature and "Peace and Universal ( 5
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"Justice

Evolution of Societies ( 1

There is no doubt that at the first look, evidences show that the world is moving
toward a "disaster"; the disaster which is the result of "leaving the affections",
"increment of the distance between rich and poor societies", "intensification of
conflicts between big and small governments", "fast growth of crimes", "moral,
spiritual and intellectual disorders", "unfavorable and unpredicted products of

.mechanical life", etc

A disaster which its feature will be described by comparing today's conditions with the
past and is considered as an effective factor for the growth of sprouts of pessimism in

.the depths of the minds of the most optimistic people

:International known people say

The amount of atomic bombs stored at the arsenals of big governments is enough for
completely demolishing the entire population of the world, not only once but seven

!times

They didn't have built these armaments with those tremendous costs, which can be
expressed by astronomical figures, without purpose, they are not plaything, they
have been built for a frightening war; and finding an excuse for beginning that war is
not a hard task in this world with this much of border conflicts and mutual violation of

.interests and detonable regions

Also, we can find enough "feeling of ambition" and "madness of power" in major
!rulers of today's world, for beginning such war

Therefore, it is predictable that in a not so far future "the big disaster" happens and
humanity vanishes in a widespread nuclear war, or because of economical poverty as

,the result of monopolization of the big powers
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!or the end of energy resources or inhabitability of the environment

But against this much of elementary factors for pessimism, deeper studies show that
:bright future is coming

.These dark clouds with frightening thunders will finally disappear

.This pitch-black night will be followed by a bright hopeful dawn

This coldness of the winter of ignorance, corruption, oppression and injustice will be
.followed by the glowing spring of justice

This lethal sadness, this fatal storm and this destructive flood finally ends, and if we
!see clearly there are signs of the coast of rescue in faraway horizons

:The first logical reason for this matter is the law of evolution of societies

From the day in which humans have found themselves, didn't have an invariable life,
but they have tried to move themselves and their society forward by the inspiration of

.inner motive, and maybe unconsciously

About housing, someday humans were living in caves and now they have built
skyscrapers; which can hold the population of a small city by having all living tools and

!necessary facilities of people of a city

About clothing, someday humans made their clothes from leaves, but today they have
thousands of types of clothes with thousands of designs and forms and still seeking

.more colors, designs and materials

Someday the food was so simple and limited, but today it has become so expanded
.that only mentioning the names of the foods need a big book

Someday feet were the only vehicle, but today humans get in spacecrafts and move
.through the skies and visit other planets

About science
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and knowledge, someday a piece of paper could include the entire human knowledge,
although it has not been invented yet, but today even millions of books cannot

.express the human knowledge

That day, discovering the fire and inventing a round object like the "wheel" and a
sharp tool like a "dagger" was a great discovery and invention, and he was very
happy of passing a river by building a bridge over it when he has put a tree on that,
but today heavy industries and astonishing inventions confuse any observer, and
complicated system of electronic brains moves him into a world of imagination and

.dreams

And it is wonderful that humans are satisfied with none of them and still tries to reach
.a higher level, a pursuing and unstopped endeavor

We conclude from the whole discussion that love of perfection is an everlasting fire
inside the human soul, and in fact one of great advantages of human; which
separates him from animals and other living creatures, which are not progressing for

.millions of years and seemingly have an invariable life, is this

And again finely it can be concluded that, this great organization won't be stopped and
still moving humanity in the way of perfections and uses its forces for overcoming

.problems, disorders and disharmonies of present life

It takes toward a society in which "moral perfections" and "material perfections" are
.in company

Toward a society in which there is no effect of destructive and anti-perfection wars
.and bloodsheds

Toward a society in which only "peace and
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justice" rule the destiny of humans, and in which aggression and imperialism, which
.are the most important obstacles of his "material and spiritual perfection", are dead

Maybe some people say that all previous perfections were in material aspects and
.there is no reason for evolution to include spiritualities

:But, the answer of this question is clear, because

Firstly, it is also possible to find lots of principles of spirituality and humanity in
previous perfections; for example, there are no few immaterial sciences among
human sciences which have advanced greatly toward perfection; and for instance,
the belief of primitive humans about "god", which was in the form of worshiping
stones, wood and even idols made of dates, is not comparable with the understanding
of a clear-minded God-believing scholar or a spiritual wise man living today about this

.issue

Secondly, perfection is perfection in anywhere, and the love; which we find inside our
souls about that have no limit and we are searching for that in all aspects and moving

.toward that

Furthermore, material and spiritual principles are not separated; and for instance, the
spirit of aggression and dominance is as destructive for material life of humans as a

!powerful atomic bomb! Even the second one won't be used without the first one

.And from this point, we understand that perfection will be continues in all aspects

This is the time when the first sparkle of hope for reaching the bright future and the
world full of peace and kindness, brotherhood and equality appears under "the law of

evolution
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". of societies

Coordination with Universal System ( 2

.The universe of existence, as far as we know, is a combination of systems

Existence of ordered and general laws all around this universe is the reason for the
.integration of this system

The matter of order, law and calculation in the field of creation is one of the most
.essential issues of this world

For instance, if we see that hundreds of powerful electronic brain systems collaborate
to open the ways for space travelers by performing precise calculations and their
calculations have correct results and the moon-landing boat lands at the exact
expected point on moon, while moon and earth are moving fast, then we should note
that this procedure owes the precise system of the Solar System and its planets and
moons; because if they deviated from their constant and ordered rout then the
destiny of space travelers was different and it was not known that where they had

.been thrown

We enter a small, smaller and very small world from the big universe; here, especially
in the world of living creatures, order has a more living meaning and chaos has no
place in that; for example, disorder of brain cells of a human is enough for disordering

.the organized system of his/her life in a sad manner

It was in the news, that a young student approximately forgot all of his past because
of a severe strike to the head in a car accident; while he is healthy in other aspects, he

doesn't know his own brother and sister and becomes
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frightened when his mother hugs and kisses him, that what does this stranger woman
!want from me

They take him to his birthplace to the room in which he has grown up, he looks at his
artworks and paintings and says it is the first time that he is seeing this room and
paintings! Maybe he thinks he has come from another planet that everything is new

.for him

Maybe, from billions of his brain cells only few cells, which connected the past to the
present, have been damaged, but this little disorder has caused such a tremendous

!effect

We magnify an atom and it seems like the Solar System and assumedly, we shrink the
Solar System and it will be similar to an atom, both have the same order, the biggest

!systems and the smallest ones

In a universe like this, is it possible for humans, which are a part of the whole, to take
!an exceptional condition and become an inharmonious attachment

Is it possible for human society to recede from the way of great river of the universe
of creation, which everything moves with program and in order, by choosing "no

?! order", chaos, oppression and injustice, disorder and disharmony

Doesn't observing the current general condition of the universe make us think that
humanity should obey the system of the universe of existence anyway, and accept its
order and fair laws and return to the main route and become in harmony with this

? ! system

We look at the structure of complicated and various organs
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of human body and we see that they all obey laws and orders; in this case, how is it
possible for human society to survive without following the rules and laws and correct

? ! and fair order

We want to survive and try for that, but still our social awareness has not reached the
level in which we understand that continuing the current way will end in our
inexistence; but gradually we will become wise and this understanding and growth

.will be achieved for us

We want to have our interests, but still we don't know that continuing the current
conditions will destroy our interests, but gradually, we will put living and expressive
figures and statistics, for example about nuclear competition, in front of our eyes and
we will see that how half of intellectual and physical powers of the world and half of
the assets and large properties will be wasted in this way; not only they will be wasted

!but even they will be used for destroying the second half

While the level of our awareness increases, we clearly find that we should join the
general system of universe and we should practically be a part of the whole as we are

.in reality, in order to be able to reach our goals in all constructive fields

Conclusion: Universal system is another reason for the acceptance of a correct social
.system in the future in the world of humanity

Social Reactions ( 3

It is not only in the discussions of physics that we face a law
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called "the Law of Reaction" that for instance, if an objects hits a wall with a specific
force then it will be moved in the opposite direction with the same force, but we found

.this law more sensible in social issues

Historical experiences show us that changes and expanded revolutions have always
been the direct reaction to the previous pressures; and maybe no expanded
revolution has happened in the world unless there was a severe pressure in the

.opposite direction

:In other words, radicalism has always been the source of changes, for example

Scientific Revolution of Europe (renaissance) - which was a reaction against one ( 1
thousand years of ignorance and backwardness of the Middle Ages, and the
pressures which have been made by superstitious custodians of church for keeping
people backward, and suddenly they remove the factors of ignorance and fired the

.torch of science and fluttered the flag of knowledge everywhere

The Great French Revolution in 1789 - which was an extraordinary political and ( 2
social lunge against autocracy, class imperialism and oppression of governing
regimes, and entered the French society and then other European societies to a new
era of their history and replace the oppression and autocracy with the government of

.law, albeit somehow

Revolution against Slavery in 1848 - which first started in England and was the result ( 3
of extremely harsh and antihuman behavior of slaveholders with slaves that in one
side started the fire of revolution in slaves themselves and on the other side in the

impassioned feelings
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of societies for the slaves, and destroyed the slavery system, although another form
of slavery which was more mysterious and expanded than that took its place and the
school of "imperialism" was founded under the title of "helping the improvement of

"! backward countries

Slavery system had to be finished anyway, but behavior of slaveholders with slaves
.speeded up the process

Revolution against Imperialism - that in our time, was the direct reaction to ( 4
antihuman behavior of imperialists in colonies and still is; and has become the cause
of the growth of wisdom in colonized people and started the opposition against
imperialistic powers, although mostly was not resulted in complete economical, social,
political and intellectual independence, but the conditions become very different from

.the past

Communist Revolution in 1917 - which was the reaction to the oppressions of ( 5
capitalists and their uncounted violations of rights of laborious and enchained people.
However, as I have said in its place, this revolution was not ended in the freedom of
oppressed classes either, and another autocratic system took its place called
"Dictatorship of the Proletariat" which was in fact the dictatorship of some few

.leaders of the party

Revolution against Racial Discrimination - which is currently in progress in the ( 6
world, is the reaction to severe pressures of whites on blacks and their extraordinary

.deprivation of social rights

If we turn the pages of the history and go back to the past then we face the examples
.of the law of reaction everywhere

History of prophets is
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full of series of changes, which their backgrounds were ready before, because of
severe social pressures, and prophets led and grew these revolutions with divine

.teachings and advanced them in the right way

Not only we find many examples for this law among real events of nations of the
world in contemporary and previous history, but also the reflection of this law can

.clearly be seen in the myths and the legends of the nations

It is mentioned in the story of "Zahhak" and "Kave the Blacksmith" that the snakes;
which had appeared on the shoulders of Zahhak had to be fed by human brain and
everyday they had to take brains off the skulls and feed the snakes with them in order

!that they remain peaceful

The truth is that brains should feed the colorful and poisonous snake of “imperialism”;
!and intellectual imperialism is the root and the base of all imperialisms

Then we see that among these deprived society, which was under the strikes of
Zahhak, a blacksmith, who had seen the pressure of fire and his powerful arms had
the ability of striking the hammer of revolution, rose and made the flag of revolution
out of the same apron which had resisted many times against the sparks of fire, and

!destroyed the system of Zahhak and the final reaction happened

There is also a discussion in today's "psychoanalysis" and "psychology" which is
.another reflection of this law

This discussion tells us: If human desires are not satisfied in a proper way then these
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repressed desires retreat from the stage of "consciousness" to "unconsciousness"
and forms a "complex" in that stage, but according to some other, unconsciousness is

!nothing except these repressed desires

They don't stay calm inside the human self and continuously try to express
themselves; reactions of these complexes are the very difference in people but it is

:possible to say that they usually express themselves in one of the following forms

Through making mental disorder and disordering the consciousness ( 1

Through escaping from the society and isolation and pessimism ( 2

Through unaware revenge from the society which has made him/her this ( 3

Through satisfactions in imaginative and imitative forms ( 4

Through "sublimation" and flying to more superior levels ( 5

For example, assume that a boy falls in love with a girl and again assume that he
couldn't have married her because of her parents strong disagreement; this firing
love will be drove from the consciousness to unconsciousness and not only it won't be

.destroyed but it will soon express strong reactions

Maybe it makes him mad; or puts him in isolation forever; or makes him a revengeful
and dangerous criminal; or diverts him to poetry and literature, and brings him to his

.love in the world of poetic dreams

But sometimes, maybe this material love changes to a deep divine love, and
disengages himself from other than God and flies like an enlightened pious man of
God; albeit, these differences are because of other mental differences and

.preparations and various spiritual backgrounds of people

Therefore, we see that mental pressures always
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face the revolutions and strong reactions, which is another feature of the law of
.reaction

Conclusion: This law tells us that the current condition of the world is ready for a
.revolution

Pressure of wars, pressure of oppressions and tyrannies, pressure of discriminations
and partialities, accompanied by failures and hopelessness of humans from current

.laws for removing or decreasing these pressures, will finally show its strong reaction

Finally, these repressed human desires form a massive social complex, under the light
of advancing knowledge of nations that exits from the inner self of societies and
shows itself by a hyper speed movement and disorders the current system of human

.societies, and make a new plan

A plan in which there is neither the signs of unstopped nuclear competition nor the
signs of this much of tiresome conflicts and bloody fights, imperialism, autocracy,

.oppression, injustice and suffocation

And this is another sparkle of hope for the bright future, which a universal society
.expects

Social Necessities and Obligations ( 4

point

The purpose of “social obligation” is that the condition of human living reaches a level
”. in which he feels the necessity of a matter and accepts that as an “obligation

We also know that at the beginning every human is in the way that wants to be
completely free and wants to have no restriction, but gradually understands that this
freedom deprives him/her from many social life advantages and harms his/her
genuine desires; and if he/she doesn’t accept some restrictions called “the Law” then

the society in which he/she lives will move to chaos and will
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.be destroyed

.Here, accepts the regulations, principles and laws

By the advancement of societies, restrictions are being increased day by day and still
”. we accept them as “necessities

:We express a simple example for this issue

About traffic laws, when a person has a high speed vehicle wants to go anywhere
he/she wants freely, parks in anywhere he/she wants, drives with any speed, passes
the crossroads without stopping, but soon he/she understands that if he/she performs
these acts then there is no reason also for others not to perform, and the result is

.chaos and various kinds of dangers

Therefore, today any child knows that it is not a correct act. Regulations should exit,
although it takes hours to reach the destination; penalties and string discipline (but
fair and wise) should be available, otherwise everyday hundreds of people lose their

.lives or their vehicle in this way

”. We call this social “necessity” or “obligation

But it is important that a “real need” of the society appears in the way that the
necessity of its existence could be accepted by everyone or at least thinkers and
leaders of the society; and firstly it needs the improvement of social awareness and
rationality of people of the society, and then relation with the appearance of
unfavorable results of the current conditions of the society and impossibility of

.continuing the way

Accordingly, (for example) we see that cries against the pollution of the environment
have no results, and nobody listens to accepts the regulations of cleaning the

environment; but when people see
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that for instance, air of a city like Tehran has become so much polluted that
continuous illnesses threatens its people, breathing has become hard, eyes are
irritated, and according to statisticians each day ten persons become blind, saliva
becomes dark, by spending some hours in the city, the signs of skin diseases and
gradually the signs of cardiovascular and breath diseases have appeared, here
people accept severe regulations and are happy of destroying the factories, which
have been build with enormous amounts of money, removing thousands of smoker
vehicles and abstaining from many of profitable economical activities which cause air

.pollution

:By considering this example we return to the main discussion

Maybe in the 17th and 18th century, people imagined a paradise in the 20th century by
observing eye-catcher industrial advancements, they thought that with this fast

:development of industries there will be a day that

;Underground resources will be discovered one after another

The hands of science will finally control the power of “atom” which is the most
;important and the biggest energy resource

;Humans will realize the dream of flying to skies

By hitting a button, the house will be cleaned, the food will be ready, the clothes and
dished will be washed, the rooms will be warm in winters and cool in summers; by
hitting a button, the land will be plowed, seeds will be sown and finally equipped

…machineries will collect, clean and pack the crop and make it ready for being used

And in that time, the man sits and enjoys this
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!much of peace and comfort

But they didn’t believe that industrial and mechanical human won’t have more
welfare in life, but by the advancement of technology, new disorders and the giant of
new problems appear; ifrit of “the World Wars” will dominate the centers of industry
by its terrible shadow, and demolish that in a short time in the way that it might not be

!seen even in dreams

!Now, understands that how much their life has become dangerous

If in the past they talk about wars in which some thousands of people were died, now
the discussion is about the war, which its result is the destruction of human civilization

!on the earth and returning to the Stone Age

Gradually, they understand that previous regulations are not enough for keeping the
current conditions and great victories in industry and civilization, and should accept

.new regulations

Gradually, the time will come that the “existence of a united universal government”
will be felt as a “necessity” and “an unavoidable reality” for ending the hard armament
competition, for ending the increasing conflicts of big powers and for taking the world
away from the chasm of war, that finally this factitious and troublesome borders
should be removed and all the people of the world live under one flag and with one

!law

The time will come that social rationality will reach a level in the world that people see
that the unfair distribution of wealth in its current form - that in one side of the world

and even
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sometimes in one side of the city, there are so much wealthy people whose dogs and
cats also have hospitals, physicians and dentists and luxurious bedrooms, but on the
other side, people are falling on the ground like yellow leaves of fall because of
hunger - will have a terrible future; and without a fair system of distribution of wealth,
the world won’t see peace; but wealthy and poor, backward and developed countries

.both will be in discomfort

When these issues become a “necessity” because of the appearance of unfavorable
reactions of the current conditions and improvement of general rationality then

.revolution and change will be certain; as it was the same in the past

Therefore, “social obligation” is another effective factor that moves the people of the
world toward a life mixed with peace and justice by its powerful functionality, and

.places the pillars of a universal government according to a new plan

It was being discussed that according to evidences, whether the future of the world is
?peace and justice or destruction and degeneration

Hitherto, we’ve found clear evidences for the first possibility through four ways, but it
may be said against this expression that if it is in this way then there is no sign of
going toward such destination in current conditions of the world, but contrarily, the

!current conditions are more disappointing than promising

We also accept that the first look confirms this opinion; but more consideration shows
that today’s mankind has taken stapes and are also taking toward that
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.great goal and there are signs of self-awareness in his thoughts and life

Although, these steps are not so much great, and even some of them are not serious,
but whatever it is, there are considerable steps for intellectual preparation of the

.environment

:Some examples of these evidences will be mentioned as follows

A) Establishing Universal Councils and Adoption of Universal Declaration of Human Rights

We know that the First and the Second World War, which was similar to bipolar
.disorder in the world of humanity, left awakening effects against its deadly results

Following the First World War, “League of Nations” was founded; but after a while the
.roars of cannons of the Second World War destroyed its remains

But, that short time experience caused a comparably stronger foundation of a world
center and source called “United Nations” to be placed and an interesting charter

.called “Universal Declaration of Human Rights” to be adopted

We don’t deny that some of its articles are similar to our famous story of “bell” and
“the cat”, and it is not possible to find a person in order to place the bell on the cat’s
neck in present conditions; and it is not deniable that this step, with its all deficiencies,
is an important step which have been made, and at least all the people of the world

!believe in this thinking way, although, they limp in execution of that

Consider well; aren’t the following articles, which are quoted from “Universal
Declaration of Human Rights”, the same issues which we were searching for in

?! previous discussion

Article 1: All human beings are born free
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and equal in dignity and rights. They are endowed with reason and conscience and
.should act towards one another in a spirit of brotherhood

.Article 3: Everyone has the right to life, liberty and security of person

Article 5: No one shall be subjected to torture or to cruel, inhuman or degrading
.treatment or punishment

Article 6: Everyone has the right to recognition everywhere as a person before the
.law

Article 7: All are equal before the law and are entitled without any discrimination to
…equal protection of the law

Article 26: Everyone has the right to education … Education shall be directed to the full
development of the human personality and to the strengthening of respect for human

…rights and fundamental freedoms

Article 29: Everyone has “duties” to the community in which alone the free and full
.development of his personality is possible

:And finally the last article of this Universal Declaration blocks the way of all exploiters

Article 30: Nothing in this Declaration may be interpreted as implying for any State,
group or person any right to engage in any activity or to perform any act aimed at the

.destruction of any of the rights and freedoms set forth herein

Again, we remind that we are not dupe to believe these beautiful mottoes, which are
like a “sweet dream” and has lots of work to become practical, as performed issues in
current disordered conditions of the world, or ignore the incapability and weakness of

.big universal councils in solving lots of problems

,But we should ignore its existence
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.which is the reason of entering humanity to a new era, like pessimistic people

We know that in fact, “United Nations” is considered as a “mother organization” and it
”. has branches which one of them is “Security Council

The difference of this “child” with that “mother” is that the “mother” doesn’t have
executing power and its resolutions are series of official advices to the countries of

.the world

Accordingly, sometimes pessimistic people name this universal council “tribune”,
“universal speed hall” or “without-government parliament” and like that; but
whatever it is, it has this benefit that all countries of the world participate in voting
based of “equality”, and its resolutions have considerable spiritual and mental effects

.on public opinion of the people of the world

But its child “security council” has enough executing power and capability! And if it
wants then it can execute its resolutions, but unfortunately, it doesn’t have enough
voting power; because each of the five powers (United States, USSR, China, France
and United Kingdom) which are permanent and forever members of the council! can
solely nullify any decision by their negative vote and this “veto” right, which is the
memento of the age of imperialism on the forehead of this important universal

!center, usually cripple it in important decisions

Therefore, one of them has executing power but doesn’t legislate and the other one
!legislates but doesn’t have the power to execute

But, by having these problems, this “half-complete center” of United Nations and its
achievement, this noisy and few-effective center, if we want
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to be fair, has been able to perform some works, although small; and regardless of its
work, its feature is the reason for a new thinking way to be created in the world which
has been started from “semi-serious” and even joking levels and is moving toward
more serious levels; because all countries of the world, by having all differences and
disagreement of schools and method, feel that they need its existence and consider

.its nonexistence very bad

B) Talking about General Disarmament

Although this expression has not gone beyond talking, commissions and bureaucracy
yet; and still what is going on outside the commissions of universal disarmament is an
evidence for “the advancement of armament competition”, but general acceptance of
this opinion by the people of the world shows that a kind of self-awareness has
appeared in the universal conscience; and at least all of big and small government are
satisfied that they spend a large part of their wealth for destructive scrap metals
which has specified the most powerful brains of scientists for their advancement and
development, while these “assets” and “brains” are highly needed in “construction
issues”; and everyone is scrambling to save himself/herself from this big and
dangerous trap, and may the day come when great economical and human assets

.are being attracted to fundamental issues and the centers of needs and pains

One of universal centers announced statistics about the costs of keeping military
soldiers from each of the big governments, soldiers who are the youngest and the

most living members of the
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.society, and in other words, the costs of destroying this great power every year

And this center expressed large figures like astronomical figures that showed there
are also new thinking ways beside these false plans, the thinking way which says this

.plan is not continual and should be revised

.And this is considered as another great step toward that goal

!C) The Attack of Peace

In today’s world, everyone is talking about peace, even certain militants! Because
hatred of war has become prevalent, and frightening destructions of the World Wars

!has not been forgotten and never will be

Although, enthusiasm for peace, still like many of human desires, has not gone
beyond a dream, and everywhere is being used as a motto, and even fire-starters of
the wars carry it with themselves; but anyhow, this conditions show that a “general
thirst” has occurred to everyone for “panacea of peace”, and indeed the people of the

.world demand that as the main basis for the development of all plans

Especially, by considering that today’s wars are so much costly that it is possible for a
country to move backward tens of years in economy and civilization adding to bearing
.billions of financial damages and thousands of casualties in only some days in the war

This public desire should never be underestimated; because sprouts of any change
and revolution firstly grow in the depths of minds as a “desire”, an “unsupported
demand” or a “pleasant motto”; then converts to a “necessity” and an “unavoidable

.reality” and gradually changes the pillars of the society

Armistice
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of previous wars of Vietnam and the United States has been ignored five hundred
thousand times, according to press! But finally, we saw that it reached the serious
level and necessity, which had to be realized, had been realized by the victory of

.Vietnam

D) The Plan of Islamic Government

Note: It should be considered that this book has been written before the Islamic]
[Revolution of Iran

Albeit, undoubtedly the taste of today’s world are not ready for accepting such
government; because still in a so-called developed society like United States, the
matter of black and white races has not been solved yet and black people suffer from

.painful discrimination inside this society

Still, racist government of South Africa is being confirmed by big powers; and the
distance of three groups of “backward”, “developing” and “developed” does still exit,

.and even distances are becoming vaster

But, however, as we said before, development of these thoughts and their
acceptance by many groups of the world, even if standing in a faraway horizon, it is
considered a living reason for spiritual, cultural and social preparations for achieving

”. “universal peace and justice

Except what we have said before, there are also other signs in the sides of universal
congregations, like “common markets” and “great universal unions” and any kind of
desire to common life and inclination to unity, which totally show that the world is
going toward the destination which we said in a long way; and promising the

.achievement of such goal

This plan, which has recently found several adherents and is being discussed
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in different places, and even some people consider the plan of international language
“Esperanto” which is expanding effectively as the introduction of that great plan, is

.another effective step toward that final goal

Albeit, undoubtedly the taste of today’s world are not ready for accepting such
government; because still in a so-called developed society like United States, the
matter of black and white races has not been solved yet and black people suffer from

.painful discrimination inside this society

Still, racist government of South Africa is being confirmed by big powers; and the
distance of three groups of “backward”, “developing” and “developed” does still exit,

.and even distances are becoming vaster

But, however, as we said before, development of these thoughts and their
acceptance by many groups of the world, even if standing in a faraway horizon, it is
considered a living reason for spiritual, cultural and social preparations for achieving

”. “universal peace and justice

Except what we have said before, there are also other signs in the sides of universal
congregations, like “common markets” and “great universal unions” and any kind of
desire to common life and inclination to unity, which totally show that the world is
going toward the destination which we said in a long way; and promising the

.achievement of such goal

"Human Nature and "Peace and Universal Justice ( 5

point

Any issue is able to be discussed and to be studied in two ways, through “reason and
”. wisdom” and through “feelings and human nature

Human nature is the innate intuition, which doesn’t need a reason, it means that the
person
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.accepts and believes that without reasoning and proof

The waves of this kind of innate intuitions are sometimes more powerful and more
genuine than judgments of the wisdom, that these are innate natural intuitions and

.those are acquired knowledge

This kind of innate intuitions are usually called “instinct” in animals; and instincts have
a wide range and important role in animals, and it is possible to say that the main role

.in their lives is upon these instincts

Sometimes, the reflection of the instincts is so much surprising that force the human
to confess to his inability by having all advanced industrial tools and electronic

.accurate equipments

For example, there are lots of animals and insects, which forecast the weather
conditions, maybe for one day and sometimes for one month, and even I saw in a
magazine that there is a type of grasshopper that forecasts the weather conditions

.from one year ahead

And this is certainly wonderful that the human in space age, with all accurate
equipment that has invented for the weather forecast, and by having all weather
stations in all sensitive points and collecting atmosphere conditions information from
these points through communication, and forming “weather plans” and by performing
all these costly efforts, can forecast the weather conditions for 6 hours and with

!: ambiguous expressions

Partly cloudy • 

Sometimes cloudy • 

Possibility of sudden rain shower • 

And maybe heavy rain • 

!And maybe clear and sunny • 
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But that weather-wise insect, without contacting other insects, forecasts for 6
months, which means in the middle of the
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.summer forecasts the conditions of the winter and prepare itself for that

Perhaps, the reason for the matter that innate knowledge of the human is limited
than other living creatures is that his big share of wisdom covers his deficiencies in all
fields; but anyhow, humans also use innate intuition in emergency needs and
essential issues of the life and this beam can guide us through the way which we have

.to go

Is it possible for innate intuitions to help us in the discussed issues, which are end of
the world by war and bloodshed and oppression and injustice, or the domination of

?peace and justice and security, or not

The answer to this question is positive; because there are two considerable signs,
:which can guide us toward the truth

A) Love of Peace and Justice

Love of Peace and Justice is inside the soul of any person; everyone enjoys peace and
.justice, and demands a world full of these two all by the heart

By the existence of all differences among the nations in thinking ways, traditions and
rites, affections and interests, desires and schools, everyone strongly interested in
these two without an exception, and I assume that no more reason is needed for
proving their innateness, as the generality of desires are the reason for their

.innateness in everywhere

?Is this a false thirst

Or a real need that innate intuition has helped the wisdom in order to affirm that
!( necessity more? (Attention

Isn’t always our thirst the reason for the existence of water in the nature and if water
has
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?no existence then is it possible for us to have its affection inside

We rise, we cry, we shout and demand peace and justice and this is the sign for this
.desire be finally realized

Essentially, false human nature has no meaning; because we know that creation and
the world of nature is a united thing and is never made of a group of separated and

.discrete creatures

All of them are like a great tree which its expanded branches have covered the
universe; maybe there are millions of light-years distance between its branches and
even the particles of one cluster, but this vast distance is not the reason for their

.discreteness, but it is one of the characteristics of its greatness and vastness

In this great unit, each particle is a sign of the whole and each part is related to the
other parts, and their reactions are related to each other, any of them are the

.symmetry of another’s existence and all of them are being fed from one root

Accordingly, “any genuine and innate affection is the reason for the existence of a
”. love outside and its attraction

A love” which its loved one does only exist in dreams is a “false love”; and there is no“
false thing available in the world of nature. It is only deviating from the way of

!( creation that replaces a false creature with a genuine reality. (Attention

Anyway, human nature explicitly calls that finally peace and justice will cover the
world and oppression will be removed, because
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.it is general desire of humans

B) General Waiting for a Great Peacemaker

Almost every person who study this matter agree that all nations of the world are
waiting for a great revolution leader that each of them call him with one name, but all

.of them agree in his general characteristics and principles of his revolution plans

Therefore, against the thing which some people may think, the issue of believing the
advent of a great savior, for healing the deadly injuries of humanity, is not only among
Muslims and is not even exclusive to eastern religions, but available “evidences” show
that this is a general and old belief, among all religions of the East and the West,

.although some religions like Islam has affirmed that more than the others

.And this is another reason for the innateness of this matter

Here we mention a “completely compact” part of the reflection of this belief among
:different nations for two purposes

First, for considering the generality of the issue and second for considering common
principles that are available among all of them about the plan of that great

.peacemaker

Great Peacemaker among other Nations

Manifestation of this Program in Zoroastrian Books

We read in the famous book of “Zand”, after mentioning the everlasting battle of ( 1
”: “Yazatas” and “Daevas

And then the great victory is for the side of Yazatas, and exterminates the … 
…Daevas

After the victory of Yazatas and exterminating the Daevas, universe reaches its
!genuine felicity and humans will sit on the throne of happiness

”: Jamasp” quotes from the Zoroaster in the book “Jamasp Namag ( “ 2
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…A man will rise from the land of Arabs
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A man with a great head, great body and great legs and following the religion of his
forefather and with great army and moves toward Iran and constructs the lands and

.fills the earth with justice

Manifestation of this Belief in Hindu and Brahman Scriptures

:It is written in the book “Vasishta Yoga” from Hindu scriptures ( 1

At the end, the world will return to the one who loves God and is from his special
”! servants. And his name is “auspicious and blessed

”: It is mentioned in another book called “Didah ( 2

After the destruction of the world, a king will appear in End of Days who is the leader
of all creatures, and his name is “Mansour” and conquers the entire world; and

.converts to his religion

:It is written in the book “Ddatek” from Brahman scriptures ( 3

the hand of God will appear and the last successor “Maitreya” will rise and conquers … 
.the east and the west of the world; and guides creatures

:It is mentioned in “Patikel” from Hindu scriptures ( 4

When the day ends and the old world begins anew; and becomes alive and the king of
the new kingdom appears; from the children of two great leaders of the world, one of
them honor of End of Days and the other one and even his guardian whom his name is
“Pashan” and the name of that new kingdom is “the guide”; he becomes the king

.rightfully and is the successor of Rama and rules and has many miracles

:It is written in the book “Basek” from Hindu scriptures ( 5

Kalpa ends to a
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just king in End of Days who is the leader of angels, fairies and humans; and indeed
he is rightful king, and gains whatever is hidden in the seas, the earth and in the
mountains, and informs from the heavens and the earth whatever it is, and nobody

!will be born greater than him

Signs in the Old Testament

:In “Psalms of David”, psalm 37, we read ( 1

For the wicked shall be cut off; but those who wait for the Lord shall possess the  9
.land

Yet a little while, and the wicked will be no more; though you look well at his place,  10
.he will not be there

But the meek shall possess the land, and delight themselves in abundant 11
.prosperity

Also we read in the psalm 37 (from the Psalms of David), in the sentence 22: for those ( 2
.“blessed” by the Lord shall possess the land, but those cursed by him shall be cut off

:It is also mentioned in the sentence 29 of the same psalm ( 3

,The righteous shall possess the land

.and dwell upon it forever

:In the Book of Habakkuk, chapter VI, we read ( 4

.If it seem slow, wait for it; it will surely come, it will not delay … 

.He gathers for himself all nations, and collects as his own all peoples … 

:We read in the Book of Isaiah, chapter XI, in a discussion full of metaphors ( 5

There shall come forth a shoot from the stump of Jesse(1), and a branch shall grow 1
.out of his roots
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but with righteousness he shall judge 4

p: 44

The name “Jesse” means “powerful” and is the name of the father of King David. - 1
((Quoted from Bible Dictionary
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the poor, and decide with equity for the meek of the earth; and he shall smite the
.earth with the rod of his mouth, and with the breath of his lips he shall slay the wicked

.Righteousness shall be the girdle of his waist, and faithfulness the girdle of his loins 5

,The wolf shall dwell with the lamb 6

.and a little child shall lead them… 

They shall not hurt or destroy in my entire holy mountain; for the earth shall be full 9
.of the knowledge of the Lord as the waters cover the sea

Signs in the New Testament

:We read in the Gospel of Mathew, chapter 24 ( 1

For as the lightning comes from the east and flashes as far as the west, so will be  27
.the coming of the Son of Man

and they will see “the Son of Man coming on the clouds of heaven” with power  … 30
.and great glory

And he will send out his angels with a loud trumpet call, and they will gather his 31
 … elect

:And it is written in the Gospel of Luke, chapter 12 ( 2

;Be dressed for action and have your lamps lit 35

are like those who are waiting for their master, so that they may open the door for 36
.him as soon as he comes and knocks

This Belief among Chinese, Egyptians, etc

We read in the book “On Advent and Signs of Advent” (collected by one of the ( 1
:friends of Sadeq Hedayat), page 47

Major part of translations of Pahlavi texts by “Sadeq” is about the advent and the
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signs of
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advent and if we totally consider the entire Pahlavi texts of Sadeq then we should say
.that all of them have religious aspects

the issue of the advent and the signs of advent is the issue which is especially … 
important in all major religions of the world … according to “Sadeq”: Regardless of
faith which forms the basis of this hope, when, any person who is interested in the
destiny of humanity and demands its spiritual perfection, becomes hopeless and sees
that unfortunately the ignorant and negligent humanity is still moving toward
corruption and destruction day by day and avoids the almighty God and disobey his
orders more and more by having this much amazing intellectual and scientific
developments, turns to the presence of the almighty God based upon his nature and

!asks for his help in order to remove oppression and corruption

Accordingly, the hope for a great universal peacemaker had been available in the
hearts of all monotheists and not only this hope has record in the followers of major
religions, like Zoroastrians, Jews, Christians and Muslims, but it is possible to find its
signs in the ancient books of the Chinese, beliefs of Hindus, among Scandinavians and

.even between ancient Egyptians; also Mexican aboriginals and like them

It should be reminded that the book “Zand va Human Yasan” and some other
Zoroastrian texts, also the last two chapters of Jamasp Namag including the
prediction of Zoroaster by the words of the Sage Jamasp to “Goshtasp”, king of the

time
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who converted to religion of Zoroaster, about the Promised One of End of Days, have
been translated to Persian from Pahlavi by Sadeq Hedayat, and has been published
by “Hassan Ghaemian”, friend and colleague of Sadeq Hedayat, under the title of “On

”. Advent and Signs of Advent

Signs of this Belief among Western People

Believing in the advent of a Great Savior and disappearance of oppression and
injustice among the people, and government of truth and justice is not exclusive to
the eastern people and religions, but it is a general and universal belief which its
different features can be seen in the faiths of different nations and all of them clarifies
this truth that the source of this ancient belief is innate human nature and prophets’

.invitation

In the book “A Preface to Leadership”, while talking about the existence of waiting for
the advent of a great savior among different western nations and manipulation of
such general belief by some persons, the writer mentions the name of five claimants
who arose from Britain: “James Naylor”, “Joanna Southcott”, “Richard Brothers”, “John
Nichols Thom” and “Henry James Prince”; and quotes the existence of such belief,
even among the North American Indians, from “Bernard Barber”, American
sociologist, in the paper “Acculturation and Messianic Movements”: Among the North
American Indians … this belief is prevalent that one day, the Great Spirit will come and

 … guide them to the heaven of the earth

Only until 1890, about twenty types of these movements have been recorded in
.American history

In the discussion, which was quoted
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before from the book “On Advent and Signs of Advent”, it was affirmed, that: It is
possible to find the signs of this belief among Scandinavians, Mexican aboriginals and

(like them.(1

Totally, according to what was said, and other several matters and evidences which
was not mentioned for observing the abstraction, we conclude that this waiting is has
logical aspect, it is expanded, pervasive and universal, and finally it is an evidence of

.the innateness of this belief

In the next discussion, we will see that this belief is much expanded in Islamic beliefs
under the title of “the Advent of Mahdi” and has been considered as a fundamental

.belief

Also, we will see that how noticing and believing in this innate reality, which reason
and wisdom also support that, removes the dark clouds of disappointment and

:pessimism from the sky of human soul and prepares him for a bright future

,Makes the powers more ready

,The thoughts more awakened

,The readiness more increased

,The revolutions faster

,The affections more fiery

’And makes the way easier for achieving a human society with its certain meaning

A society which oppressions do not burn it like fire, discriminations do not destroy it
.from the inside like termites, and injustices do not take it to destruction

Universal Revolution

Revolution or Gradual Reforms

Until now, the discussion was about the matter that mankind thinks about a bright
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future by the command of wisdom and innate intuition, a future which is much
.different with today, and there is no sign of this much of darkness in that

But now, this question

p: 48

In this section, the books “On Advent and Signs of Advent”, “Blossoms of Hope” and - 1
.“A Preface to Leadership” have been used
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is asked that how should such a big change happen, by gradual reforms or in
?revolutionary and fundamental ways

Essentially, and generally, there is no common opinion about the way of performing
social reforms among scientists. Some of them believe in gradual reforms that are
called “reformists”; and there are “revolutionists” against them who consider that no

.essential change in society is possible without a revolution

They believe that as changes of nature happen in revolutionary and sudden ways,
and gradual “quantitative” changes reach a level that become “qualitative”, but are

.replaced with their opposites by revolution

Adherents of this principle have made many branches for the way of revolution and
social mutation in all social changes, which all of them are neither reasonable nor
according to historical issues and objective evidences, but it is undeniable that this

.principle is acceptable in many cases

:The explanation

The thing which seems to be more closer to reality is that the degree of corruption of
societies are different; where corruption has not become epidemic and expanded,

.gradual reforms can form the basis of reformative programs

But, where corruption has covered everywhere or has penetrated in most social
organizations, it is not possible to overcome the disharmonies without a fundamental

.revolution and mutation

And this is exactly like repairing a great building with gradual amendments and
returning the beginning glory to that, but when base is being destroyed from inside
and main columns are falling then they destroy it completely and construct a new

.building over its ruins

We have many
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:evidences in hand for correctness of this belief

Gradual reforms are always being put on the same old bases and their effects ( 1
depends of the health of the bases, and in other words, patterns and regulations are
same as previous patterns and regulations in “reforms” and it is useful when patterns
have been remained healthy, otherwise there is no benefit in “designing the balcony”
when “the base of the house is destroyed” (referring to a Persian proverb). Here, new
patterns should be used and fundamental issues should be studied in the way of

.change

Gradual reforms are usually being performed in peaceful ways and in most of the ( 2
cases they rely on “logic”, and it is useful when there are intellectual and background
preparation in society, but where these backgrounds are not available, the logic of
revolution which is the “logic of power” should be used; although, logic has also en
effective role in “revolutionary changes”, but “revolutionary forces” make the last

.strike

Using non-revolutionary methods in societies, in which corruption has penetrated to
the depths, gives opportunity to main factors of corruption to equip themselves
against the “reformists” and take “counteractive” and “deterrent” tools for confronting
their weapons; exactly the same as powerful microbes which have become immune
against gradual usage of “medicine” and continue their job; and won’t be destroyed

!except by a sudden attack of powerful medicines

Societies in which corruption has penetrated to the root, powerful anti-reform ( 3
factors have occupied all sensitive centers of society and can
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neutralize any gradual reform plan; except that reformists surprise them by a
“revolutionary attack” before they “organize” and “equip” themselves, and demolish

!them

Usually, great reformist and revolutionary powers won’t remain hot, excited, ready ( 4
and united for a long time, and they are not used in proper time then maybe they lose
their “effectiveness and sharpness” by the pass of time, and anti-revolution elements
penetrate their mind gradually; therefore, when expanded reforms are needed, their
maximum power should be used “extremely fast”; and they should be used before

.they faint and before backward powers reduce their strength and excitement

History also shows that these kinds of societies have not been formed through ( 5
gradual reforms, but their corrections have been performed by mutation and

.revolution

Great prophets and reformist men of the world have always chosen revolutionary
method when they faced such societies, and made their steps in the way of jihad and

.fight until the last drop of strength

Noah, Abraham, Moses, Jesus and especially prophet of Islam, peace be upon him,
.were all revolutionary men

Other men and women who changed the feature of the history and were turning
points in the way of human life or their own societies were all revolutionary people
and this is living evidence that correcting these kinds of societies are not possible

.without a revolution

But, about correcting general conditions of the world and removing current system,
which is based upon wasting active powers, discrimination, oppression and injustice,

and replacing it with a “fair system” free of
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these disharmonies, the situation is more clear; because this the most revolutionary
act which should be performed in the world, and broader and more expanded than

.any other revolution

In this case, how is it possible for such expanded and fundamental change to happen
?! through gradual reforms

:Here, it should explicitly be said that

If present world, which is full of impartiality, oppression and corruption, has to be
taken away from the chasm of destruction and inexistence then expanded revolution

.should happen in that

:Revolution in all fields

In intellectual, cultural, moral, economical, political, and in the fields of laws and
.programs

?Material or Spiritual Revolution

Another discussion which can complete previous discussion is that, by considering
several evidences which show that finally human life will see the brightness, and the
dark clouds of insecurity and injustice will be removed from the sky of human
civilization, this question arises that will the expanded revolution which should
execute this plan be performed through the perfection of material laws or should this

?goal be achieved by the help of spiritual assets

And in other words, is continuing the conditions of “current one-dimensional life” and
completing that capable of execution of such plan, or should the change happen from
this point and one-dimensional perfection gives its place to multidimensional

:perfection

,Human values to be revived

,Moralities to be utilized in an expanded way
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,Faith and Affection to be revived

?And by using these assets, rebellious mechanical and material life to be restrained

Noticing the main roots of present misfortunes and disharmonies shows that
completion of this situation is in
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.fact, completion of misfortunes! And continuing this way will be continuing the crises

:Because

Today, democracy and government of people over people is known as the fairest way
of government, that in most parts of the world only its name can be heard; assume
that this type of government is established all around the world, then that is the

.beginning of all big problems

:Explanation

:We see at a glance that there are only four types of government in the world

Autocracy in its main feature: the purpose if individual autocracy, which its ( 1
conditions are clear in the past and the present and it is possible to say in a short
sentence that: The source of any kind of slavery, misfortune, misery and

.backwardness of humans is this deadly type of government

Autocracy in the clothes of democracy: it means the same individual bloody ( 2
autocratic and oppressive government, which has worn the clothes of democracy and
brings its title and pretends democracy by establishing “false parties and assembly”.
That party and assembly which the list of its members and leaders is written and
ready before the establishment and the players wear their clothes behind the scene

.one by one and get ready for playing their roles by appearing on the scene

Behinds the scene, they all eat and drink and laugh and deride together, but when
they come on the scene one agrees and the other opposes, one of them is in the

progressive wing and the other is in the constructive wing, one is
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coordinator of this wing and the other is coordinator of that wing, they start fake
fights for deceiving the public, who aren’t deceived by these acts anymore; even they

!attack each other by closed fists and angry faces for completing this scene

This kind of government was not available in the past history, because people and
even dictators were frank, and maybe they didn’t think that it is possible to offer

.autocracy in the shape of democracy

This type of government is the phenomenon of our age, the age of concisions,
duplicities and the age of changing faces! And it is bitter fruit that its kernel belongs to
the past and the shell belongs to the present, and its only goal is to delay the date of

.freedom of nations for some days and is capable of nothing other than that

Dictatorship of the Proletariat: this type of government was not available in this way ( 3
in the past, and it is product of mechanical age and exclusive to communist countries,
in which “proletariat” (workers) takes the power and achieve its desire in all aspects

.under the title of Marxism

Although, Marxists themselves have chosen the title “Dictatorship of the Proletariat”
as the motto of their government, but regardless of the meanings which are hidden
inside this title, it should be studied that whether proletariat governs such societies or
members of the central committee of the party and its secretary general, a party

which neither is comprehensive nor have free elections nor have a
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sign of democracy, and autocracy and tyranny of the heads of the government, and
.violence and depriving people from freedom in that is not hidden to everyone

While history is being written and the list of governors and rulers is being compiled, is
it possible to put the names of Stalin, Khrushchev and Mao Tze Tung except in the
category of the most rigorous autocrats whom their governing time remembers

!burdensome miseries of humanity

It is true that the leaders of these societies make effective steps in adjusting the
capitals and it is true that they end the time of legendary wealthy persons, but is it
possible to ignore this clear fact that they consume billions of the wealth of their
countries foe strengthening the bases of their powers, and perform whatever they
want unbridled, and take the right of criticism, revision and strike and any kind of

.questioning from their people

Democracy in its main feature: this kind of government, which is considered as the ( 4
best and the most complete way of government in today’s world, and even
pretending and claiming that is a cause of pride for many of the leaders, needless to

:mention its objective and external existence, is summarize in one sentence

In this system of government, all people from any group or class can seemingly go to
voting boxes freely and choose their real representatives, and give their future to

.them for some years, under circumstances

,They also seemingly legislate the laws, which consider that are useful for people
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.freely by consultation

And sometimes the representatives choose the chairman of this executive committee
”. and sometimes directly by people, that is called “prime minister” or “president

Defects of Democracy

But, by all the advantages and benefits which can be seen in this type of government,
when we look inside it and its final product then we see that, despite its beautiful

:appearance, it is so scary; because

Group Exploitation - The first product of this system, which is government of ( 1
“majorities”, by considering that always minorities are limited and few people who can
be ignored in group calculations, is that permits group exploitation and permits fifty-
one percent of the world to impose their thoughts and goals to the other forty-nine
percent, and ignore the benefits of a considerable group which is only two percent,
and even sometimes one percent, fewer than them for saving the benefits of the

.majority

And this is a strong strike to justice and freedom in the world of humanity, which is
.being performed under the title of the most developed type of government

Minorities in the shape of majorities- Worse than that is in this type of government ( 2
“minorities” are often appear in the shape of “majorities”, and impose their beliefs to
them forcefully; in the way that those who possess “wealth” and “power” brainwash
the majorities and deviate the thoughts to the way of their desire by having mass
media and by feeding their desired goals, purposes, programs and persons, directly

and indirectly, to commercial media, radios and televisions in
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the way practically a government appears that moves only toward the benefits of this
(. multiplied minority (those who excessively demand power and money

Accordingly, it is no surprise that in countries, which are governed by this system,
governments are “usually” supporters of bourgeois and big capitalists (although
seemingly free lections are performed by public participation and written participation

(. of them in voting boxes

Albeit, if majority can firstly dethrone this group and then perform an election then
maybe the real majority rules the society’s destiny, but this matter will also be put in a

.loop and becomes impossible

And if we can justify the government of real majority over minority (assumedly) in
some way then certainly, government of minority over the exploited majority is not

.justifiable anyway

Equal, in the conditions of inequality - In this governing system, any person in any ( 3
:condition has the right of one vote, which means

A great scholar is completely equal to an illiterate person; an aware, experienced and
nationalist politician is equal to an inexperienced person, and a virtuous reputable

 … human is equal to a polluted infamous criminal thief

And this kind of injustice is clear because one of these two can be thousand times
.more future-maker than the other

It is true that if we want to make differences between people then we will face
unclear criterion, but whatever it is, this is a kind of deficiency, which is included in the

.nature of western material democracy

Following instead of leadership - In this system, governments and ( 4
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representatives of assemblies certainly oblige themselves to observe the demands of
majorities (unconditionally), because they are counting on them for the present and

.the future, and without this following, their positions and powers will be in danger

Therefore, in the nature of this way of government, the issue of leadership is
practically replaced with following, and social corruptions, oppressions, aberrances
and pollutions, which are majorities’ favorites, from any kind, are followed and even

.resonated

By considering this fact, it is no surprise that for example we see that unfortunately,
the Parliament of England enacted the law of “homosexuality”!, because homosexuals

!have representative and even representatives

By considering what was said, you will confirm that how much this material ideal
:government is non-ideal because

Firstly, material laws, by assuming that are useful for weak persons and spread the
justice, have no execution assurance, because the matter of “justice” that is
accompanied by ignoring lots of benefits and material facilities, doesn’t have a correct
and wise definition for powerful persons in an environment which all values are
specified according to material criterions; therefore, in such environments, only weak

.people claim justice and equality not powerful persons

But, if spiritual values are considered then justice will have also a definition for them,
because in execution of justice, although they lose some of their benefits, but they will

.reach a spiritual value and superiority

Clear example of this matter is expanded international organizations, which
established after the Second World War. These organizations, which are the most

important so-called centers for
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providing universal peace and thinker politicians of the world participate in them, have
been a plaything for the influences of nig powers or a conference hall for small

.governments that can express some of their opinion in there, until now

Secondly, historical studies and experiments show that excessive desires of human
have been never saturated through material means; it means that a person has

.never reached a stage that says this much is enough for me

Human desires are unlimited in this kind and material facilities, whatever they are, are
still limited and these limited facilities cannot fulfill those unlimited desires and this
“contradiction of facilities and demands” has made war the everlasting equipment of

.material life

But, if spiritualities and belief of God, and noticing to human and moral values and
responsibilities before that great source who is above the entire material and secular
world, are revived in the hearts of humans then it can restrict this instinct and utilize in

.a correct way and establish peace and security instead of war

And in other words, excessive demands of humans can be saturated with spiritual
matters, which are unlimited, and that contradiction, which was the main reason of

.war and oppression, will be removed

Necessary Preparations for Universal Government

General Preparations

Even if we are very optimistic and hopeful, still we should know that reaching a stage
:of history in which

All humans gather under one flag and all terrible weapons to be removed from the
;earth

;And classes, with the definition of exploiter and exploited, to be removed

And conflicts and
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dangerous political and military games of superpowers to be forgotten forever and
the world to become free of sick name of “superpower” and frightful nightmare of

;their evil powers

And unhealthy and destructive economical competitions give their place to public
 … cooperation toward a better and more pure life

.Is still soon and needs general preparation

But, as in recent times, changes are being made fast then we shouldn’t consider that
.very far like a sweet dream

But anyway, four preparations are necessary in order for the world to accept such
:government

Intellectual and Cultural Preparation ( 1

It means that level of thoughts of the people of the world develops in the way that
they understand the issue “race” and “different geographical regions” are not
considerable issues in human life; the differences of colors, languages and lands
cannot separate humans from each other; tribal and group fanaticisms should die
forever; hilarious thought of “superior race” should be thrown away; factitious
borders with barbed wires! And wall like the ancient wall of china! Cannot separate

.humans

But, as sunlight and lively breezes, and raining clouds and other gifts and powers of
the nature never pay attention to these borders and all of them move around the
entire earth and practically consider the world as one country, we humans also reach

.this level of intellectual growth

And if we carefully notice then we see that this thinking way is going to be created and
completed among aware and open-minded the people of the world, and day by day

the number of those who think
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.about the issue of “world-country” is increasing

Even today, the matter of united global language is being discussed in different
.places

Social Preparations ( 2

The people of the world should become tired of oppression and injustice and available
systems and feel the bitterness of this material and one-dimensional life, and even
become disappointed of solving current problems by continuing this one-dimensional

.way

The people of the world should understand that what was being promised in 18th and
19th centuries in the light of mechanical developments was in fact nothing more than
.an imagination, or like a mirage in front of the eyes of thirsty travelers in a hot desert

Peace and welfare and security of the people of the world were not provided and
.even material and spiritual conflicts and insecurities expanded

Making ostensible amazing laws didn’t remove oppression, discrimination,
exploitation and huge class differences, even previous corruptions appeared in larger

.scales and more dangerous forms

Understanding present conditions of the world first makes the condition of thinking,
and then hesitation and finally disappointment and readiness for a multilateral

.revolution based upon new values

This is the thing if is not achieved then it is not possible to reach such level, exactly the
.same as an abscess that should be treated when the time has come

Technological and Communicational Preparations ( 3

Contrary to what some persons assume that reaching the level of social perfection
and a world full of peace and justice will certainly be possible accompanied by
destruction of modern technology, existence of these developed industries doesn’t

disturb a fair universal government and even, it
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.may not be possible to achieve such goal without that

For establishing and then controlling a universal system, series of super-modern
equipments are needed in order to travel throughout the world and check
everywhere in a short time, and to get information from any place and in case of
necessity to move necessary equipments and facilities from one side of the world to
the other side, and to broadcast needed messages, information and warnings to the

.entire world in the shortest time

If industrial life returns to previous conditions and for example it needs one year for
sending a message from one part of the world to the other part then how is it possible

?to govern the world and expand the justice in everywhere

If too much time is needed for being informed about the aggression of a person or a
group, which even certainly it is possible to exist in such world, and sending forces for
making peace then how is it possible to provide truth, peace and justice throughout

?! the world

Briefly, undoubtedly such government needs to be informed about everywhere at the
moment and to have complete dominance over any place for establishing order and
justice in the world, in order to train and lead the people who are ready for correction
and inform them and awaken and revive them, and in unrighteous people want to

.rise, repress them

Those, who think other than this, maybe don’t thing about the concept of universal
government and compare it with government of a
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.small region

Essentially, the world which wants to reach such level should have expanded and
public means of training in the way that executes major part of correctional programs
with “self-awareness” and “self-helps” of people and reviving the soul of public “self-
awareness” and “self-helps” and needs the most powerful global cultural centers and
mass media and the most complete books and publications and like them, that none
.of them is not possible without the best and the most advanced industrial equipments

Yes! If all the acts had to be performed by “miracles” then existence of such system
would be possible without developed industrial equipments but is it possible to

!manage the lives of the people of the world by miracle

Miracle is a logical exception in current system of the nature, for proving the
legitimacy of a divine religion, not for governing the society forever. This act should be

.performed based on natural laws

.Albeit, we will talk about this issue, later

Waiting

The Definition of Waiting

Waiting” and “providence” is the state of a person who is not satisfied with current“
.conditions and tries to make the conditions better

For instance, an ill person who is waiting for betterment, or a father who is waiting for
his son to return from the journey, they are uncomfortable because of illness and

.separation from the son and try to make the conditions better

Also, a businessman who is not satisfied with the disordered conditions of the market
:and is waiting for economical crisis to end, this one has two conditions

Unfamiliarity with“
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”. present conditions” and “Trying for better conditions

Therefore, the issue of waiting for the government of truth and justice of “Mahdi” and
the rise of universal peacemaker is in fact composed of two elements; the element of

”. “denial” and the element of “fixation

The element of denial is the same unfamiliarity with present conditions and the
.element of fixation is demanding better conditions

Waiting in the Depths of Human Nature

Contrary to those who think that failures and disharmonies throw the seed of waiting
for the advent of a great peacemaker in minds, love of this matter is related to the

.depths of human nature; sometimes strong and sometimes weak

In other words, human will finally face this matter in two ways, the way of affection
and the way of wisdom and hears the promise of this advent in two tongues of

”. “nature and wisdom

And in a clearer way, belief of the advent of universal peacemaker is a part of “love of
awareness”, “love of beauty” and “love of goodness” (three of four dimensions of

.human soul) that without such advent these loves will end in failure

Maybe this expression needs more explanation and that is we know “love of
perfection” is an immortal flame that has conquered the entire human soul; he wants
to know more, he wants to see more of beauties, he wants to have more benefits
from the goodness and totally provide more of whatever he considers as the mean of

.development and superiority

Never, appearance of these motives can be related to social and mental factors.
Although these
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factors have a big share in weakening or strengthening them, but their main
existence is a part of human mind and a part of main dimensions of his soul; because

.no society and nation have ever been empty of these motives

Briefly, affection of human to development and perfection, to wisdom and beauty, to
goodness and justice is a genuine affection, forever and immortal; and waiting for the

!( advent of a great universal peacemaker is the ultimate of this affection. (Attention

How it is possible that love of multilateral perfection is available inside the human soul
but doesn’t wait for such matter! If is it possible to achieve the perfection of human

!society without that

Therefore, those who had no failure and crisis in their lives have such feeling inside
.their souls … in one side

On the other side, as limbs and parts of human body helps his perfection and
development and we cannot find a limb in body which has no role in this developing
movement, mental characteristics of human are also like this; which means any of

.them has an effective role in development of his genuine goals

For example, “fear of dangerous factors” which is available in any human is for saving
.him from the danger

Anger”, when the person finds his benefits in danger, is a mean of increasing the“
defensive power and mobilization of all reserved physical and spiritual powers for
saving his benefits from the danger. Therefore, love of perfection, love of peace and

justice are also the means
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of reaching this great goal and is like a powerful engine, which moves the wheels of
human soul forever in this way, and helps him for achieving a world full of peace and

.justice

On the other side, feelings and mechanisms, which are available in the body and the
soul, cannot be in disharmony with the universe of existence; because the entire
universe of existence is an integrated unit and our existence cannot be separated

.from the rest of the universe

We can conclude well from this integration that any genuine love and affection, which
is available in our soul, is the reason for having its “loved one” and “goal” out there in

.the universe and this love is a mean for moving us toward that

It means that if we become thirsty and have the affection of water then it is the
reason for the existence of water that the universe of creation has placed its affection

.inside us

If we have the affection of opposite sex then it is reason for the existence of opposite
sex out of us; and if we have the affection of beauty and wisdom then it is the reason

.for the existence of beauties and wisdoms in the universe of existence

And we easily conclude from that point that if humans are waiting for a great
peacemaker, who fills the world with peace and justice and goodness, then it is the
reason that such ultimate in perfection of human society is possible and it is practical

that its
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.love and affection is inside our souls

Generality of this belief in all religions is also another sign of its genuineness and
reality, because a thing, which is the result of exclusive and limited conditions, cannot
be this much general. It is only innate matters that have such generality; and all of
these are the sign for this matter that this promise has been announced in the soul of
humanity, from the tongue of affection and nature, that finally a great peacemaker

.will rule the world under the flag of peace and justice

The Philosophy of Waiting

:Maybe this question also appears in your mind that

What is the result of talking about the future of the world of humanity in today’s
?world

Today, we have lots of problems and we should think of overcoming these problem,
?what do we have to with the future

Finally the future will come, whether good or bad, those who are alive until that day
!will have its benefits and those who have died, may rest in peace

Anyhow, this issue is currently “credit” and has no positive and constructive in our
!today’s life

But, these are the expressions of those who look at events superficially, and assume
that today is apart from yesterday and tomorrow; and consider that the world

.consists of separated and distinct units

But by considering that the sources of “today’s events” are in the past and we should
build the future from today, and the fact that noticing to a “dark” or “bright” future has

an immediate reflection in today’s life
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and our positioning against events, it is clear that we should precisely study the past
and the future for the sake of today and soon we will see that how much constructive

.is this great waiting

But surprisingly, some of the writer not only denied the positive aspect of this matter,
but they have affirmed that waiting for such future has negative effects in

!performance of today’s social powers and reduces their speed

And more surprisingly, some believe that belief of a bright future is a reflection of
.deprivations of the loser class, which usually appears in religious form

But, it is undeniable that some narrow-minded have misused the issue of waiting and
by expressing that we are waiting for such advent, has disclaimed all responsibilities

!and has placed the issue of waiting, and limited to the expression, instead of them

For removing any kind of misunderstanding from both sides, I think it is necessary to
:mention a part of the article, which I wrote some while ago about this issue

Impulsive Judgments

However a group of orientalists insist on showing the belief of the existence of a great
universal peacemaker as a “reflection” of disordered conditions of Muslims during

;dark ages of history

However a group of eastern and Islamic scholars, who are influenced by western
thoughts, expand this thinking way; and even they insist on considering the belief of
existence of “Mahdi” and universal peacemaker as an imported thought which is

;derived from the beliefs of the Jews and the Christians

And however some of materialist sociologists
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try to make a reason from the issue of waiting for the advent of Mahdi for their belief
that “this belief has an economical root and has been made up for stupefying the

”; minds of exploited people

By all these discussions, it should be considered that believing such advent has an
innate root in all souls, which has penetrated inside the depths of human affections
and feelings, and a genuine Islamic root that can be seen in important Islamic

.resources

But, maybe limited researches of these researchers on the one hand, and being
interested in finding “material justification” for any religious thought and belief on the

.other hand, has made these types of thoughts

It is interesting that some western researchers like “Margoliouth” began denying
:Islamic Ahadith about Mahdi(as) and says

Anyway that these Ahadith are interpreted, there is no convincing evidence that we
assume that the prophet of Islam (S) has considered the advent of one Mahdi
necessary and certain for reviving, completion and strengthening of Islam; but civil
war among a united generation after the demise of Prophet (S) and chaos of the
world of Islam that happened because of their disagreements and conflicts, caused
the thought of the advent of “savior” to be adopted from the Jews or the Christians,

”. who are waiting for the advent and the return of “messiah

I don’t know that which books of Islamic resources “Margoliouth” has seen about this
matter and how he didn’t find anything convincing in their interpretations, while there

are affirmed Ahadith in
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important resources of Shiites and Sunnis about this advent, and sequence of these
.ahadith approximately reaches the source

How all Islamic scholars and researcher, approximately without any exception
(except some few persons like Ibn Khaldun, who has doubted in Ahadith of Mahdi in
the preface of his history), have no discussion about the issuance of these Ahadith by
Prophet (S) and the discussions are all about the branches and side matters, but only

?“Margoliouth” haven’t convinced

.This is the question, which he himself should answer

:Meanwhile, others say that

We don’t consider the act and motives of this general waiting; we observe its results,
which cause to bear the pains and patience against disharmonies and surrendering to

.oppressions, and escaping from responsibilities

We observe that, this waiting moves suffered people to a dreamy world and distracts
them from what is going on around them and encourages them to idleness and

.escaping from social obligations

And in other word, individually, it is a factor of inaction and socially, a tool for stopping
.anti-imperialism movements and anyway its negative effects are obvious

But in our opinion, an aware researcher, who doesn’t want to judge from a far point
and oblige himself/herself to observe all the issues related to “motives and results”

.closely, cannot suffice to these impulsive judgments

Now, let us study the motives and results and effects of waiting one by one impartially
and find out that whether the reason of its appearance is failures or series of innate

and wise realities, and are the effects of that constructive
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?and positive or negative and unfavorable

Constructive Effects of Waiting

Does believing in such waiting moves the person into dreams in the way that he/she
becomes unaware of what is going on around him/her and surrender him/her to any

?condition

Or, indeed, this belief is a kind of invitation to rise and individual and social
?construction

?Does it produce movement or inaction

?Does it make responsibilities or the cause of escaping from responsibilities

?And finally, is it stupefying or awakener

Before explaining and studying these questions, noticing to a point is very necessary
and that is, whenever the most constructive orders and the most excellent concepts
are utilized by inexperienced, incompetent or exploiter persons then they may
transform them in the way that they have results completely against the main goal
and move in opposite direction; and this matter has many of examples and as we will

.see the issue of “waiting” is like them

Anyhow, for getting rid of any mistake in calculation in these discussions, water
should be taken from the headspring in order not to have the contaminations of

.streams and canals in the way

Accordingly, in the discussion of waiting, we refer to main Islamic texts and study
different tones of narratives, which affirm the issue of “waiting” in order to find the

.main goal

!Now, pay careful attention to some narrative

Someone asked Imam Sadiq (as) that what do you say about a person who has the
guardianship of the Imams and is waiting for the appearance of the government of
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?truth and dies in this state

:Imam(as) answered

هلزنمب وه 
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 ) ص هللا ) لوسر  عم  نمک  وه  لاق  مّث  هئینه -  تکس  مّث  هطاطسف -  یف  مئاقلا  عم  ناک  نم 

He is like the person who has been with the leader of this revolution in his tent)
(headquarters) - then stayed silent for a while - and said he is like the one who has

((. been with prophet of Islam (in his battles

:This meaning has been quoted in many narratives with different expressions

In some narratives

هللا لیبس  یف  هفیسب  براضّلا  هلزنمب 

.Like a swordsman in the way of God

And in some other narratives

هللا لوسر  عم  هفیسب  عراق  نمک 

.Like the one who strikes the head of the enemy with sword beside prophet

In some others

مئاقلا ءاول  تحت  اًدعاق  ناک  نم  هلزنمب 

.Like the one who has been under the flag of He Who Arises

And in some other narratives

ص( هللا ) لوسر  يدی  نیب  دهاجملا  هلزنمب 

(. Like the person who performs jihad before the Prophet (S

And in some others

هللا لوسر  عم  دهشتسا  نم  هلزنمب 

(. Like a person who becomes martyr with the Prophet (S

These metaphors which have been mentioned in these narratives about the advent of
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his holiness Mahdi (as) are very meaningful and clear the fact that there is a kind of
relation between the issues of “waiting” and “jihad” and fighting against the enemy, in

!( its latest form. (Attention

Also, in several narratives, waiting for such government has been introduced as the
.best form of worship

This meaning has been quoted in some Ahadith from the Prophet (S) and in some
other Ahadith from Imam Ali (as); we read in
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:a Hadith from the Prophet (S) that he said

" لّج زّع و  هللا  نم  جرفلا  راظتنا  یتمّا  لامعا  لضفا  "

.The best act of my nation is waiting for an opening from the side of God

:And we read in another Hadith from the Prophet (S) that

" جرفلا راظتنا  هدابعلا  لضفا  "

(The best act of worship is the waiting of the opening)

This Hadith clears the importance of waiting about our discussion, whether we
consider the meaning of opening as in general meaning or its exclusive meaning

.which is the advent of universal peacemaker

These expressions say that waiting for such revolution is always accompanied by an
.expanded and continued jihad

And if belief and waiting of universal government of the Mahdi penetrates to the roots
then will be the source of two series of continued acts (because the effects of
superficial beliefs may not go further than expressions and dialog but deep beliefs

:always have expanded practical effects); these two series of acts are

Renouncing any kind of cooperation and harmony with the factors of oppression and
corruption and even fighting and conflict with them, on the one hand; and self-
improvement, self-help and attracting physical, mental, material and spiritual

.preparations for that universal united government to be formed, on the other hand

And if carefully notice then we will see that both sides of that are completely
.constructive and the cause of motivation, awareness and awakening

By considering the main definition of “waiting”, the meaning of narratives about the
reward and the result of the act of those who are waiting
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.will be understood well

Now, we understand that why those who are really waiting have been considered as
those who are in the tent or under the flag of his holiness the Mahdi(as), or the one
who is fighting with sword in the way of god or is inside his blood or has become

.martyr

Aren’t these different levels and stages of jihad in the way of truth and justice, which
!is appropriate with the amount of readiness and level waiting of individuals

It means that as the amount of self-sacrifice of Mujahids in the way of God and their
role are different, waiting, self-improvement and preparation have also completely
different levels that each of them is similar to one of those about “preliminaries” and
“results”; both of them are jihad and both of them need preparation and self-
improvement. A person who is in the tent of the leader of such government means
that is standing in the headquarters of a universal government; such person cannot
be a negligent, uninformed and ignorant person; that place is not a pace for
everyone; there is the place of those who are truthfully competent for such important

.situation

Also, a person, who has weapon in his hands and fights beside the leader of this
revolution against the oppositions of his government of peace and justice, should

.have enough spiritual, mental and martial readiness

Waiting Means Complete Awareness

point

If I am a tyrant or an oppressor then how can I wait for the one whose sword is
!looking for the blood of oppressors

If
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I am polluted and impure then how can I wait for a revolution that its first flame
!captures polluted people

An army, which is waiting for a great jihad, increases martial readiness of its soldiers
and blows the revolutionary soul of into their bodies and corrects any kind of

.weakness

:The condition of “waiting” is always proper for the goal, which is waiting for

Waiting for a normal traveler to come from the journey

Waiting for the return of a dear friend

Waiting for fruit collecting and harvesting season

…Waiting for school season

.Each of these waiting is mixed with a kind of readiness

In one of them the house should be prepared and greetings means should be
provided, in the other one needed equipments and sickle and combine … and for the

.other one, books, notebooks, pen, school uniform and like them

Now think that those who are waiting for the rise of a great universal peacemaker, in
fact, they are waiting for a change and revolution which is the most expanded and

.essential revolution of human revolution during the entire history

A revolution, which, contrary to previous corrective revolutions, is not regional and is
not exclusive to one aspect of the aspect of life, but it, includes all aspects of human
life adding to being general and sweeping; it is a political, cultural, economical and

.moral revolution

Currently, we don’t discuss about the matter that what is our reason for such
.revolution to happen

We postpone this to another discussion, because in this discussion, our goal is only the
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results
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and the effects of such belief and waiting that is really stupefying as some of
.materialists have assumed or is it motion-maker and corrective

We said before that, “waiting” always consists of two elements of “denial” and
“fixation”; dissatisfaction of present conditions and love and affection for better

.conditions

The first aspect of the resolution, which is the aspect of “denial”, is removing the
factors of disorder, corruption, destruction and washing the plate of society from the

.opposite sketches

After this stage, it is the time for the aspect of fixation, which is placing the factors of
.correction and construction

The combination of two concepts of “waiting” and “universal revolution” clears what
we said before; it means that, those who are waiting for such revolution, if they are
truly claiming (not like the false imaginary ones) then certainly the following effects

:will appear in them

Personal Self-Improvement ( 1

The universal government of Mahdi needs ready and human-valued individuals,
before anything else, who can bear the heavy weight of such expanded corrections;
and firstly, it needs the increment of intellectual, awareness and spiritual and mental
readiness level for cooperation in execution of this great program. Envy, narrow-
mindedness, mistrust, childish and unwise conflicts, and totally any kind of concision

.and separation are not proper for the position of those who are really waiting

The important point is that the one who is really waiting for such important program
.cannot be the spectator, and should stand in the row of real reformists

Believing in the results and the effects of such change never
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lets him/her to stand in the row of oppositions and standing in the row of accordant
ones also needs to have pure acts and purer souls, to have enough courage and

.awareness

If I am impure and polluted then how can I wait for a change and revolution, which its
!flame captures me first

An if I am corrupted and incorrect then how can I count the days for the system in
which corrupted and incorrect persons have no place, even they are outcaste and

!hated

Isn’t this waiting enough for purification of my spirit and thoughts and washing my
!body and soul from pollutions and impurities

An army which is waiting for the jihad of freedom, surely goes to the state of
complete alert; gains the weapon which is proper for such battlefield; corrects the
available weapons; builds the necessary forts; increases martial readiness of its
soldiers; encourages its soldiers; and keeps the flame of affection and desire for such
fight alive in the hearts of each its soldiers; an army which doesn’t have such
readiness is not in the state of waiting at all and if claims then it is lying; waiting for a
universal peacemaker means complete mental, moral, material and spiritual

.readiness for correcting the entire world

Imagine that how much such readiness can be constructive! Correcting the entire
earth and finishing all oppressions and disharmonies is not a joke! It cannot be a
simple act! Readiness for such great goal should be proper to that; which means

should have its
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.width and depth

For achieving such revolution very great and serious, very powerful and

undefeatable, extraordinary, pure and honorable men are needed who are
completely ready and have deep knowledge and vision; and self-improvement for
such goal needs the deepest moral, intellectual and social programs to be utilized; this
is the meaning of real waiting! Is there anybody who can say such waiting is not

!constructive

Social Self-Helps ( 2

Those who are really waiting have also the duty to try to correct others adding to
correcting themselves; because the great and heavy program which they expect is
not an individual program; it is program in which all the elements of change should
participate; they should work as a team; efforts should be in harmony and the depth
and width of this harmony should be as great as that universal revolutionary program

.which they expect

In a vast battlefield nobody can ignore others, and has the duty to correct any
weakness which he sees in any place, and amends any vulnerable position, and
strengthens any weak part; because execution of such program is not possible

.without active and coordinated participation of all those who fight

Therefore, those who are really waiting, besides trying to correct themselves, also
.consider it as their duty to correct others

This is another constructive effect of waiting for the rise of a universal peacemaker!
And this is the philosophy of many glories and superiorities, which have been

.mentioned for those who are really waiting

Not being solved in Corruption of the Environment ( 3

When corruption dominates, and corrupts most of the people, sometimes pure
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people is entrapped in a hard mental dead-end, a dead-end which is the result of
.disappointment from reforms

Sometimes, they think that no time remained and there is no more hope for
corrections, and it is a waste of time to try to remain pure; this disappointment may
gradually attract them to corruption and consolidation with the environment and
cannot keep the self as righteous minority against unrighteous majority, and
considers disharmony with congregation as a mean of disgrace (referring to a Persian

(. proverb

The only thing which can blow the soul of hope into them and encourage them to
resistance and continence and don’t let them to be solved in corruption of the
environment is the hope of final correction; only in this case they don’t give up trying

.for keeping their purity and even correcting others

And if we see that in Islamic orders, disappointment from being forgiven is considered
as one of the greatest sins and maybe unknown people is surprised that why
disappointment from the mercy of God is this much important - more important from
many other sins - its philosophy is that the sinner, who is disappointed from mercy,
sees no reason for compensation and at least stopping the sins, and his/her logic is

:that

I am drowned, whether one meter or hundred meters; I’ve been disgrace in the“
entire world, why should I be sorry; there is no color darker than black, at last it is hell,

and now I have purchased it for myself, what should
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!” I fear from

But when the light of hope shines on him/her, hope of forgiveness of god and hope of
changing the present conditions, a turning point appears in his/her life and maybe

.encourages him/her to stop performing sins and to return to purity and correction

Accordingly, hope can be considered as an effective corrective factor in correction of
corrupted people, also, righteous people, who are living in corrupted environments,

.cannot free themselves without hope

Therefore, waiting for the advent of a peacemaker whose appearance is more
excepts as the world becomes more corrupted, has mental strengthening effects on
believers and insure them against powerful waves of corruption. They won’t be
disappointed by the expansion of corruption of the environment; even they see the
goal in front of them and try more eagerly to fight against the corruption and for

.continence

We conclude from previous discussions that, waiting has stupefying effect only if its
meaning is distorted and transformed, as some of its oppositions have distorted that;
and some of its accordant ones have transformed, but it is executed in its real
meaning in society and for individuals then it will be an important factor of correction,

.self-improvement, motivation and hope

One of clear evidences which confirms this matter is that it is quoted from great
:leaders of Islam beneath the verse

ضِرْأَْلا یِف  مْهَُّنفَِلخْتَسْیََل  تِاحَِلاَّصلا  اوُلمِعَوَ  مْکُْنِم  اوُنمَآ  نَیذَِّلا  هَُّللا  دَعَوَ 

Allah has promised, to those among you who believe and work righteous deeds, that
He will, of a surety, grant them in the land, (Surah
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(Nur24:55

Mahdi and his companions). And we ” ) هباحـصا مئاقلاوه و   “ That the purpose of this verse is
the verse has been descended about Mahdi) ” ) يدـهملا یف  تـلزن  : “ read: in another hadith

ولمع مـکنم و  وـنمآ  نیذـّـلا   “ while in this verse Mahdi and his companion are introduced as
(. Those who believe and perform righteous acts ”. ) تاحلاصّلا

Therefore, realization of this universal revolution is not possible without a fortified
belief that dispels any kind of weakness, humiliation and incapability and without
righteous acts which open the way for correction of the world; and those who are
waiting for such program should both increase their level of awareness and

.knowledge and try to correct themselves and their acts

Only such people can promise themselves living in his government, not those who are
!in coordination with oppression and injustice

!And not those who are stranger with belief and righteous acts

Not cowards and despised persons who fear from anything even their own shadow
!because of weakness of belief

And not inactive and lazy and useless persons, who is sitting inactive against the
corruptions of their living environment and society and stayed silent and don’t even

.try to fight against corruption

!Yes the real waiting is this

Great Universal Peacemaker in Islamic Resources

Characteristics of Universal Leader

We studied the appearance of a great universal revolution for removing oppression
and injustice in an expanded view in previous discussion and we reached the point

:that

Foreseeing such revolution is completely acceptable by the logic of wisdom and the
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.guidance of innate nature

But it should be considered that rational proofs only show a general
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plan about this matter, but it is not possible to specify the details of this plan and the
.leader of such revolution in this way

We should at least know that: this revolution - which means the greatest happening of
human history and the greatest and the most expanded revolution of the world - will
certainly be performed by the leadership of a person who has the following

.characteristics

Extraordinary expanded knowledge and deep vision ( 1

Sharp sight, unexampled foresight as the vastness of the world of humanity ( 2

Having analyzed revolutionary plans for all the fields ( 3

Courage and broad and liberal scope and extraordinary ambition ( 4

Purity, virtue and honesty as much as his vase goal ( 5

Seeing all aspects of life and not being restricted to material aspect ( 6

A great soul, which is beyond categorizations, opposing groups and ( 7
shortsightedness of personal interests and beyond available habits and traditions and

.schools

Also, revolutionary army of such leader should be trained excellently in order to be
.able to execute such great plan

Unknown, shortsighted, cowards, less ambitious, polluted, undecided and non-
!revolutionary members have no place in this revolution

Now, we want to leave this general discussion and study the appearance of this great
universal peacemaker in Islamic resources, because by all predictions which have
been done in approximately all religious resources of the world about such
appearance, but in no religion this issue has been discussed as much as Islam and its

.details have not been noticed this much
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It is interesting that, what have been mentioned in Islamic
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resources about this matter interestingly matches what we reach to through “reason
:and wisdom”; this accordance and harmony has to effects

.On the one hand, assures us more to the judgments of wisdom

On the other hand, makes us more optimistic about the genuineness of Islamic
.teachings

Great Universal Peacemaker in Qur'an

Qur’an which means the most important Islamic resource has only an essential and
general discussion about this matter like many other matters, without mentioning the
details of the issue; and in other words, verses of Qur’an follows what we had in
reasoning of wisdom and innate intuitions, which means, informs us about the

.happening of a government of universal peace under the shadow of faith

***

We mention some examples of verses, which have introduced this discussion, as
:follows

(: we read in Surah al-Anbiya’ (the prophets ( 1

نَیدِِباعَ  مٍوْقَِل  اغًالَبََل  اذَ�هَ  یِف  َّنإِ  نَوحُِلاَّصلا  يَدِابَعِ  اهَُثرِیَ  ضَرْأَْلا  َّنأَ  رِکِّْذلا  دِْعَب  نِْم  رِوُبَّزلا  یِف  انَْبتَکَ  دْقََلوَ 

Before this We wrote in the Psalms, after the Message (given to Moses): My servants
the righteous shall inherit the earth." Verily in this (Qur'an) is a Message for people

(who would (truly) worship Allah. (Surah Anbiyah 21: 105-106

:First, the definitions of these words should be noticed

refers to the entire earth and includes the world completely, except that it has a ضرا ” “
.specific reference

literally means a thing, which reaches a person without any transaction and ثرا ” “
has been mentioned in the meaning ثرا ” , “ business, but in some cases of holy Qur’an
of victory of a righteous nation over the unrighteous ones and using their facilities and
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.benefits

essentially means any kind of book and text; but usually, it refers to the book of روبز ” “
“David” which has been called “Psalms of David” in the Old Testament; and it is a
refers to all روـبز ”  “ collection of sacred poems of King David; it is also possible that

(. previous divine books (before Qur’an

essentially means anything which advices or reminds, but in above verse, it has رکذِ ” “
been interpreted to the divine book of Moses (as) (Torah), according to the fact that it
refers رکذِ ” “and according to another interpretation روبز , ”  “ has been introduced before

:to holy Qur’an because it is mentioned in the verses of Qur’an

نَیمَِلاعَْلِل رٌکْذِ  اَّلإِ  وَهُ  نْإِ 

(Verily this is no less than a Message to (all) the Worlds (At-Takwir 81:27

!( means “adding to”. (Attention دعَب ” نِم   “ Therefore, the phrase

means competent and righteous and when it is mentioned in its absolute حـلاص ” “
definition, it includes competence in everything; scientific competence, moral

.competence, competence in faith, virtue, knowledge and management

:And accordingly, the meaning of the verse is this

We wrote in Psalms adding to holy Qur’an (of after Torah) that my competent and
righteous servants will have the earth; and it is enough for the group of worshipers
(and those who make their steps in the way of servitude of god) in order to reach their

.goals

if it means all previous divine books) is the reason for ” ) روبز  “ Mentioning this matter in
.this matter to be available in all divine books as a constant principle

And if the purpose of that
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is Psalms of David then maybe it is because David had an expanded kingdom which
was in the way of truth, justice and human interests; although it was regional and not
comprehensive to the entire world; but it was announced to him in Psalms that a
comprehensive universal government, based on freedom, security and justice, is

.waiting for the people of the world

It means that when they become enough competent and become the living example
and righteous servants of God, they will inherit and gain all the نوحلاصـّلا ” يداــبع   “ of

.heritages and gifts of the earth, both material and spiritual governments

More explicit and clearer expressions can be found in some narratives, which have
.been quoted in interpretation of above verses

For instance, it is quoted in famous interpretation of “Majma’ al-Bayan” from Imam
:Baqir (as) beneath the above verse that

نامزّلا رخآ  یف  يدهملا  باحصا  مه 

.These are the companions of Mahdi (as) in End of Days

Those self-constituted persons men and women who will inherit all the heritages of
.the earth; and will have the competence of this great prophecy

It is interesting that, the same exact matter can be found, with different expressions,
:in “Psalms of David”, which is today included in the Old Testament

:For instance, we read in psalm 37

For the wicked shall be cut off; but those who wait for the Lord shall possess the  9
.land

Yet a little while, and the wicked will be no more; though you look well at his place,  10
.he will not be there

But 11
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.the meek shall possess the land, and delight themselves in abundant prosperity

:Also, in psalm 37, this matter is mentioned with different expressions

for those “blessed” by the Lord shall possess the land, but those cursed by him shall 22
.be cut off

.The righteous shall possess the land, and dwell upon it forever 29

competent ones, righteous ones) which is ” ) نوحلاـــص  “ As you can see, the word
mentioned in Qur’an is a comprehensive word, which includes “the meek”, “wise men”,

”. “righteous ones” and “those who wait for the Lord

And we reminded, it is derived from the verse

نیدباع موقل  اًغلابل  اذه  یف  نّا 

Verily in this (Qur'an) is a Message for people who would (truly) worship Allah. (Surah
(Anbiyah 21:106

That government on the earth is not the final goal of righteous and competent ones,
but it is a tool for reaching the final goal, which is perfection of humans in all aspects,

”. means “a thing with which they reach their goal غلاب ”  “ because

Caliphate on Earth

:We read in sura an-Noor

يذّلا مهنید  مهل  نّنکمیل  مهلبق و  نم  نیذّلا  فلختـسا  امک  ضرلاا  یف  مهّنفلختـسیل  تاحلاصّلا  اولمع  مکنم و  اونمآ  نیذّلا  هللادـعو 
نوقسافلا مه  کئلواف  کلذ  دعب  رفک  نم  اًئیش و  یب  نوکرشیلا  یننودبعی  انما  مهفوخ  دعب  نم  مهّنلدّبیل  مهل و  یضترا 

Allah has promised, to those among you who believe and work righteous deeds, that
He will, of a surety, grant them in the land, inheritance (of power), as He granted it to
those before them; that He will establish in authority their religion - the one which He

has chosen
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for them; and that He will change (their state), after the fear in which they (lived), to
one of security and peace: 'They will worship Me (alone) and not associate aught with

(Me. 'If any do reject Faith after this, they are rebellious and wicked. (Surah Nur 24:55

In this verse, three things have been explicitly promised to those who form the group
.of believer and competent persons

:And we know that there are three pillars in a promise

The one who promises who is God in here; and those who are being promised to who
:are

تاحلاصّلا اولمع  مکنم و  اونمآ  نیذّلا 

That means righteous believers; and what is being promised which are the three
:following matters

government on the earth as the successors of God”; which ” - “ ضرــلاا یف  فلاختـــسا  ( “ 1
.means the government of truth and justice

Deference to religion - “spiritual influence and government of divine laws on the ( 2
”entire life

Converting the fear to security; and removing all causes of fear and insecurity; and ( 3
.establishment of complete security and peace on earth

The purpose of “deference to religion”, as it can be understood from other uses of the
word deference, is that the teachings of religion influence all aspects of life constantly
and deeply, not in the way of the words peace, freedom and human rights which are
today playthings of their false defenders and they only tear their throats for hot
mottoes about this matter, and there is no external sign of that; maybe they are just

dreamy expressions which
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.cannot be achieved in other than the world of dreams

In that day, freedom-giving and life-giving teachings of Islam, not in the form of
series of formalities, and not in the form of a bunch of mummified expressions, but as
a school of life will expand its roots everywhere and efforts of reconstruction will be

.made on the roots, not on branches and leaves and designs

That day, awareness and feeling of responsibility will be public; and its expansion and
generalization will prevent some people to play with words, and transform
constructive meanings; however, these kinds of acts is only possible to be performed
in societies in which there is no public awareness and feeling of responsibility, or it has
not reached the minimum needed amount, otherwise, no place remained for this

.childish games

That day, personal and individual benefits won’t remove correct public judgment, not
like today that when a group of removers of human rights give speeches so much
exciting, on the chairs of wide and large so-called global assemblies established for
defending human rights that mouths remains open wide of surprise; even they
consider available declarations about human rights (which in fact they didn’t have
acted according to any of them) incomplete and not enough, and even leaders of
human rights in the world applause for them, because they are friends of each other

.and their interests will be in danger without these acts

In that day, peace and security are not mixed with fear, not like the security, which
appears
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.sometimes in todays, world and it is the result of fear of terrible and horrible weapons

!This is the balance of fear not the balance of peace

This peace is the result of great fear of the painful effects of war not the real peace!
Therefore, anytime that balance of fear is disordered then the pillars of this security

.and false peace will fall

The result of these three divine promises is preparations for human making and more
perfection in human definitions and pure servitude of God, and breaking all idols in all

forms

.ائیش یب  نوکرشی  یننودبعی لا 

It is better to look at the expressions of interpreters and what has been said about
:the cause of revelation of the above verse

Some of interpreters believe that this verse revealed when the companions of
.Prophet (S) had immigrated to Medina

A new movement was formed; a movement that shook the old and rotten society that
was filled with superstitions and full of ignorance, oppression, and ignorant

.discrimination and naturally the flags of opposition was high in any place

Although, limited but devoted companions of this divine revolution was in fact
controlling the situation by using the great dynamism of the new religion, but the
number of oppositions was so many and the jangled so much loud that their truthful

.cries were lost among them

Severity of opposition of tribes was so much that revolutionary soldiers of Prophet (S)
were always alert; they slept every night with weapons and woke up in the mornings

with weapons and in tight
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.and heavy clothes of war

Continuing this condition for a long time was surely harmful. How is it possible to sleep
with armor and boot beside sword and shield? An interrupted sleep accompanied by

!awakening

Sometimes, they wished that the time comes when they can sleep one night in peace
in comfortable bed; without any threatening danger from the enemy. Neither to fear
from the sudden assault of the enemy during prayer nor to fear from their camisado;
worship the God freely; break the idols; and live a peaceful life under the shadow of

.Government of justice of Qur’an

Therefore, sometimes they worried about their conditions and asked each other that
?! will such day come

:Meantime, the above verse revealed and promised them that

Yes, such day will come and this is the great promise of God; certain and inviolable
!promise

And we saw in the history of Islam that how that day came by complete conquers of
.Prophet (S) over the Arabian Peninsula

This cause of revelation seems completely natural for the verse, but as we are
familiar with different verses of Qur’an and their causes of revelation, we know that it
is never possible to restrict the vast meanings of verses to the boundaries of their
causes of revelation; but always, cause of revelation is one of the examples of the

.verse

Specifying a verse to its cause of revelation is exactly like that we throw away a
weapon which we were using in war against the enemy after the way, although it is

,still useful
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.precious and rare

Albeit, at the end of the age of Prophet (S) a part of the meaning of the verse became
practical, but establishment of complete meaning of the verse and caliphate on the

.entire earth has not been established yet, and world is waiting for that

The verse promises all competent believers in all ages and centuries that finally,
government of the world will be for the competent ones and won’t be the plaything
for a bunch of selfish dictator imperialist, who pas the world to each other like a ball,

.forever

Therefore, we read in narratives that this verse has been interpreted to the rise of
promised Mahdi; for instance, “Tabarsi”, the precious interpreter, quotes from Imam

:Sajjad (as) in “Majma’ al-Bayan” that

همّلاا هذه  يدهم  وه  اّنم و  لجر  يدی  یلع  مهب  کلذ  هللا  لعفی  تیبلا  لها  انتعیش  هللاو  مه 

This group is those followers of us who accomplish this matter with a man of our)
(. dynasty and he is Mahdi of this nation

لجر يدی  یلع  مهب  کلذ  هللا  لعفی  تیبلا  لهأ  انتعیش  هللا  مه و  لاق  هیلآا و  أرق  هنأ  ع )  ) نیسحلا نب  یلع  نع  هدانسإب  یـشایعلا  يور 
لجر یلی  یتح  مویلا  کلذ  هللا  لوطل  دحاو  موی  لاإ  ایندـلا  نم  قبی  مل  ول  هللا ص  لوسر  لاق  يذـلا  وه  هملأا و  هذـه  يدـهم  وه  انم و 

ع  ) هللا دبع  یبأ  و  ع )  ) رفعج یبأ  نع  کلذ  لثم  يور  اروج و  املظ و  تئلم  امک  اطسق  لادع و  ضرلأا  لأمی  یمسا  همسا  یترتع  نم 

And it is narrated from Al-`Ayyaashee by his
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that he read the ayah and he ملاسلا ) هیلع   ) chain of narrators from `Alee bin Al-Hussayn
said: “They are, by Allah, our Shi’a’s of the Ahl Al-Bayt and this act Allah for ملاسلا ) هیلع  )
them by His hand a man from us, and he is Mahdi from this Ummah, and he is who the
said: ‘If there does not remain (even) one day ملسو ) هلآو  هیلع  هللا  یلـص   ) Messenger of Allah
from this world, Allah would make that day longer until a man from my `itra (lineage)
comes. His name is my name, and he will fill the earth with justice like the amount of
oppression and tyranny that filled (the earth).’” And it is also narrated like this from Abi

and Abi `Abd Allah ملاسلا ) هیلع   ) Ja`far

:Source

Al-Tabarsi, Majma` Al-Bayan, vol. 7, pg. 239 - 240

(. Then he quotes the same matter from Imam Baqir (as) and Imam Sadiq (as

Afterwards, he adds that the verse is absolute and includes the caliphate on the entire
.earth and we should wait for it because the promise has not been realized yet

And in the interpretation “Burhan”, several narratives have been quoted from Imam
Sadiq (as) and Imam Baqir (as) beneath this verse that the verse refers to the rise of

(. He Who Arises (as

existence of a مــکنم ,”  “ It is also necessary to remind that by considering the word
competent, believer and righteous minority is enough who start their global revolution

when the backgrounds are ready, and this sinking ship reaches the coast of rescue
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.by their leadership

:It is mentioned in sura at-Tawbah ( 3

نوکرشملا هرک  ولو  هّلک  نیدّلا  یلع  هرهظیل  قحلا  نید  يدهلاب و  هلوسر  لسرا  يذّلاوه 

It is He Who sent His Messenger with guidance and the Religion of Truth, to proclaim
(it over all religion, even though the Pagans may detest (it). (Surah Tawbah 9:33

For understanding the meaning of this verse, we should return to the previous verse,
:which says

نورفاکلا هرک  ولو  هرون  مّتی  تا  اّلا  هللا  یبأی  مههاوفاب و  هللا  رون  اؤفطی  نا  نودیری 

Enemies desire to put out the light of God by their mouths, but God intends to
(complete his light, although the unbelievers are averse. (Surah Tawbah 9:32

It is cleared well from this verse that the God’s will is to complete the light of Islam
.and its real perfection is the time when it covers the entire world

:Then God says this truth more explicitly in the next verse

He is the one who sent his messenger with guidance and religion of truth, in order to
.prevail over all religions, although the polytheists are averse

:The same promise is repeated in sura al-Fath with a little difference

دیهش اللهاب  یفک  هّلک و  نیدّلا  یلع  هرهظیل  قحلا  نید  يدهلاب و  هلوسر  لسرا  يذّلاوه 

He is the one who sent His Messenger with guidance and religion of truth, in order to
prevail over all religions, and God is enough as the witness (of this great promise).

((Surah Fath 48:28

And finally for the third time, we see this great promise in sura as-Staff, with the same
expression of sura
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:at-Tawbah

نوکرشملا هرک  ولو  هّلک  نیدّلا  یلع  هرهظیل  قحلا  نید  يدهلاب و  هلوسر  لسرا  يذّلاوه 

It is He Who has sent His Messenger with Guidance and the Religion of Truth, that he
may proclaim it over all religion, even though the Pagans may detest (it). (Surah Saf

(61:9

The importance of this divine promise can be briefly understood from these verses,
.which are mentioned in three suras of holy Qur’an

”: هرهظیل  “ But it is important to clear the meaning of the phrase

”? قحلا نید   “ refer to the Prophet (S) or to ه ”  “ Firstly, does the pronoun

In the first case, its meaning is the victory of the Prophet (S) over all religions, and in
.the second case, the victory of religions of Islam

is closer, according to the literature rules, reference قـحلا ” نید   “ But by considering that
of the pronoun to that seems to be more correct (although it has not much difference

(. in the result

Moreover, victory of a religion over other religions is more proper that the victory of a
!( person over other religions. (Attention

in here? There روهظ ”  “ Secondly, (and the important part is this) what is the purpose of
doesn’t mean appearance and manifestation but it means روهظ ” , “ is no doubt that here
to prevail and victory; because one of the famous meanings of the word is this; in the
book “Qamoos” which is one of the famous resources of Arabic language, it is

.هبلغ هیلع  هب و  رهظ  : mentioned that

.هبلغ هیلع  رهظ  : In the book “Mufradat” written by Raghib is also mentioned that

This word
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has been used in the meaning of “prevail and victory” in several verses of holy Qur’an
:in sura’s at-Tawbah Mu’min (al-Ghafir) and Kahf. For example

How their pact has respect, while if they prevail over you then they don’t observe ( 1)
(. the kinship and the pact! (Surah Tawbah 9:08

همّذلا اّلا و  مکیف  اوبقریلا  مکیلع  اورهظی  نا  فیک و 

O you my people {of Pharaoh}! Today you have victory on the earth (but…) (Surah ( 2)
(. Ghafir 40:29

...ضِرْأَْلا یِف  نَیرِهِاظَ  مَوْیَْلا  کُْلمُْلا  مُکَُل  مِوْقَ  ایَ 

If they have victory over you (companions of Kahf) then they will stone you! (Surah ( 3)
(. Kahf 18:20

مکومجری مکیلع  اورهظی  نا  مهّنا 

But the discussion is that what kind of victory is the purpose of the victory of this
?religion over other religions

:Interpreters have expressed three interpretations for that

Logical victory; it means that by comparing Islam with other religions which are ( 1
mostly mixed with superstitions, the victory of its reasonable logic over other logics is

.clear

Adherents of this interpretation believe that whenever we compare the pure Islamic
monotheism with monotheisms mixed with polytheism or pure polytheism then the
superiority of the school of Islam over other schools will be cleared, also other

.discussions

This divine promise has been realized; even comparing the motto of Adhan, which is a
communicative and motivating motto, with the motto of bell and other religions, which

.have no motto, clears this logical victory
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The purpose is practical victory and external conquering over other religions, but in ( 2
.a regional scale not global and general

This has been also
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realized; because Islam conquered the Arabian Peninsula in the time of Prophet (S)
and after that, conquered a great flourished part of the world and followers of other
religions and faiths in these regions which was from the Great Wall of China - maybe
beyond the Great Wall of China - to the shores of the Atlantic Ocean, mostly
surrendered themselves to Islam. Even when the dominance of Islamic government
was removed from these regions then Islam still remained as a religion in these

.regions

The purpose is practical and external victory and dominance over the entire world, ( 3
which includes cultural, economical and political victory; and this interpretation, has

.been accepted by some of Sunni interpreters adding to Shiites

Certainly, this promise has not been realized yet and it only matches the government
of the promised Mahdi that the government of truth and justice covers everywhere

.and this religion will prevail over other religions in global scale

And we have evidences, which prove the priority of the third interpretation over other
:interpretations, because

is appeared in روـهظ ”  “ Firstly, dominance and victory which is derived from the word
sensible, objective and external dominance, not intellectual and mental dominance;
is not روــهظ ” , “ therefore, in none of the cases which we expressed from Qur’an
mentioned in the meaning of mental dominance, but if we return to previous verses
and notice then we see that in all these cases the meaning is objective and external

.dominance

for stressing clears that the dominance is هّلک ”  “ Secondly, mentioning the word
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not regional and limited and it includes all religions and faiths of the world and it is not
.possible without comprehensiveness of Islam in the entire world

Thirdly, narratives that we have in interpretation of the above verse strengthen the
:third interpretation, like the following narratives

:Ayyaashee” quotes from “Abayah” referring to “Imran ibn Maytham” that ( “ 1

Amir al-Mu’mineen Ali (as) asked his companions when he recited the verse

”: ...قحلا نید  يدهلاب و  هلوسر  لسرا  يذّلا  وه  “

؟ کلذ رهظا 

?Is this victory achieved

!They said: Yes

:He said

اًّیشع هرکب و  هللا  لاا  هلا  نا لا  هداهبش  اهیف  يدانی  اّلا و  هیرق  یقبی  یّتح لا  هدیب  یسفن  يذّلاوف  اُلک 

No! I swear to the one whom my life is in his hands, this victory won’t appear, except)
is heard هللا لاا  هلا  ـلا   for the time when there is no village remained on the earth except

(from that!(1

(: We read in another hadith from Imam Baqir (as ( 2

5 دمّحمب رقا  اّلا  ادحا  یقبی  لاف  دمّحم  لآ  نم  يدهملا  جورخ  دنع  نوکی  کلذ  نّا 

This victory will be in the time of the rise of Mahdi from the dynasty of Muhammad)
(S), in the way that nobody remains on the world except that testifies to Muhammad

((S).(2

:Miqdad ibn Aswad says ( 3

ملاسلاا هملک  هللا  هلخدا  اًلا  رب  ردم و لا و  تیب  ضرلاا  رهظ  یلع  یقبی  لوقی لا  ص )  ) هللا لوسر  تعمس 
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No brick house and no tent (in the desert) will remain on the entire earth, except that)
(Islam enters that).(3

There are also some other narratives in interpretation of the above verse with the
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.Interpretation Burhan, vol. 2, page 121 - 2

(. Majma’ al-Bayan, beneath the verse 33, sura at-Tawbah (9 - 3
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.same meaning

This was a part of the verses of holy Qur’an, which affirm universal peace and justice,
.and belief of Islam and monotheism on the entire world

Universal Peacemaker in Sunnis' Hadith Resources

point

:Initially, it is necessary to notice to two matters

Some ask that what is the necessary of ahadith and narratives, when Qur’an is ( 1
.available

(, ءیـش لک  نایبت  هیف   ) And by considering that expression of anything is available in Qur’an
Qur’an, the book of God, ” ) هللا باـتک  انبـسح  : “ what prevents us to follow those who said

(? suffices us

Especially, when we hear that there are fake and incorrect ahadith among beside
.ahadith and this causes all of them to be invalidated

But by considering that we are Muslims, a Muslim who is obliged to Qur’an cannot act
:according to Islamic ahadith which have reached us in correct ways, because

Firstly, in fact, those who deny tradition and correct ahadith are considered as denier
of Qur’an itself, because Qur’an has explicitly introduced the expressions of Prophet

:(S) as a reliable and binding resource and says

اوهتناف هنع  مکاهنام  هوذخف و  لوسرّلا  مکاتا  ام 

Accept whatever prophet has brought to you and orders you to do and act according
(to that, and abstain from whatever he prohibits you from (Surah Hashr 59:7

مهرما نم  هریخلا  مهل  نوکی  نا  اًرما  هلوسر  هللا و  یضق  اذا  هنمؤملا  نمؤمل و  ناک  ام 

No believer man and woman have the right to disobey the order of God and his
(messenger! (Surah Ahzab 33:36
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اًظیفح مهیلع  كانلسرا  امف  یّلوت  نم  هللا و  عاطا  دقف  لوسرّلا  عطی  نم 

Anyone who obeys the prophet
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has obeyed God and those who ignore, you are not responsible for them (and their
(punishment is by god (Surah Nisa 4: 80

And other verses which all of them consider order of prophet binding as the order of
.God

Secondly, Qur’an contains general orders and essential laws of Islam; and if we
ignore the tradition then it loses its practical aspect and remains as intellectual
generalities which is not executable; because all the details and practical and
.executable regulations of those general laws have entirely expressed in the tradition

Although, some unknown people insisted that nobody writes the ahadith of Prophet
(S), after his demise, lest it disturbs Qur’an! But after a while, everyone understood
the weakness of this though that if more time passes and ahadith of Prophet (S) are
forgotten then Islam loses its executable and practical aspect; therefore, that the
leave that old-fashioned, fanatical and short-sighted theory and began collecting

.hadith books

Thirdly, it is true that forgers entered into Islamic ahadith and began disordering
ahadith with different motives, but it is not in the way that there is no regulation for
correct, fake and doubtful ahadith, and they are not differentiable; but this act is

.completely possible by considering the sciences of Rijal, hadith and Dirayah

!He is a revolutionary man not a materialist politician ( 2

None of the reasons which have been mentioned through wisdom or innate and
genuine human nature for realization of an expanded reformist revolution in the

entire world - like the verses which can be seen
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in Qur’an about this matter - talks about a specific person; and they only follow a
general discussion, but undoubtedly, such revolution needs a leader like other
revolutions; a powerful, knowledgeable, resistant leader having expanded and global

.sight

Is it possible for this leader to rise from materialist societies like today’s leaders of the
?world

It means like the leader whom their first goal is keeping their positions, and then
whatever helps them to keep their positions; and their obedience from different
political and economical schools is as much as the effect which they have in keeping
their positions; and in the next level their highest goal and ambition is to make steps
toward the benefits of their nation, although they take other nations to

”! “slaughterhouse

Twenty years of war in Vietnam with millions of casualties and millions of destroyed
houses, and millions of handicaps, and billions of lost capitals, proved that today’s
capitalism is ready to fight for keeping its benefits, and even sometimes for nothing -
not nothing, but a bunch of hallucinations called prestige and nothing else; and during
this time some great leaders were replaced, but all of them followed their
predecessors in this way and proved that this act was not personal opinion of an
individual or individuals but it is an expression that they are all expressing and in this

.the characteristic of the countries which is being governed with those principles

They demand freedom as the greatest goal, but only for themselves; sometimes,
they talk about freedom
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for others but when it interferes with their benefits then it is immediately removed,
!like a snowball in summer

They all gather and cooperate for providing their material interests and their only
sacred and acceptable principle is this; maybe they have made a permanent and

.eternal contract about this matter

And tools like “human rights” and principle of “freedom of humans in choosing their
destiny” are mostly for defeating the opponents; accordingly, when their friends are
in the field, these tools are useless and they are exempt of execution of these

!principles because of that friendship and commonness of interest

Is it possible for these social systems and these superpowers to flutter the flag of
!freedom and justice in the world and is there any difference between superpowers

The condition of “capitalist superpowers” and their oppression, injustice and
.imperialism is clear without any expression and it doesn’t need any discussion

But left superpowers: they have destroyed all powers and reduced to some persons -
that means the leaders of their only party - for generalization of justice among the

.working class and building a non-stratified society

They melt down thousands of big and small feudalists in the furnace of revolution
“proletariat”, and made some giant feudalists by them who hold the strings of all

.political and economical movements of the region

They have enforced so much censorship that people don’t have even the right of
!thinking against what these leaders want or think

They have made the principles, which are produced by the mind of changed
revolutionized human
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in the way of evolution, into the series of forever dogmatic principles, maybe they
.want to stop the history in the previous century and stop their wheels forever

Sometimes, one of the leaders, who have defeated other opponents, becomes so
much of a dictator that it reminds us of legendary dictators like Mongolian leader and
for instance like Mr. Stalin who consider killing one million and two hundred thousand

!people permitted

But after the death, even they move their body from this grave to another and
remove their name from anywhere, maybe he has never existed, while he was the
only shelter of freedom for the working class and the only friend and supporter of

!exploited people of the world until yesterday

Sometimes, they fight very hard with their associates for keeping their interests and
become friend with their strong enemies and make “peaceful coexistence” and forget

!their eternal principles

Is it possible for them to flutter the flag of justice in the world and call the nations
?beneath that

What should we expect from a materialistic school other than this? Certainly not!
(Whether it is Materialism Capitalism, Materialism Socialism or Materialism Marxism.(1

Only a human and beyond-material school can execute such humanly program in the
:entire world

A school, which its leader doesn’t think of his position, doesn’t belong only to his
.nation

.Don’t look at the world only from the limited point of view of materialism

.Have divine, high and deep thoughts, and is pure of lowliness and flounders

He is the one who can save the humanity
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It should be considered that the master has written this text before the victory of - 1
the Islamic Revolution of Iran and the book “End of the Age of Marxism” is published

”. from him ten years before the Collapse of the Soviet Unions. “Publisher
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from this dangerous passage of history and take to the land of safety, under the light
of the principles, which its alphabets are different with the alphabets of the principles

.of materialism

Who is he? And who will it be? General belief of Muslims is that he is a man called
.Mahdi with the following characteristics

?Who is the Mahdi

We saw in the discussion of the effects of waiting that all Islamic sects, without any
exception, are waiting for the rise of a great revolutionary man from the dynasty of
prophet, called “Mahdi” (a leader who is guided to his expanded revolutionary goal

(. and program and accordingly, he is capable of leading and guiding others

The acceptance of this issue is in the way that even the most of extremist sects -
which means Wahhabis - has also accepted the issue, not even they have accepted

.but they defend it seriously and consider it as certain and indisputable Islamic beliefs

ملاعلا هعماج  ” ) Anyway, it is necessary to mention the statement of “Muslim World League
one of the largest religious centers of Wahhabis in Mecca) as living evidence, ( ) یملاسلاا
before reminding the testimonials of a group of great Sunni scholars about this

(issue.(1

According to our opinion, necessary documents and evidences have been collected in
this brief treatise in the way there no one is capable of ignoring that and if rigorous

.Wahhabis have surrendered to that is because of that

First, we mention the translation of the important part of this treatise, and then the
whole Arabic text for
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.being recorded in history and for those who want to study more

A Living Evidence

About two years ago(1) a person called Abu Muhammad from Kenya asked “Muslim
World League”, which is one of the most effective religious centers of Mecca and

.Hejaz a question about the advent of the promised Mahdi

Secretary General of the league, Muhammad Salih al-Qazzaz, sent a brief treatise
which was written by five presently famous scholars of Hejaz about this matter for
him, in answering his question adding to affirming that “Ibn Taymiyyah”, the founder

.of Wahhabism, has also accepted the ahadith of the advent of Mahdi

We read in this treatise, after mentioning the name of his holiness Mahdi and the
:place of his appearance, which is Mecca, that

at the time of dominance of corruption in the world and distribution of infidelity and… 
oppression, God fills the world with justice by him (Mahdi) as it is filled with oppression

.and injustice

He is the last one of twelve Rashidun Caliphs whom Prophet (S) has informed us about
.books حیحص )  ) them is authentic

Ahadith related to the Mahdi have been quoted by many of companions of Prophet
:(S), including

Uthman Ibn Affan, Ali ibn Abi Talib, Talha ibn Ubayd-Allah, Abdur Rahman bin Awf,
Abdullah ibn Abbas, Ammar ibn Yasir, Abdullah ibn Mas’ud, Abu Sa’id al-Khudri,
Thawban, Qarat ibn Asas Mazani, Abdullah ibn Harith, Abu Hurairah, Hudhayfah ibn
al-Yaman, Jabir ibn Abdullah, Abu Umama, Jabir ibn Majed, Abdullah ibn Umar, Anas

.ibn Malik, Umar ibn Haseen and Umm Salama

These are twenty people of
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those who have quoted the narratives about Mahdi and there are also many others
.beside them

Also, companions have said many expressions about the advent of Mahdi which is
possible to consider them in the category of narratives of Prophet (S); because this
issue is not among the issue which are possible to be discussed in ijtihad (therefore,

(. they have also heard the matter from the prophet

:Then he adds

Both the above ahadith which are quoted from Prophet (S) and testimonials of
companions which are considered here as hadith, have been quoted in many famous
Ma’ajim ننس ,)  ) Islamic books and main hadith texts of Prophet (S) including traditions

:pl. of Mu’jam) and supported books (Musnads), including ( ) مجاعم )

Sunan Abu Dawood, Sunan al-Tirmidhi, ibn Maja, ibn Amr al-Dani, Musnad Ahmad and
ibn Ya’li and Bazzaz. And Sahih al-Hakim and Ma’ajim al-Tabarani (Kabeer and Awsat)
and Ruyani and al-Daraqutni and Abu Na’eem in Akhbar al-Mahdi and Khatib in

.History of Baghdad and ibn Asakir in History of Damascus and other than them

:Then he adds that

:Some of Islamic scholars have written special books in this subject, including

Abu Na’eem in “Akhbar al- Mahdi”, Ibn Hajar al-Haythami in “Al-Qawl al-Mukhtasar fi
Alamat al-Mahdi al-Muntazar”, Shawkani in “al-Tawdhih fi Tawatur ma Ja'a fi al-
Muntazar wa al-Dajjal wa al-Masih”, Idris al-Iraqi al-Maghribi in “al-Mahdi”, Abu al-
Abbas ibn Abd al-Mu’min al-Maghribi in the book “al-Wahm al-Maknoon fi Radd Ala

”. ibn Khaldun

And the latest person who has written an explained discussion in this subject is the
dean of Medina Islamic University who
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.has discussed in some issues of the magazine published by the university

Some of great scholars of Islam including past and present ones have also confirmed
in their writings that ahadith about Mahdi are in the limit of Tawatur (and are not

:deniable) including

Al-Sakhawi in the book “Fath al-Mugeeth”, Muhammad ibn Ahmad al-Safawini in
“Sharh al-Aqida”, Suyuti in “al-Hawi”, Idris Iraqi in the book that he has written about
“Mahdi”, Shawkani in the book “al-Tawdhih fi Tawatur ma Ja'a fi al-Muntazar …”,
Muhammad Ja’far al-Kattani in “Nazm al-Mutanathir”, Abu al-Abbas ibn Abd al-

 …”. Mu’min in “al-Wahm al-Maknoon

:He says at the end of the discussion

Only) it is Ibn Khaldun who has tried to oppose ahadith about Mahdi with a baseless)
Mahdi in nobody but Jesus!), but great leaders ” ) یـسیع لاا  يدـهم  لا   “ fake hadith that says
and scholars of Islam has denied his expression; especially “Ibn Abd al-Mu’min” who
has written a special book in denying his expression which has been published in the

.East and the West from 30 years ago

Memorizers of ahadith and superior scholars have also affirmed that ahadith of Mahdi
ahadith which are totally Mutawatir نسح ) ” ) and “acceptable حیحص ) ” ) contain “authentic

(. (reach the source

Therefore, believing the advent of Mahdi is obligatory to (any Muslim) and it is
considered as the beliefs of Ahl as-Sunnah wa’l-Jama’ah and nobody ignores that

.except the ignorant persons and the heretics

According to my opinion, the above discussion is so much clear that it needs no extra
explanation; accordingly, aren’t people who say that
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!believing the advent of Mahdi is an imported thought making a big mistake

…. Now the Main Text of the Letter

Here, we mention the main test of the letter which had been sent by a man from
Kenya to “Muslim World League” which is an official Islamic center in Mecca about
“the promised Mahdi” and the text of the answer which has been sent for him by the

.Secretary General of the league under supervision of five famous scholars of Hejaz

And this is the same letter, which we mentioned the translation of its important part
.without the wane before

The only point which is necessary to be reminded here is that the “important
difference” of this writing which the beliefs of Shiites is that the name of the father of
his holiness Mahdi (as) is mentioned “Abdullah”, while in Shiite books the name of his
respected father is certainly “Imam Hassan al-Askari” and the source of this
disagreement is that in some of the narratives of Ahl Sunnah this sentence has been
His father’s name is the name of my father) while ” ) یبا مـسا  هـیبا  مــسا   “ mentioned that
His father’s name is ” ) ینبا مسا  هـیبا  مـسا   “ evidences show that this sentence was originally
the name of my son”, and this change has happened because of a mistake in
punctuation. (This possibility has been also affirmed by al-Kanji al-Shafei in the book
“al-Bayan fi Akhbar Sahib al-Zaman”). And anyhow, that sentence is not reliable

:because

Firstly, this sentence is not available in most of Sunni
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.narratives

Secondly, we read in the famous narrative of Ibn Abi Layli

”. ینبا مسا  هیبا  مسا  یمسا و  همسا  “

Thirdly, Mutawatir narratives through Ahl al-Bayt (pbut) testify that his father’s name
”. is “Hassan

Fourthly, it is also affirmed in some of Sunni narratives that he is the son of Imam
.Hassan Askari

For more explanation about this matter, refer to the book “Muntakhab al-Athar”)
”(. pages 231 to 236, chapter 11, and the book “Noor al-Absar

( اینک  ) مرتحملا دمّحموبا _  مرکلا 

یف يدهملا و  روهظ  دعوم  نع  نمضتملا  اموی 1976م ) یف 21  خروملا   ) مکباطخ یلا  هراشا  هتاکرب _  هّللا و  همحر  مکیلع و  ملاسلا 
خیشلا هلیضف  هتباتکب  ماق  دق  رظتنملا و  يدهملا  هلأسم  یف  يوتفلا  نم  ءاج  ام  مکیلا  انباطخ  عم  مکلرفون  انناب  مکدیفن  میقی ؟ ناکم  يا 

لامج و دمحم  دمحا  خیشلا  هلیضف  نییثع و  نب  حلاص  خیشلا  هلیـضفلا  باحـصا  نم  هنونکملا  هنجللا  هترقاو  ینانکلا  رـصتنملا  دمحم 
يوتفلا معد  دق  ینانک و  رصتنم  دمحم  یملاسا : یهقف  عمجم  هرادا  ریدم  .طایخ  هّللادبع  خیـشلا  هلیـضف  یلع و  دمحا  خیـشلا  هلیـضف 

میقلا نبا  داقتعلاا و  هحصب  جاهنملا  یف  هیمیت  نبا  هرکذ  ام  و  ملـسو ) هلآو  هیلع  هللا  یلـص  ) لوسرلا نع  يدهملا  ثیداحا  نم  درو  امب 
نیلمآ مکجهن  یلع  ناک  نم  متنا و  يدـهملا  هلأسم  نع  مکینغی  ام  مکبلطم و  هباتکلا  یف  نودجتـس  یلاـعت  هّللا  ءاـش  نا  راـنملا و  یف 

نع رظتنملا  يدهملا  نأش  یف  ینیکلا  ملسملا  هنع  لأسی  امع  اباوج  هیحتلا  دعب  زازقلا  حلاص  دمحم  ماعلا  نیملاا  .دادسلاو  قیفوتلا  مکل 
يوـلعلا ینـسحلا  هّللادـبع  نب  دـمحم  وـه  ملاـسلا ) هیلع  ) يدـهملا نع  هنئمطی  اـم  نع  هنم و  رهظی  يذـلا  ناـکملا  نع  هروـهظ  دـعوم 

يدهملا یمطافلا 
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هکم یف  زاجحلا  یف  هل  عیابی  برغلا و  نم  جرخی  يربکلا  هعاسلا  تاملاع  نم  وه  ناـمزلا و  رخآ  یف  هجورخ  دـعوم  رظتنملا  دوعوملا 
ملظ رفکلا و  راشتنا  نامزلا و  داسف  دنع  رهظی  مزتلملا و  دنع  دوسلاا  رجحلاو  هفرشملا  هبعکلا  باب  نیب  ماقملاو _  نکرلا  نیب  همرکملا 

يرخا برحلا  هرات و  عانقلااب  باـقرلا  هل  عضخت  هلک و  ملاـعلا  مکحی  اـملظ  اروج و  تئلم  اـمک  اطـسق  لادـع و  ضرـلاا  ـلامی  ساـنلا 
ضراب دّللا »  » بابب هلتق  یلع  هدعاسیف  هعم  لزنی  وا  لاجدلا  لتقیف  هدعب  نم  ملاسلا ) هیلع  ) یسیع لزنی  نینس و  عبس  ضرلاا  کلمیـسو 

ثیداـحا و  حاحـصلا ، یف  هیلع  هملاـس  هّللا و  تاولـص  یبنلا  مهنع  ربخا  نیذـلا  رـشع  ینثـلاا  نیدـشارلا ، ءاـفلخلا  رخآ  وه  .نیطـسلف 
یبا نب  یلع  و  نافع ; نب  نامثع  مهنم  و  ملسو ) هلآو  هیلع  هللا  یلص  ) هّللا لوسر  یلا  اهنوعفری  هباحـصلا  نم  ریثکلا  نع  هدراو  يدهملا 

دیعـسوبا و  دوعـسم ، نب  هّللادـبع  و  رـسای ، نب  رامع  و  ساـبع ; نب  هّللادـبع  و  فوع ، نب  نمحرلادـبع  و  هّللادـیبع ، نب  هحلطو  بلاـط ،
و هّللادـبع ; نب  رباج  ینامیلا ، نب  هفیذـح  و  هریرهوباو ، زج ، نب  ثراـحلا  نب  هّللادـبع  و  ینزملا ، ساـیا  نب  هرقو  ناـبوث ، و  يردـخلا ،
، مهنم نورـشع  ءلاوه  .هملـس  ما  و  ینیـصح ، نب  نارمع  و  کلام ، نب  سنا  رمع و  نب  هّللادبع  و  یفدصلا ; دـجام  نبرباج  و  هماماوبا ،
ذا عفرلا ، مکح  اهل  ادـج ، هریثک  مهلاوقا ، نم  يدـهملاب ، هحرـصم  هباحـصلا ، نع  راثآ  كاـنه  و  ریثک ، مهریغ ، و  مهیلع ، تفقو  نمم 

دامتعا مهلاوقا  نم  اهولاق  یتلاو  ملسو ;) هلآو  هیلع  هللا  یلص  ) یبنلا یلا  اهوعفر  یتلا  هباحـصلا  ءلاؤه  ثیداحا  .اهیف  داهتجلال  لاجملا 
ریثکلا اهاورو  هیلع  هملاس  هّللا و  لوسر  هلاق  ام  یلع 
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و هجام ، نبا  و  يذمرتلاو ، دواد ، یبا  ننس  .اهنم  دیناسملاو  مجاعملا ، و  ننـسلا ، نم  يوبنلا ; ثیدحلا  تاهما  و  ملاـسلاا ; نیواود  نم 
رادلاو ینایورلاو  یـسوللااو  ریبکلا  یناربطلا  مجاعم  و  مکاحلا ; حیحـص  و  زازبلا ، و  یلعی ; نبا  و  دمحا ، دـیناسمو  ینادـلاورمع ; نبا 

صخ دـق  .اهریغ و  قشمد و  خـیرات  یف  رکاسع  نبا  و  دادـغب ، خـیرات  یف  بیطخلاو  يدـهملا ، رابخا  یف  میعنوبا  و  دارفـلاا ، یف  ینطق 
یف یناکوشلاو  رظتنملا  يدهملا  تاملاع  یف  رصتخملا  لوقلا  یف  یمثیهلا  رجح  نبا  و  يدهملا » رابخا   » یف میعنوبا  فیلاتلاب  يدهملا 
نب ساـبعلاوباو  يدــهملا »  » هفیلاـت یف  یبرغملا  یقرعلا  سیرداو  حیــسملاو ; لاجدــلا  رظتنملا و  یف  ءاــج  اــم  رتاوـت  یف  حیــضوتلا 

ریدم اضیفتـسم ، اًثحب  يدهملا ، نع  هل  تارق  نم  رخآ  و  نودـلخ .» نبا  یلع  درلا  یف  نونکملا  مهولا   » هباتک یف  یبرغملا  نمؤملادـبع 
عمج هرتاوتم ، اهنا  يدهملا ، ثیداحا  نا  یلع  صن  دـق  .ددـع و  نم  رثکا  هعماجلا ; هلجم  یف  هرونملا  هنیدـملا  یف  هیملاـسلاا ، هعماجلا 

يربلاا نیسحلاوبا  هدیقعلا و  حرش  یف  ینیوافـسلا  دمحا  نب  دمحم  و  ثیغملا ،» حتف   » یف يواخـسلا  مهنم  اثیدح  امیدق و  ملاعلاا  نم 
، يدــهملا نـع  هـل  فیلأـت  یف  یبرغملا  یقارعلا  سیردا  و  يواـحلا ; یف  یطویــسلاو  هاواـتف  یف  هـیمیت  نـبا  و  یعفاـشلا » بقاـنم   » یف

یف رثاـنتملا  مظن   » یف یناـنکلا  رفعج  نب  دـمحم  و  حیـسملاو » لاجدـلا ، و  رظتنملا ; یف  ءاـج  اـم  رتاوت  یف  حیـضوتلا   » یف یناـکوشلاو 
نبا لواـح  هّللا و  مهمحر  نودـلخ » نبا  مـلاک  نم  نوـنکملا  مهوـلا   » یف یبرغملا  نمؤملادـبع  نب  ساـبعلاوبا  و  رتاوـتملا ،» ثیدـحلا 

نکلو .یـسیع  لاا  يدهم  هجام لا  نبا  دنع  هل  لصا  عوضوم لا  ثیدحب  اجتحم  يدـهملا ، ثیداحا  یف  نعطی  نا  هتمدـقم  یف  نودـلخ 
و ءاملعلاو ; همئلاا  هیلع  در 
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ظاـفحلا صن  .هنـس و  نیثـلاث  نم  رثـکا  ذـنم  برغملاو  قرـشملا  یف  لواـنتم  عوـبطم  باـتکب  نمؤملادـبع ، نـبا  انخیـش  درلاـب  هـصخ 
جورخب داقتعلاا  نا  .هتحـص و  هرتاوتب و  عوطقم  رتاوتم  اهعومجم  نسحلاو و  حیحـصلا  اـهیف  يدـهملا  ثیداـحا  نا  یلع  نوثدـحملاو 

قحلا و یلا  يدـهی  هّللاو  .هدـیقعلا  یف  عدـتبم  و  هّنسـّلاب ، لهاجلاا  رکنیلاو  هعامجلا  هنـسلا و  لـها  دـئاقع  نم  هنا  بجاو و  يدـهملا ،
ینانکلا رصتنملا  دمحم  یملاسلاا  یهقفلا  عجملا  هرادا  ریدم  .لیبسلا  يدهی 

Here, it is necessary to add some other expressions of some of famous Sunni scholars
:about what has been said

Famous scholar, Sheikh Mansour Ali Nasif, the writer of the book “at-Taj” (1) writes ( 1
:in his book

یلع یلوتـسی  يدـهملا "  " یمـسی تیبـلا  لـها  نم  لـجر  روهظ  نم  دـبلا  ناـمزلا  رخآ  یف  هنا  اًـفلخ -  اًفلـس و  ءاـملعلا -  نیب  رهتـشا 
.نیدلا دیؤی  مهنیب و  لدعی  نوملسملا و  هعبتی  هیملاسلاا و  کلامملا 

:And he continues

؛ یناربطلا هجام و  نبا  يذمرتلاو و  دواد ؛ یباک  نیثدـحملا  رباکا  اهجرخا  هباحـصلا و  رایخ  نم  هعامج  يدـهملا  ثیداحا  يور  دـق  و 
نباک اـهلک  يدـهملا  ثیداـحا  فعـض  نم  أـطخا  دـقل  نیعمجا و  مهنع  هللا  یـضر  مکاـحلا ؛ و  دـمحا ، ماـملاا  و  زازبلاو ؛ یلعی ؛ یباو 

.هریغ نودلخ و 

It means, it is famous among all past and present scholars that finally a man from the
dynasty of the Prophet (S) appears who dominates over all Islamic countries, and
Muslims follow him; and he establishes the justice among them, and strengthens the
religion … ahadith of Mahdi have been quoted but many of superiors of companions

,and hadith tellers … and a person like Ibn Khaldun
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(who has considered them as weak sources, has made a mistake.(1

Ibn Khaldun himself, who is famous of opposing ahadith of Mahdi, hasn’t denied the ( 2
:famousness of ahadith of Mahdi among all Islamic scholars, and he says

It was famous among all Muslims in all centuries and still is that a man from Ahl al-
Bayt will appear in End of Days who stresses the religion of Islam and shows the

(justice and Muslims follow him.(2

”: Muhammad Shablanji, famous Egyptian scholar, writes in the book “Noor al-Absar ( 3

لاًدع ضرلاا  لأمی  هّنا  هتیب و  لها  نم  يدهملا  نّا  یلع  ع )  ) یبّنلا نع  رابخلاا  ترتاوت 

Mutawatir news has reached from Prophet (S) that Mahdi is from his dynasty; he will)
(fill the earth with justice.(3

”: Sheikh Muhammad Sabban3 writes in the book “As’aaf ar-Raghibeen ( 4

Mutawatir (reaches the source) news has been quoted from holy Prophet (S) that
testifies that Mahdi will (finally) rise and he is from prophet’s dynasty and will fill the

.earth with justice

”: Ibn Hajar” quotes from Abul Hassan Amri in the book “Sawa’iq al-Muhragha ( “ 5

Mutawatir and several news has been quoted from Prophet (S) that finally Mahdi
appears and he is from Ahl al-Bayt of Prophet (S) … and will fill the earth with

(justice.(4

Author of the book “at-Taj” says after pointing to the book of “Shawkani”, famous ( 6
Sunni scholar, which is all about Tawatur of ahadith of Mahdi and appearance of
Dajjal and return of messiah and an explained discussion about Tawatur of ahadith

(: Mahdi (as

نم هرّذ  هدنع  ناک  نمل  یفکی  اذه 
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Ibn Khaldun, printed in Beirut, page 311 (according to the quotation of Mahmoud - 1
”(. Aburiya in the book “Azwa’ ala al-Sunnah al-Muhammadiya

.Noor al-Absar, page 157 - 2
.Risalah of Sabban, commentary on Noor al-Absar, printed in Egypt, page 138 - 3

.Sawa’iq, page 99 - 4
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! فاصنا نم  لیلق  نامیلاا و 

What has been said seems to be enough for those who has a bit of faith and little)
(fairness!)(1

For more explanation about ahadith of the rise of this great revolutionary man of the
world, which has been quoted through Ahl Sunnah, refer to the book “al-Mahdi” and

”. “Muntakhab al-Athar fi Ahwal al-Imam al-Thani Ashar

Logic of Oppositions of Ahadith of Mahdi

In the previous discussion, we understood that only few Sunnis didn’t have accepted
ahadith of Mahdi that Ibn Khaldun, famous historian, and Ahmad Amin, Egyptian
scholar is among them, although certain majority of Islamic scholars has denied their

.opinion

.But, it is necessary to listen to their logic about this matter

:It is possible to summarize the objections of this group into five categories

!Documents of news about Mahdi are not reliable ( 1

!The foresaid news is not acceptable by wisdom ( 2

!This news has been abused by those who claim for Mahdaviat ( 3

!This news causes the society to become inactive ( 4

!This news is in benefit of Shiites and their beliefs ( 5

Weakness of the Logic of Oppositions

It is understood from these objections that opposing against ahadith of Mahdi has an
appearance which is weakness of documents of narratives which have been quoted
about this matter or weakness of their implication, and it has a real feature behind
that appearance and its motive is sectarian fanaticism and some of reasonless

:policies and anyway, the logic of the oppositions is weak in any part, because
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Firstly, as it has been mentioned before, ahadith of Mahdi have been also quoted by a
group of famous Sunni hadith

p: 113

.at-Taj, vol. 5, page 327 - 1
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tellers in book which are considered as their most famous and reliable books adding
to Shiites and many scholars has confirm their Tawatur (reaching the source);
therefore, there is no place for beginning a discussion about the document of each
hadith because their famousness and Tawatur make us needless of studying the
documents; which means these ahadith are completely correct according to the

.criterions of hadith evaluation

Furthermore, there are authentic and reliable ahadith among them that Sunni hadith
.tellers have also confirm their reliability

It is interesting that Ibn Khaldun himself confesses to this truth; because after
dedicating some pages of his book to mentioning ahadith of Mahdi and doubting in

:their documents, he says

لاا دـقنلا  نم  اهنم  صلخی  مل  تیأر  امک  یه  نامزلا و  رخآ  هجورخ  يدـهملا و  نأش  یق  همئلاا  اهجرخا  یتلا  ثیداـحلاا  هلمج  هذـهف 
؛ هنم لقلااو  لیلقلا 

These are the entire ahadith of Mahdi, which have been quoted by the leaders of
hadith about him and his rise in End of Days, and as you saw they were not safe from

!( criticism but some

And in this way, he confesses that very few of them are correct and cannot be
.criticized

Moreover, ahadith are not restricted to these ahadith which Ibn Khaldun has
mentioned in his book; and therefore, some of Sunni scholars have written some
books for answering Ibn Khaldun and proving the Tawatur of ahadith of Mahdi and
showing that ahadith are not restricted to those which have been mentioned by him in

his book, that have been expressed
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.before

Therefore, denying ahadith in this way, which is weakening the document, is
.completely baseless

Secondly, nothing can be seen in the foresaid ahadith against wisdom that causes
them to be ignored, and if their contents seem to be extraordinary they are not
beyond the miracles of the past prophets, and exclusion cannot prevent them to be

.accepted

Moreover, ahadith of Mahdi is not an integrated unit that to be accepted or denied
together; in other words, the certain matter of the foresaid ahadith, which is the rise
of a person from the dynasty of Prophet (S) and from the sons of Fatima (sa) and
establishment of a universal reformist revolution, and filling the earth with justice, is
not a matter that can be objected by wisdom, but we previously proved that this issue
is according to a series rational reasons; but, if a part of ahadith about the signs of the
advent and like them seem not to be able to be accepted, and are not reliable and
clear about the document then we can deny that, but unacceptance of them has no

!relation with the other ones

Briefly, we don’t know that why some people have ignored the method of studying
!and criticism of each of ahadith one by one and have made such mistakes

These ahadith say that material civilization doesn’t correct the human; 25 years of
war in Vietnam was a wonderful examination furnace; all thinkers are examining their

opinions in this furnace; but I, as a religious scholar, say that
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it is a reason for incapability of materialistic schools, and that all material tools are the
tools for making the conditions more critical, as we can see that in other parts of the

.world

Thirdly, if these ahadith is in benefit of Shi’a then is it the fault of Shiites or the fault of
?! ahadith

What is the problem of clearing a truth in this way?! Moreover, although the foresaid
ahadith confirms the opinion of Shi’a but meanwhile, they don’t necessitate accepting
Shi’a by accepting them. There are lots of people who have accepted the rise of Mahdi
but they are not Shiite because of any reason. And anyhow, bias shouldn’t prevent the
truth to be understood; it is exactly like that a person says that a physician was my
enemy and gave me a healing medicine but I don’t use that, because if I use that and
become healthy then it is in benefit of that physician and people that he is a good

!physician

Fourthly, it is true that these ahadith have been abused but which truth didn’t have
?! been abused in the world

Were the false claimants of prophecy or divinity or other spiritual dignities few in the
?! world?! Are factitious and false religions few in the world

?! Should we deny all these truths because of abuses of aberrant ones

?! And absolutely deny god and prophecy of the messenger of god

?! Haven’t material powers of the world been abused many times

!Should we remove them all! What logic is this

In the nineteenth century, about ten
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persons of “liar messiahs” appeared - and made many people to follow them - this
matter had caused war and riot and many people had become the victims of the
swords.(1) Are these the causes of ignoring the messiah completely, because his

!name has been abused

Fifthly, as it was explained completely in the discussion of waiting, believing the rise of
Mahdi for those who understand its truth is not the cause of inaction and idleness, but
it is the cause of hope and courage against hard problems and accidents of the life; as
believing God and his eternal power gives the person strength against the problem,
and builds a safe and secure shelter against the factors of disappointment, believing
the advent of Mahdi has also such effect and essentially, waiting for the rise of Mahdi

.is a powerful motive for correction and movement of society

Now, some people didn’t have understand the meaning of this rise and have gone
toward idleness and escaping from responsibilities; it is their own fault for not
understanding the matter as in the issue of believing in God and the influence of his
eternal power in the universe of existence, some uninformed people have also made

.the same mistake

.Briefly, it is not possible to leave a certain truth because of these weak excuses

Mahdi in Shiites’ Hadith Resources

Believing the existence of a universal peacemaker called “Mahdi” is more common
and expanded among Imamiyyah Shiites; because if Sunnis accept that as a certain

side issue, Shiites consider it as one of the
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main principles, because the dynasty of twelve Imams ends to him and he is the last
.successor

Some of Islamic researchers have estimated the number of narratives about this
subject, which have been quoted by Sunnis to 200 ahadith, while narratives about this

.subject, which have been quoted by Shiites, are maybe more than one thousand

If narratives, which talk about the great universal peacemaker, are considered as
Mutawatir (reaches the source) narratives among Sunnis, they are considered as

.“necessities of religion” among Shiites

Accordingly, Shiite scholars have written books in this field more than Sunni scholars;
although, they have tried only to collect the narratives and didn’t have analyze them

.except some cases, maybe they didn’t consider it necessary in that time

.But anyway, much effort has been made in collecting these narratives

Among books, which have been written about this subject by the method that has
been explained, maybe the three following books, which contemporary scholars have

.written them, are more comprehensive

.The book “al-Mahdi”(1) written by great faqih, Sayyid Sadr al-Sin Sadr ( 1

The book “al-Burhan ala Wujud Sahib al-Zaman”, written by the late scholar, Sayyid ( 2
.Muhsin al-Amin

The book “Muntakhab al-Athar fi Ahwal al-Imam al-Thani Ashar”, written by the ( 3
great scholar, Lotfollah Safi that has been performed by the encouragement and
guidance of the late ayatollah Borujerdi and an abstract version of that called

.“Promise of Peace and Security” has been published in Persian

The resources of these books are several books from previous Shiite and Sunni
scholars, which have been written independently
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.This book has been also translated to Persian - 1
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.about this subject or have been expressed among other subjects

According to the fact that mentioning all the narratives, which have been quoted,
about this subject is not possible to be performed in this book, we only mention some
chapters of the last book as a list and in the next chapters we will point some of them

:when it is necessary

in the first chapter, it is pointed to ahadith which have been quoted from Prophet (S) ( 1
and Imams (pbut) about the twelve leaders from, and 271 ahadith from famous Sunni
and Shiite resources have been collected in his chapter that some of them contain the
term “Imam”, some of them “Caliph” and some others “Amir” or other expressions like

.these

These ahadith have been mentioned in the most important hadith resources of Ahl
.Sunnah and the most important resources of Ahl al-Bayt

Justification of these kinds of narratives is clear for Shiites, but Ahl Sunnah have great
difficulty in justification of these ahadith because on the one hand, they don’t deny
the existence of these ahadith in their genuine resources and on the other hand, they
didn’t have accepted the belief of Shiites about “the twelve Imams”; sometimes, they

!consider the first four caliphs as the main issue and add the next 8 caliphs to them

While, if they want to consider the caliphs one by one as those who have been
promised by prophet as truthful successors then it is not possible to accept persons

like “Yazid” and his successors from
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the rulers of Umayyad Caliphate among them, with as much condemnation; and if
want to select some of them who were less aberrant then we have no criterion for
that according to the unity of the goals of Umayyad and Abbasid Caliphate; moreover,

.cutting the chain of these twelve successors by time makes problem itself

Sometimes, they say that four of these 12 caliphs are those first caliphs and 8 of them
will come in future times and the last one of them is Mahdi! And in this way, as much
we perform fanaticism, it is a big gap among the chain of truthful successors of

.prophet that is not according to the foresaid narratives anyway

In the next chapter, narratives have been mentioned, which show that the number ( 2
of the leaders after Prophet (S) is the number of superiors and grandchildren of Bani
Israel that holy Qur’an has counted them as twelve persons; and 40 ahadith have
been collected in this subject from the books of both groups, which in fact complete

.the previous discussion

In the third chapter, narratives have been collected, which affirm that they are 12 ( 3
persons and their first one is Ali (as) and the number of the narratives of this

.discussion is 133

In the next chapter, 91 narratives have been collected from the resources of both ( 4
(. groups, which say the fist caliph is Ali (as) and the last one if Mahdi (as

In the next chapter, it talks about ahadith, which affirm that Imams ( 5
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are 12 persons, and 9 of them are from the sons of Hussein ibn Ali (as); 139 ahadith
.have been mentioned in this chapter

In another chapter the discussion is about narratives in which this sentence is ( 6
the ninth of them will be the one who arises) adding to ” ) مهمئاق معـسات   “ mentioned that
confirming the number 12 and the matter that 9 of them are from the sons of Hussein

.(as). There are 107 ahadith in this chapter

In another chapter, ahadith have been mentioned that have specified them with ( 7
names; some of these ahadith have been collected from Sunni resources but most of
them have been collected from Shiite resources and 50 ahadith have been mentioned

.in this chapter

Also, several narratives about physical and spiritual characteristics of Mahdi and the
signs of his advent and the conditions of his government and universal revolution and

.other issues related to this great rise

It is cleared from these ahadith that the great universal peacemaker, the promised
:Mahdi, has the following characteristics

.A) Is from the dynasty of prophet of Islam and his children

(. B) Is from the sons of Imam Hussein (as

.C) Is the twelfth leader after the prophet

.D) Is the son of Hassan ibn Ali al-Askari

.E) Will fill the world with justice

.F) He will have the universal government

G) Deprived and exploited ones will become free in his time and wars will end and
.peace and construction will take their place

As we said before, the number of these narratives is so many that it
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needs a separated books and we abstain from mentioning all of narratives, except
those which are necessary to be mentioned in the next discussions for explaining and
completing the discussion, because different books have been written about this

.subject that some of them have been mentioned above

The problem is that usually, scholars have only quoted the narratives and didn’t have
analyzed them enough; our goal in this book is to work more on rational reasons, also

.to analyze the reasons in quotations and narratives

Signs of Beginning of Revolution

Signs of the Advent

?Is there any sign available that this universal revolution is coming

?Is it possible to predict that such revolution is coming now or not

?Is it possible to advance the time of this revolution

?If it is possible then with which tools it is possible to advance this time

.It should be said that the answer of most of these questions are positive

Because no great storm begins in nature without, and no revolution happens in
.human society without previous signs

Also, it is pointed to a series of signs in Islamic ahadith for the coming of that great
:resurrection, which are possible to be divided into two types

The first group, signs which are possible to be predicted more or less in any revolution
.according to its size

The second group, details which are not possible to be understood through ordinary
.information and knowledge and mostly has the form of a miraculous prediction

:Here, we point to “3 important signs” from both parts

Diffusion of Tyranny and Corruption
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The first sign with which it is possible to predict the
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coming of any revolution - including this great revolution - is Sweepingness of
tyranny, oppression, corruption and violation of others’ rights and different kinds of
social corruptions and moral aberrance which is itself the factor of expansion of

.corruption in society

Naturally, when pressure exceeds the limit, explosion happens, because social
explosions are the results of severe and overmuch pressure like mechanical

.explosions

Expansion of oppression and injustice by the “Zahhaks” of the time waters the seeds
of revolution, and train the people like "Kave the Blacksmith" beside their furnaces;

.gradually, the crisis grows and the time of revolution comes

The matter is the same for the coming of the great universal revolution and the
.advent of the great peacemaker, Mahdi

But, as it has been said before, there is no need to expand the oppression and
corruption more like pessimistic people, but by considering the existence of enough
corruptions in a large scale, we should try to construct ourselves and others and a

.content and brave and knowledgeable group to be the flag holders of the revolution

” اًروج اًملظ و  تئلم  امک   “ Anyway, this matter has been mentioned in many Islamic narratives
(. as the world is filled with oppression and injustice)

The exact expression can be found in many ahadith, which have been mentioned in
.Shiite and Sunni resources

And it is understood from them entirely, that one of the clearest signs of this
.revolution is this matter

have any روـج ) ” ) and “injustice مـلظ ) ” ) Here, one question is asked that do “oppression
difference that these two words
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?have been emphasized repeatedly

It is understood from the root of these words that violating the right of others has two
.types, that there is one separated word for each of them in Arabic literature

The first one is that a person takes others right for him/her and usurps the results of
”others’ efforts; it is called “Oppression

The other one is to take others’ rights and to give it to another people and to
dominate the person’s adherents over the lives and honors and assets of people for
strengthening the bases of the power, and to take power by unjust discriminations, it

”. is called “injustice

and the antonym of “injustice” طسق ) ” ) The antonym of “oppression” is “fair distribution
(1) (. لدع ” ) is “justice

Anyway, when “violation” of others’ rights, from one side, and “discriminations”, from
.the other side, fill the human society, he appears and removes all of them

What have been said above were generalities about the sweeping corruption as a
.factor of mutation and revolution, which is predictable in any kinds of revolution

:But it is considerable that

Details of these signs and corruption have been mentioned in Islamic cabbalas in the
way that maybe they are not from 13 or 14 centuries ago, but they belong to present
century and maybe some years ago; and today, which we see many of them with our

!own eyes, we believe that they are indeed miraculous

For instance, tens of these corruption, which a part of them have social and political
aspect and another part has moral aspect, have been

p: 124
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.same meaning
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mentioned in a narratives from Imam Sadiq(as) that studying them makes the human
.to think deeply about the issue

:Here it is the text of the foresaid narrative with the English translation

یِبأَ نِْب  دِمَّحَُم  نْعَ  اًعیمِجَ  رٍْیمَعُ  یِبأَ  نِْبا  نِعَ  هِیِبأَ  نْعَ  مَیهِارَْبإِ  نُْب  یُِّلعَ  هِِباحَصـْأَ وَ  ضِْعَب  نْعَ  دٍمـَّحَُم  نِْب  دَمـَحْأَ  نْعَ  ییَحْیَ  نُْب  دُمـَّحَُم 
هِّلَلا ع و دِْبعَ  وُبأَ  لَاقَ  لَاقَ  نَارَمْحُ  نْعَ  هَزَمْحَ 

:said ملاسلا ) هیلع   ) From Humraan (bin A`yan) said, Abu `Abd Allah

هُُلهْأَ بَهَذَ  تَامَ وَ  دْقَ  قَّحَْلا  تَْیأَرَ  اذَإِفَ 

You will see (a time) when haqq (truth) has died, and left its people

دَالَِبْلا لَمِشَ  دْقَ  رَوْجَْلا  تَْیأَرَ  وَ 

And you will see that tyranny has encompassed the countries

قَُلخَ دْقَ  نَآرْقُْلا  تَْیأَرَ  وَ 

And you will see the Qur’an has become old, and new thing (innovations) about it
when it is not there, and it (Qur’an) being directed by the desires

ءِاوَهْأَْلا یلَعَ  هَجِّوُ  هِیِف وَ  سَْیَل  امَ  هِیِف  ثَدِحْأُ  وَ 

ءُامَْلا ئُفِکَْنیَ  امَکَ  أَفَکَْنا  دِقَ  نَیدِّلا  تَْیأَرَ  وَ 

And you will see the religion turned upside down like water (bowl) being turned . 4
upside down

قِّحَْلا لِهْأَ  یلَعَ  اوْلَْعتَسْا  دِقَ  لِطِابَْلا  لَهْأَ  تَْیأَرَ  وَ 

And you will see the people of falseness rise above the people of haqq . 5
((righteousness

هُُباحَصْأَ رُذَْعُی  هُْنعَ وَ  یهَْنُی  اَل  اًرهِاظَ  رَّشَّلا  تَْیأَرَ  وَ 

And you will see evil become apparent and no one prohibits it, and excuses its . 6
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companions

ِنلاِب ءِاسَّ ِنلا  ءُاسَّ لِاجَرِّلاِب وَ  لُاجَرِّلا  یفَتَکْا  رَهَظَ وَ  دْقَ  قَسْفِْلا  تَْیأَرَ  وَ 

And you will see fisq (immorality) become apparent and men being satisfied by men . 7
(and women being (satisfied
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with women

هُُلوْقَ لُبَْقُی  اَل  اًتِماصَ  نَِمؤْمُْلا  تَْیأَرَ  وَ 

And you will see a believing person become silent and his words are not accepted . 8

هُُتیَرِْف هُُبذِکَ وَ  هِْیلَعَ  دُّرَُی  اَل  بُذِکْیَ وَ  قَسِافَْلا  تَْیأَرَ  وَ 

And you will see a faasiq (immoral person) lie and his lies and slander are not . 9
refuted

رِیِبکَْلاِب رُقِحْتَسْیَ  رَیغِصَّلا  تَْیأَرَ  وَ 

And you will see young (people) demean the older people . 10

تْعَطَّقََت دْقَ  مَاحَرْأَْلا  تَْیأَرَ  وَ 

And you will see relations being severed . 11

هُُلوْقَ هِْیلَعَ  دُّرَُی  اَل  هُْنِم وَ  کُحَضْیَ  قِسْفِْلاِب  حُدِتَمْیَ  نْمَ  تَْیأَرَ  وَ 

And you will see one who is praised for his fisq (immoral ways) and he laughs at it, . 12
and his saying are not refuted/rejected

هُأَرْمَْلا یطِْعُت  امَ  یطِْعُی  مَالَغُْلا  تَْیأَرَ  وَ 

And you will see a boy give what a women gives . 13

ِنلا ءَاسَّ نَجْوَّزَتَیَ  ِنلا  ءَاسَّ تَْیأَرَ  وَ 

And you will see women marry women . 14

رَُثکَ دْقَ  ءَانَّثَلا  تَْیأَرَ  وَ 

And you will see compliments become many . 15

هِْیدَیَ یلَعَ  ذُخَؤُْی  اَل  یهَْنُی وَ  الَفَ  هِّلَلا  هِعَاطَ  رِْیغَ  یِف  لَامَْلا  قُفِْنُی  لَجُرَّلا  تَْیأَرَ  وَ 

And you will see a man spend his wealth in something other than in obedience to . 16
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Allah, and he is not prohibit, and his hand is not taken back

دِاهَِتجْاِلا نَِم  هِیِف  نَِمؤْمُْلا  يرَیَ  امَِّم  هِّلَلاِب  ذُوَّعَتَیَ  رَظِاّنَلا  تَْیأَرَ  وَ 

And you will see the onlookers seek refuge with Allah because of what they see a . 17
believer struggles to do

عٌِنامَ هَُل  سَْیَل  هُرَاجَ وَ  يذِؤُْی  رَاجَْلا  تَْیأَرَ  وَ 

And you will see neighbors harm neighbors and no one will prevent it . 18

یِف يرَیَ  امَِل  اًحرِفَ  رَِفاکَْلا  تَْیأَرَ  وَ 
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دِاسَفَْلا نَِم  ضِرْأَْلا  یِف  يرَیَ  امَِل  اًحرِمَ  نِِمؤْمُْلا 

And you will see the kaafir become happy because of what he see in the believers, . 19
and he will become happy because of the fesad (corruption) in the land

لَّجَ زَّعَ وَ  هَّلَلا  فُاخَیَ  اَل  نْمَ  اهَْیلَعَ  عُمِتَجْیَ  هًیَِنالَعَ وَ  بُرَشُْت  رَومُخُْلا  تَْیأَرَ  وَ 

And you will see wine being drunk in public and gatherings about it, one who is not . 20
( لَّجَ زَّعَ وَ   ) afraid of Allah

الًیِلذَ فِورُْعمَْلاِب  رَِمآْلا  تَْیأَرَ  وَ 

And you will see Amr bil ma`roof (Commanding the good) become ignoble . 21

اًدومُحْمَ اًّیوِقَ  هُّلَلا  بُّحُِی  اَل  امَیِف  قَسِافَْلا  تَْیأَرَ  وَ 

And you will see a faasiq do what Allah does not love, (and is) mighty and praised . 22

ُبحُِی مْهُّ نْمَ  رُقَتَحُْی  نَورُقَتَحُْی وَ  تِایَآْلا  بَاحَصْأَ  تَْیأَرَ  وَ  . 23

And you will see people of the signs despised, and the who like them despised . 23

اًکوُلسْمَ رِّشَّلا  لَیِبسَ  اًعطِقَْنُم وَ  رِْیخَْلا  لَیِبسَ  تَْیأَرَ  وَ 

And you will see the path of good halted, and the path of evil adopted . 24

هِکِرْتَِب رُمَؤُْی  لَطِّعُ وَ  دْقَ  هِّلَلا  تَْیَب  تَْیأَرَ  .وَ 

And you will see the House of Allah being inactive and becoming abandoned . 25

هُُلعَْفیَ اَل  امَ  لُوقُیَ  لَجُرَّلا  تَْیأَرَ  وَ 

And you will see a man say what he does not do . 26

ِنلِل ءِاسَّ ِنلا  ءَاسَّ لِاجَرِّلِل وَ  نَوُنمَّسَتَیَ  لَاجَرِّلا  تَْیأَرَ  وَ 

And you will see men (use) oil (?) for men and women for women . 27

اهَجِرْفَ نِْم  هِأَرْمَْلا  هُشَیعِمَ  هِرُِبدُ وَ  نِْم  هُُتشَیعِمَ  لَجُرَّلا  تَْیأَرَ  وَ 
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And you will see men earn a livelihood from homosexuality and women earn a . 28
.livelihood from prostitution

تَْیأَرَ وَ 
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لُاجَرِّلا اهَذُخِّتَیَ  امَکَ  سَِلاجَمَْلا  نَذْخِّتَیَ  ِنلا  ءَاسَّ

(And you will see women take to gatherings like men take (to gatherings . 29

یلَعَ لَاوَْمأَْلا  لَاجَرِّلا  اوُطَعْأَ  اهَجِوْزَِل وَ  هُأَرْمَْلا  طُشِتَمَْت  امَکَ  اوطُشـَتَْما  بَاضَخِْلا وَ  اورُهَظْأَ  رَهَظَ وَ  دْقـَ  سِاّـبَعَْلا  دِْـلوُ  یِف  ثَیِنأّْـتَلا  تَْیأَرَ  وَ 
اَنزِّلا نَاکَ  رُّیَعَُی وَ  اَل  اًرهِاظَ  اَـبرِّلا  نَاکـَ  نِِمؤْمُْلا وَ  نَِم  زَّعَأَ  لِامـَْلا  بُحِاصـَ  نَاکـَ  لُاجـَرِّلا وَ  هِْیلَعَ  رَیَاغـََت  لِجـُرَّلا وَ  یِف  سَِفوُنُت  مْهِجِورُُف وَ 

ِنلا ءُاسَّ هِِب  حُدَتَمُْت 

And you will see feminine in the progeny of Al-`Abbas becoming apparent, and . 30
dyeing becoming apparent and combing like the combing of women for their
husbands and men are awarded money for their sexual organs, and compete with a
man, and dissimilarities for men and people of money are cherished from the
believers, and riba (usury) becoming apparent and it is not taunted, and zina

.(adultery) praised in women

لِاجَرِّلا حِاکَِن  یلَعَ  اهَجَوْزَ  عُِناصَُت  هَأَرْمَْلا  تَْیأَرَ  وَ 

 )?( And you will see women do a favor to her husband upon the marriage of men . 31

نَّهِقِسِْف یلَعَ  ِنلا  ءَاسَّ دُعِاسَُی  نْمَ  تٍْیَب  رَْیخَ  سِاّنَلا وَ  رَثَکْأَ  تَْیأَرَ  وَ 

And you will see many people and the best houses are those who help women . 32
(commit fisq (immorality

الًیِلذَ اًرقَتَحُْم  اًنوزُحْمَ  نَِمؤْمُْلا  تَْیأَرَ  وَ 

And you will see the believer depressed and scorned and humiliated . 33

رَهَظَ دْقَ  اَنزِّلا  عَدَِبْلا وَ  تَْیأَرَ  وَ 

And you will see bid`ah (innovation) and zina (adultery) become apparent . 34

رِوزُّلا دِهِاشَِب  نَودُّتَْعیَ  سَاّنَلا  تَْیأَرَ  وَ 

And you will see people argue with false witnesses . 35

لُّلَحَُی مَارَحَْلا  تَْیأَرَ  وَ 
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And you will see haram turn into halal . 36

لَالَحَْلا تَْیأَرَ  وَ 
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مُرَّحَُی

And you will see halal turn into haram . 37

هُُماکَحْأَ بُاتَکِْلا وَ  لَطِّعُ  يِْأرَّلاِب وَ  نِیدِّلا  تَْیأَرَ  وَ 

And you will see the religion taken by ra’y (personal opinion) and the book and its . 38
laws become neglected

هِّلَلا یلَعَ  هِأَرْجُْلا  نَِم  هِِب  یفَخْتَسُْی  اَل  لَْیّلَلا  تَْیأَرَ  وَ 

And you will see (people) not hide in the night from their action against Allah . 39

هِِبْلقَِب اَّلإِ  رَکِْنُی  نْأَ  عُیطِتَسْیَ  اَل  نَِمؤْمُْلا  تَْیأَرَ  وَ 

And you will see a believer cannot deny except with his heart . 40

لَّجَ زَّعَ وَ  هِّلَلا  طِخَسَ  یِف  قُفَْنُی  لِامَْلا  نَِم  مَیظِعَْلا  تَْیأَرَ  وَ 

gets لَّجَ ) زَّعَ وَ   ) And you will see great (amounts) of wealth being spend in what Allah . 41
annoyed

رِْیخَْلا لَهْأَ  نَودُعِابَُی  رِْفکُْلا وَ  لَهْأَ  نَوُبرِّقَُی  هَاَلوُْلا  تَْیأَرَ  وَ 

And you will see rulers become closer to the people of kufr (disbelief) and separate . 42
(from the people of khayr (good

مِکْحُْلا یِف  نَوشَُترْیَ  هَاَلوُْلا  تَْیأَرَ  وَ 

And you will see rulers being bribed for a judgment . 43

دَازَ نْمَِل  هًَلابَقَ  هَیَاَلوِْلا  تَْیأَرَ  وَ 

(And you will see governing being obliged to those who are more (wealthy, status . 44

نَّهِِب یفَتَکُْی  نَحْکَْنُی وَ  مِاحَرْأَْلا  تِاوَذَ  تَْیأَرَ  وَ 

And you will relatives having marriage (with each other) and becoming satisfied by . 45
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it

هَُلامَ هُسَْفَن وَ  هَُل  لُذُْبیَفَ  رِکَذَّلا  لِجُرَّلا  یلَعَ  رُیَاغَتَیَ  هِّنَظِّلا وَ  یلَعَ  ُتلا وَ  هِمَهَّ یلَعَ  لُتَْقُی  لَجُرَّلا  تَْیأَرَ  وَ 

And you will see men murder for an accusation and upon dhan (conjecture) and . 46
differences with another man who gives himself and his wealth

ِنلا ءِاسَّ نِایَْتإِ  یلَعَ  رُّیَعَُی  لَجُرَّلا  تَْیأَرَ  وَ 

…)?( And you will see a man . 47

لَجُرَّلا تَْیأَرَ  وَ 
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هِْیلَعَ مُیقُِی  کَِلذَ وَ  مُلَْعیَ  رِوجُفُْلا  نَِم  هِِتأَرَْما  بِسْکَ  نِْم  لُکُأْیَ 

And you will see a man eat from the earnings of his wife, (which she got) from . 48
.immoral actions and him knowing it, and being okay with it

اهَجِوْزَ یلَعَ  قُفِْنُت  یهِتَشْیَ وَ  اَل  امَ  لُمَْعَت  اهَجَوْزَ وَ  رُهَْقَت  هَأَرْمَْلا  تَْیأَرَ  وَ 

And you will see women overcome her husband and work for what he desires and . 49
she spends for husband

بِارَشَّلا مِاعَطَّلا وَ  نَِم  یِِّندَّلاِب  یضَرْیَ  هُتَیَرِاجَ وَ  هَُتأَرَْما وَ  يرِکُْی  لَجُرَّلا  تَْیأَرَ  وَ 

And you will see men hire his women and slave girl and accept with worthless . 50
things from food and drinks

رِوزُّلا یلَعَ  هًرَیِثکَ  لَّجَ  زَّعَ وَ  هِّلَلاِب  نَامَْیأَْلا  تَْیأَرَ  وَ 

be based) on many falsehoods ( ) لَّجَ زَّعَ وَ   ) And you will see Iman (faith) in Allah . 51

رَهَظَ دْقَ  رَامَقِْلا  تَْیأَرَ  وَ 

And you will see gambling become apparent . 52

عٌِنامَ هَُل  سَْیَل  اًرهِاظَ  عُابَُی  بَارَشَّلا  تَْیأَرَ  وَ 

And you will see wine vendors become apparent and no one prevents it . 53

رِْفکُْلا لِهْأَِل  نَّهُسَفُْنأَ  نَْلذُْبیَ  ِنلا  ءَاسَّ تَْیأَرَ  وَ 

And you will see the women give themselves to the people of kufr . 54

اهَعِْنمَ یلَعَ  دٌحَأَ  ئُرِتَجْیَ  اَل  اًدحَأَ وَ  دٌحَأَ  اهَعُنَمْیَ  اَل  اهَِب  رُّمَُی  تْرَهَظَ  دْقَ  یَهِالَمَْلا  تَْیأَرَ  وَ 

And you will see amusements become apparent, and (people) pass by it and no one . 55
prevents it, and no one will dare to stop it

هُُناطَْلسُ فُاخَُی  يذَِّلا  هُُّلذِتَسْیَ  فَیرِشَّلا  تَْیأَرَ  وَ 
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And you will see the Sharif (the dignified/reputable) become humbled because he . 56
fears his ruler

لَهْأَ انَمِْتشَِب  حُدِتَمْیَ  نْمَ  هِاَلوُْلا  نَِم  سِاّنَلا  بَرَْقأَ  تَْیأَرَ  وَ 
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تِْیبَْلا

And you will see the closest people to the rulers will be praised for cursing the Ahl . 57
( ملاسلا هیلع   ) Al-Bayt

هُُتدَاهَشَ لُبَْقُت  اَل  رُوَّزَُی وَ  ُبحُِی  انَّ نْمَ  تَْیأَرَ  وَ 

And you will see whoever loves us are (called) liars and their testimonies are not . 58
accepted

هِیِف سُفَانَتَُی  لِوْقَْلا  نَِم  رَوزُّلا  تَْیأَرَ  وَ 

And you will see those who compete over false words . 59

لِطِابَْلا عُامَِتسْا  سِاّنَلا  یلَعَ  فَّخَ  هُعُامَِتسْا وَ  سِاّنَلا  یلَعَ  لَقَُث  دْقَ  نَآرْقُْلا  تَْیأَرَ  وَ 

And you will see the Qur’an will become heavy on the people to listen to, and it will . 60
be light upon the people to listen to falsehood

هِِناسَِل نِْم  اًفوْخَ  رَاجَْلا  مُرِکُْی  رَاجَْلا  تَْیأَرَ  وَ 

And you will see a neighbor honor another neighbor because of fear of his tongue . 61

ءِاوَهْأَْلاِب اهَیِف  لَمِعُ  تْلَطِّعُ وَ  دْقَ  دَودُحُْلا  تَْیأَرَ  وَ 

And you will see punishments become neglected and people will act according to . 62
their desires

تْفَرِخْزُ دْقَ  دَجِاسَمَْلا  تَْیأَرَ  وَ 

And you will see the masjid (pl. masjid) being adorned / beautified . 63

بَذِکَْلا يَرِتَْفمُْلا  سِاّنَلا  دَْنعِ  سِاّنَلا  قَدَصْأَ  تَْیأَرَ  وَ 

And you will see the truthful people from the people are the slanderers and liars . 64

هِمَیمِّنَلاِب یَْعسَّلا  رَهَظَ وَ  دْقَ  رَّشَّلا  تَْیأَرَ  وَ 
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And you will see evil and tale bearing become apparent . 65

اشَفَ دْقَ  یَْغبَْلا  تَْیأَرَ  وَ 

And you will see adulteresses become rampant . 66

اًضْعَب مْهُضُْعَب  سُاّنَلا  اهَِب  رُشِّبَُی  حُلَمْتَسُْت وَ  هَبَیغِْلا  تَْیأَرَ  وَ 

And you will see gheebah (backbiting) become likeable and the people give it as . 67
good news to one another

هِّلَلا رِْیغَِل  دِاهَجِْلا  جِّحَْلا وَ  بَلَطَ  تَْیأَرَ  وَ 

And you will . 68
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see seek for hajj and jihad for other than Allah

نَِمؤْمُْلا رِِفاکَْلِل  لُّذُِی  نَاطَْلسُّلا  تَْیأَرَ  وَ 

And you will see rulers humiliate the believers for the unbelievers . 69

نِارَمْعُْلا نَِم  لَیدِأُ  دْقَ  بَارَخَْلا  تَْیأَرَ  وَ 

And you will see destruction pass from ages . 70

نِازَیمِْلا لِایَکْمِْلا وَ  سِخَْب  نِْم  هُُتشَیعِمَ  لَجُرَّلا  تَْیأَرَ  وَ 

And you will see men earn a livelihood from cheating in measuring and scaling . 71

اهَِب فُّخَتَسُْی  ءِامَدِّلا  کَْفسَ  تَْیأَرَ  وَ 

And you will see bloodshed being undervalued . 72

رُوُمأُْلا هِْیَلإِ  دَنَسُْت  یقَّتَُیِل وَ  ِللا  نِاسَّ ثِْبخُِب  هُسَْفَن  رُهَشْیَ  ایَْندُّلا وَ  ضِرَعَِل  هَسَاَئرِّلا  بُُلطْیَ  لَجُرَّلا  تَْیأَرَ  وَ 

And you will see a man seeking leadership for the sake of the world and to make . 73
himself famous through maligning with his tongue, and the affairs are supported by

him

اهَِب فَّخُِتسْا  دِقَ  هَالَصَّلا  تَْیأَرَ  وَ 

And you will see Salah being belittled / undervalued . 74

هُکَلَمَ ذُْنُم  هِکِّزَُی  مَْل  مَُّث  رُیِثکَْلا  لُامَْلا  هُدَْنعِ  لَجُرَّلا  تَْیأَرَ  وَ 

And you will see men who have great wealth, and then he does not pay zakat for . 75
his country

هُُنافَکْأَ عُابَُت  يذَؤُْی وَ  هِرِْبقَ وَ  نِْم  شُبَْنُی  تَِّیمَْلا  تَْیأَرَ  وَ 

And you will see the dead exhumed from his grave and being harmed and selling . 76
(his kafan (clothes for the dead
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رَُثکَ دْقَ  جَرْهَْلا  تَْیأَرَ  وَ 

And you will see commotion becoming many . 77

هِیِف سُاّنَلا  امَِب  مُّتَهْیَ  اَل  نَارَکْسَ  حُِبصُْی  نَاوَشَْن وَ  یسِمُْی  لَجُرَّلا  تَْیأَرَ  وَ 

And you will see men becoming drunk and turning into a drunkard and no one from . 78
the people cares about him

حُکَْنُت مَِئاهَبَْلا  تَْیأَرَ  وَ 

(And you will see bestiality (sex with animals . 79

وَ
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اًضْعَب اهَضُْعَب  سُرِْفیَ  مَِئاهَبَْلا  تَْیأَرَ 

And you will see animals devour one another . 80

هِِبایَِث نِْم  یْشَ ءٌ  هِْیلَعَ  سَْیَل  عُجِرْیَ وَ  هُاّلَصَُم وَ  یَلإِ  جُرُخْیَ  لَجُرَّلا  تَْیأَرَ  وَ 

And you will see men come out from the prayer area and return, without anything . 81
(from his clothes (on him

مْهِْیلَعَ رُکْذِّلا  لَقَُث  مْهُُنُیعْأَ وَ  تْدَمَجَ  تْسَقَ وَ  دْقَ  سِاّنَلا  بَوُلُق  تَْیأَرَ  وَ 

And you will see the hearts of people become tough and their eyes become hard, . 82
and remembrance (of Allah) becomes heavy for them

هِیِف سُفَانَتَُی  رَهَظَ  دْقَ  تَحْسُّلا  تَْیأَرَ  وَ 

And you will see (people) competing in unlawful things becoming apparent . 83

سُاّنَلا هُارَیَِل  ِلصَُی  یّ امََّنإِ  ِلصَمُْلا  یَّ تَْیأَرَ  وَ 

And you will see someone praying and he prays so the people can see . 84

هَسَاَئرِّلا ایَْندُّلا وَ  بُُلطْیَ  نِیدِّلا  رِْیغَِل  هُقَّفَتَیَ  هَیقِفَْلا  تَْیأَرَ  وَ 

And you will see a faqih (Islamic scholar) learn for other than the religion and seek . 85
the world and leadership

بَلَغَ نْمَ  عَمَ  سَاّنَلا  تَْیأَرَ  وَ 

(And you will see people with who overpower (others . 86

مُظَّعَُی حُدَمُْی وَ  مِارَحَْلا  بَِلاطَ  رُّیَعَُی وَ  مُّذَُی وَ  لِالَحَْلا  بَِلاطَ  تَْیأَرَ  وَ 

And you will see a person seeking halal being defamed and humiliated, and the . 87
person seeking haram praised and dignified

دٌحَأَ حِیِبقَْلا  لِمَعَْلا  نَْیَب  مْهُنَْیَب وَ  لُوحُیَ  اَل  عٌِنامَ وَ  مْهُعُنَمْیَ  اَل  هُّلَلا  بُّحُِی  اَل  امَِب  امَهِیِف  لُمَْعُی  نِْیمَرَحَْلا  تَْیأَرَ  وَ 
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And you will see actions in haramayn (two mosques in Makkah and Medina) that . 88
Allah does not like and no one will prevent it and try to change anyone between them

.and between the ugly actions

تَْیأَرَ وَ 
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نِْیمَرَحَْلا یِف  هًرَهِاظَ  فَزِاعَمَْلا 

And you will see musical instruments being apparent in the haramayn . 89

کَْنعَ اذَهـَ  لُوقُیَفَ  هِسِْفَن  یِف  هُحُصـَْنیَ  نْمَ  هِْیَلإِ  مُوقُیَفَ  رِکَْنمُْلا  نِعَ  یهَْنیَ  فِورُْعمَْلاِـب وَ  رُُمأْیـَ  قِّحـَْلا وَ  نَِم  یْشـَِب ءٍ  مُّلَکَتَیَ  لَجـُرَّلا  تَْیأَرَ  وَ 
عٌوضُوْمَ

And you will see a man who speaks something that is haqq (the truth) and . 90
commands the good and forbids the evil and (someone) will stand up and recommend

’him and say: ‘This is not your responsibility

رِورُشُّلا لِهْأَِب  نَودُتَْقیَ  ضٍْعَب وَ  یَلإِ  مْهُضُْعَب  رُظُْنیَ  سَاّنَلا  تَْیأَرَ  وَ 

And you will see people see one another and emulate the people of evil . 91

دٌحَأَ هُکُُلسْیَ  اَل  اًیِلاخَ  هُقَیرِطَ  رِْیخَْلا وَ  کَلَسْمَ  تَْیأَرَ  وَ 

And you will see the path of good and its path being empty that no one wants to . 92
pursue

دٌحَأَ هَُل  عُزَْفیَ  الَفَ  هِِب  أُزَهُْی  تَِّیمَْلا  تَْیأَرَ  وَ 

And you will see the death being ridiculed and no one being afraid of it . 93

نَاکَ امَِّم  رُثَکْأَ  هِعَدِْبْلا  رِّشَّلا وَ  نَِم  هِیِف  ثُدُحْیَ  مٍاعَ  لَّکُ  تَْیأَرَ  وَ 

And you will see that every year newly invented things from the evil and many . 94
bid`ah (innovation) will come

ءَایَِنغْأَْلا اَّلإِ  نَوعُِباتَُی  اَل  سَِلاجَمَْلا  قَْلخَْلا وَ  تَْیأَرَ  وَ 

And you will see the creations and gatherings not following (anyone) except the . 95
wealthy

هِّلَلا هِجْوَ  رِْیغَِل  مُحَرُْی  هِِب وَ  کِحِضَّلا  یلَعَ  یطَْعُی  جَاتَحْمُْلا  تَْیأَرَ  وَ 

And you will see the poor receive (help) so that (people) can laugh at him, and have . 96
mercy on him for other than for the sake of Allah
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دٌحَأَ اهََل  عُزَْفیَ  اَل  ءِامَسَّلا  یِف  تِایَآْلا  تَْیأَرَ  وَ 

.97
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And you will see signs in the earth and no one will fear

سِاّنَلا نَِم  اًفوُّخََت  اًرکَْنُم  دٌحَأَ  رُکِْنُی  اَل  مُِئاهَبَْلا  دُفَاسَتَیَ  امَکَ  نَودُفَاسَتَیَ  سَاّنَلا  تَْیأَرَ  وَ 

And you will see people have sex like animals have sex, and no one will deny this . 98
because of fear from the people

هِّلَلا هِعَاطَ  یِف  رَیسِیَْلا  عُنَمْیَ  هِّلَلا وَ  هِعَاطَ  رِْیغَ  یِف  رَیِثکَْلا  قُفِْنُی  لَجُرَّلا  تَْیأَرَ  وَ 

And you will see a man spend a lot in other than obedience to Allah and denies little . 99
in obedience of Allah

امَهِْیلَعَ يَرِتَْفیَ  نْأَِب  حُرَْفیَ  دَِلوَْلا وَ  دَْنعِ  اًلاحَ  سِاّنَلا  إِوَسْأَ  نِْم  اَناکَ  نِْیدَِلاوَْلاِب وَ  فَّخُِتسْا  رَهَظَ وَ  دْقَ  قَوقُعُْلا  تَْیأَرَ  وَ 

And you will see ungratefulness becoming apparent and belittling to the parents . 100
and they will be from the worst condition of people for the children and they will be

(happy defaming them (their parents

يوًهَ هِیِف  نَّهَُل  امَ  اَّلإِ  یَتؤُْی  اَل  رٍْمأَ  لِّکُ  یلَعَ  نَْبلَغَ  کِْلمُْلا وَ  یلَعَ  نَْبلَغَ  دْقَ  ِنلا وَ  ءَاسَّ تَْیأَرَ  وَ 

And you will see the women become powerful in the land, and have power over all . 101
the affairs and does not come except what she desires

امَهِِتوْمَِب حُرَْفیَ  هِْیدَِلاوَ وَ  یلَعَ  وعُدْیَ  هِیِبأَ وَ  یلَعَ  يرِتَْفیَ  لِجُرَّلا  نَْبا  تَْیأَرَ  وَ 

And you will see the son of man defame his father and curse his father, and . 102
become happy when he dies

رٍکِسـُْم بِرْشـُ  وْأَ  مٍارَحَ  نِایَشـْغِ  وْأَ  نٍازَیِم  وْأَ  لٍایَکِْم  سِخَْب  وْأَ  رٍوجُُف  نِْم  مَیظِعَْلا  بَْنذَّلا  هِیِف  بْسِکْیَ  مَْل  مٌوْیَ وَ  هِِب  رَّمَ  اذَإِ  لَجُرَّلا  تَْیأَرَ  وَ 
مَوْیَْلا کَِلذَ  نَّأَ  بُسَحْیَ  اًنیزِحَ  اًبیِئکَ 
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هِرِمُعُ نِْم  هٌعَیضِوَ  هِْیلَعَ 

And you will see a man when a day passes and he has not earned a great sin in it . 103
from tyranny, or cheating in measuring, or scale, or committing an unlawful act, or
drinking wine, he becomes sad and depressed and counts that day as a day lost in his

life

مَاعَطَّلا رُکِتَحْیَ  نَاطَْلسُّلا  تَْیأَرَ  وَ 

And you will see a ruler monopolize on the food . 104

رُومُخُْلا اهَِب  بُرَشُْت  اهَِب وَ  رُمَاقَتَُی  رِوزُّلا وَ  یِف  مُسَْقُت  یَبرْقُْلا  يوِذَ  لَاوَْمأَ  تَْیأَرَ  وَ 

And you will see the assets of relatives distributed in falsehood and gambled with . 105
to drink wine

اهَِب یفَشْتَسُْی  ضِیرِمَْلِل وَ  فُصَوُی  اهَِب وَ  يوَادَتَُی  رَمْخَْلا  تَْیأَرَ  وَ 

And you will alcohol being used as a cure and form to heal the sick . 106

هِِب ُیدَّتَلا  نِّ كِرَْت  رِکَْنمُْلا وَ  نِعَ  یِهّْنَلا  فِورُْعمَْلاِب وَ  رِْمأَْلا  كِرَْت  یِف  اوْوَتَسْا  دِقَ  سَاّنَلا  تَْیأَرَ  وَ 

And you will see the people equal in abandoning commanding the good and . 107
forbidding the evil and abandoning the religion

كُرَّحََت اَل  قِّحَْلا  لِهْأَ  حَایَرِ  هًمَِئاقَ وَ  ِنلا  قِافَّ لِهْأَ  نَیقِِفانَمُْلا وَ  حَایَرِ  تَْیأَرَ  وَ 

And you will see the munaafiqeen and people of hypocrisy on the rise and the . 108
people of haqq do not move

رِجْأَْلاِب هَالَصَّلا  رِجْأَْلاِب وَ  نَاذَأَْلا  تَْیأَرَ  وَ 

And you will see money asked for doing the Adhan and Salah . 109

رِکِسْمُْلا بَارَشَ  اهَیِف  نَوفُصَاوَتَیَ  قِّحَْلا وَ  لِهْأَ  مِوحُُل  لِکْأَ  هِبَیغِْلِل وَ  اهَیِف  نَوعُمِتَجُْم  هَّلَلا - فُاخَیَ  اَل  نْمَِّم  هًیَشِتَحُْم  دَجِاسَمَْلا  تَْیأَرَ  وَ 

And you will see the masjid crowded with those who do no fear Allah, they father . 110
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for gheebah and they eat flesh of the people of haqq and prescribed wine and
intoxicants

هِرِکْسُِب رُذَْعُی  بُقَاعَُی وَ  اَل  كَرُِت  فَیخِ وَ  یَقُِّتا وَ  مَرِکْأُ وَ  رَکِسَ  اذَإِ  رِکْسُّلاِب وَ  نُاشَُی  اَل  لُقِْعیَ وَ  اَل  وَهُ  سِاّنَلاِب وَ  ِلصَُی  یّ نَارَکْسَّلا  تَْیأَرَ  وَ 

And you will see the drunkards from the people lead Salah and he has no . 111
understanding and he is not ashamed of being drunk, and when being drunk is
honored and feared, and abandoning him is feared, and no punishment for being

.drunk

هِحِالَصَِب دُمَحُْی  یمَاتَیَْلا  لَاوَْمأَ  لَکَأَ  نْمَ  تَْیأَرَ  وَ 

And you will see whoever eats the wealth of orphans will be praised as being good . 112

هُّلَلا رَمَأَ  امَ  فِالَخِِب  نَوضُْقیَ  هَاضَقُْلا  تَْیأَرَ  وَ 

And you will see judge will judge against what Allah has commanded . 113

عِمَطَّلِل هََنوَخَْلا  نَوُنمَِتأْیَ  هَاَلوُْلا  تَْیأَرَ  وَ 

And you will see the rulers trust the treacherous one for greed . 114

نَوهُتَشْیَ امَ  مْهَُنوُّلخَُی وَ  مْهُْنِم وَ  نَوذُخُأْیَ  هِّلَلا  یلَعَ  هِأَرْجُْلا  قِوسُفُْلا وَ  لِهْأَِل  هُاَلوُْلا  هُْتعَضَوَ  دْقَ  ثَارَیمِْلا  تَْیأَرَ  وَ 

And you will see inheritors become vilifies and rulers of the people of fisq and . 115
against the commandment of Allah who take form them and leave in them what they

desire

رُُمأْیَ امَِب  لُِئاقَْلا  لُمَْعیَ  اَل  يوَْقّتَلاِب وَ  اهَْیلَعَ  رُمَؤُْی  رَِبانَمَْلا  تَْیأَرَ  وَ 

And you will see the pulpits command those to act pious, but they do no act on . 116
what they command

اهَِتاقَوْأَِب فَّخُِتسْا  دِقَ  هَالَصَّلا  تَْیأَرَ  وَ 

And you will see the timing of Salah belittled . 117

بِلَطَِل یطَْعُی  هِّلَلا وَ  هُجْوَ  اهَِب  دُارَُی  اَل  هِعَافَشَّلاِب  هَقَدَصَّلا  تَْیأَرَ  وَ 
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سِاّنَلا

And you will see charity given through intercession and not for the sake of Allah . 118
and of the people demands and pleasures

اوحُکََن امَ  اوُلکَأَ وَ  امَِب  نَوُلابَُی  اَل  مْهُجُورُُف  مْهُُنوطُُب وَ  مْهُمُّهَ  سَاّنَلا  تَْیأَرَ  وَ 

And you will see the people who take care of their stomachs and their sexual . 119
organs and do not pay attention to what they eat and who they have sex with

مْهِْیلَعَ هًلَِبْقُم  ایَْندُّلا  تَْیأَرَ  وَ 

And you will see the world following them . 120

تْسَرَدَ دْقَ  قِّحَْلا  مَالَعْأَ  تَْیأَرَ  وَ 

And you will see the flag of haqq has become old . 121

نْکُفَ مْهِِب  دُارَُی  رٍْمأَِل  مْهُُلهِمُْی  امـََّنإِ  لَّجـَ وَ  زَّعَ وَ  هِّلَلا  طِخَسـَ  یِف  سَاّـنَلا  نَّأَ  مْلَعْا  هَاجـَّنَلا وَ  لَّجـَ  زَّعَ وَ  هِّلَلا  یَلإِ  بُْلطْا  رٍذَحـَ وَ  یلَعَ  نْکُفَ 
هِْیلَعَ مْهُ  امَ  فِالَخِ  یِف  لَّجَ  زَّعَ وَ  هُّلَلا  كَارَیَِل  دْهِتَجْا  ِقرَتَُم وَ  اًبّ

زَّعَ وَ  ) salvation, and know that Allah لَّجَ ) زَّعَ وَ   ) So you must beware and request for Allah
is angry with the people and He delays in command for (a matter) what he wants لَّجَ )
will see you do the opposite of لَّجَ ) زَّعَ وَ   ) them. Strive and remain watchful so that Allah

(what they do…”(1

As we have said before, what has been mentioned above is a part of a long hadith,
.which points on corruptions, which expand near the great revolution

:These various corruptions can be divided into three groups

Corruptions related to legal issues and governments like expansion of oppression, ( 1
dominance of adherents of untruth, nonexistence of freedom of speech and action, in

the way
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that believer people can only express their hatred from oppression and oppressors in
their hearts, also spending large assets in useless, harmful or destructive
consumptions, advancement of bribery, auctioning the positions, inclination of weak
people who don’t have constructive culture to any power which wins (anyone who it
is); also spending the capitals in wars and destructive armament competitions and
noticing to these issue more than construction (until the costs of war becomes more

(. than the costs of constructions

Also, each year new ways of corruption, oppression, exploitation are invented, and
nobody feels responsible for social disharmonies except a few, and even they advise

.each other to disregard these issues

Another part of these corruptions are related to moral issues, like: expansion of ( 2
adulation, emulation, choosing trite jobs (like making money through prostitution of
the wife!) by men, also advancement of wine, gambling and different kinds of
unhealthy entertainment, speeches without action, hypocrisy, affectation and
influencing the authorities even in helping the poor, evaluation of people by their

.wealth and like them

Another part of these corruptions are related to particularly religious aspects like ( 3
imposing lust-soaked self desires to Qur’an and interpretation by opinion, and
material and personal inclinations in religious matters, congestion of polluted and
sinner persons in mosques, extraordinary notice to ornamentation of mosques and
.emptying their contents, reducing the value of prayer and ignoring that and like them

If we carefully notice then we see that many of these corruptions have become
practical in present complexes and the other
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ones are also expected; so what don’t we have for preparing the background of that
?great revolution

The answer of this question is that we have also previously mentioned; we have few
knowledge, and in other words, constructive and revolutionary reaction against these

.corruptions

Anyway, appearance of these signs is not solely the condition of establishment of that
great revolution, but it is a beginning for awakening the thoughts, lashes for
awakening the sleeping souls, and it is a background for preparing social and

.psychological readiness

The people of the world will have to analyze the sources of these disharmonies, and
their results and effects anyway, and it founds a general self-awareness and
accordingly, they become certain that continuing the current conditions are not

.possible, but should make a revolution

.A revolution in all aspects for finding a just, divine and popular system

It is also necessary to remind that it is not necessary for these corruptions to appear
all around the world and if some small environments are pure then this conditions is
not fulfilled; but the criterion is the typical feature of the people of the world whether
in the East or in the West; and in other words, this ruling is based on majority method

.like many other rulings

(Dajjal (the great deceiver

When it is talked about “Dajjal”, usually, based on a general thought record, people
think about a one-eyed man, who appears before that great revolution with his

.legendary body and more legendary ride, with his special programs

But, as it is understood from the root
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of the word Dajjal(1) on the one hand and from hadith resources on the other hand,
Dajjal is not exclusive to one person and it is a title for deceiver and cunning persons,
who use any means for attracting people to themselves, and appear in the way of any

.constructive revolution which is performed in different dimensions

We read in a famous hadith, which has been quoted from Sahih of “Tirmidhi” that
:Prophet (S) said

هومکرذنا یّنا  لاجدّلا و  هموق  رذنا  اّلا  حون  دعب  یّبن  نکی  مل  هّنا 

Any prophet, after Noah, forewarned his nation from the conspiracy of Dajjal, I also
(forewarn you!(2

Certainly, previous prophets didn’t have warned they people about the conspiracy of
.Dajjal who will appear in End of Days and is thousands of year latter

:Especially, because we read at the end of hadith that

یملاک عمس  وا  ینآر  نم  ضعب  هکردیس  هّلعل  لاقف  هللا  لوسر  انل  هفصوف 

Then Prophet (S) explained his characteristics for us and said maybe some of those
!who have seen me or have heard my expression live in his time

Maybe, hadith points to dangerous tyrants and deceivers like Umayyad caliphs and
people like Muawiyah who deceived people and deviated them from the way of truth
toward traditions of the age of ignorance and revived social classes and tyranny and
autocracy, and brought back obsequious unrighteous persons and ruthless criminals

.to positions, and removed righteous, superior and competent men

:Also, we read in another hadith in the same book that

:Prophet (S) said about Dajjal

رذنا دقو  اّلا  یّبن  نم  ام 
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.Dajjal, from the root Dajl, means deception and lying - 1
.Sahih al-Tirmidhi, chapter of what have been quoted about Dajjal, page 42 - 2
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 ... روعا هّنا  نوملعت  هموقل  یّبن  هلقی  مل  لاوق  هیف  لوقاس  نکل  هموق و 

There was no prophet except that he forewarned his nation from the conspiracy of
Dajjal, but I say a sentence about him that no prophet have said to his nation, I say

!that his one-eyed

Maybe, mentioning the time of Noah in some of these ahadith is for pointing to the
farthest time; or nonexistence of Dajjals in the times before Noah is because Noah
brought the first religion, or because deceptions didn’t influenced past human

.societies

Anyhow, explaining Dajjal as a one-eyed man has an interpretation that we will soon
.discuss about it

It is interesting that it is mentioned in some of ahadith that 30 Dajjals will appear
(before the advent of Mahdi (as)!(1

.The appearance of Dajjal is even mentioned in the Testaments

(: We read in the second epistle of John (chapter 1, sentence 6 7

.As ye have heard from the beginning, ye should walk in it“

”For many deceivers are entered into the world

.This expression also confirms the multiplicity of Dajjals

:We read in another hadith

! یبن انا  نولوق  مهّلک  اًباذّک  نیّتس  نم  وحن  جرخی  یتح  هعاسّا  موقت  لا  ص )  ) هللا لوسر  لاق 

Prophet (S) said: resurrection won’t come except that sixty liars appear and claim for
(prophecy!(2

Although the name of Dajjal is not mentioned in this narrative, but it is totally
understood from hadith that false claimants and deceivers will not exclusively one or

.some persons in End of Days
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Anyway, the fact which is not possible to be ignored is
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that when the backgrounds are revolution are provided, in any society, deceiver
people, who are in fact the guardians of corrupted systems, begin deceiving people
for keeping the current conditions, and exploiting intellectual and social backgrounds
of the people in benefit of their incorrect goals, and even they express revolutionary
mottoes, and this is one of the greatest obstacles in the way of reform and real

.revolution

These are Dajjals from whom all the prophets have forewarned their nations and
.have warned about their deceptive plans

But, before the advent of Mahdi and that great and expanded and real revolution, as
much as intellectual, mental and social backgrounds advance in the world, activities of
these Dajjals, who come one after another, increase, in order to delay the
advancement and improvement of revolutionary backgrounds and use thousands of

.deceptions and tools for deviation of the thoughts

Albeit, there is no problem for a great Dajjal to be above them all, but, signs which
have been expressed about him in some of narratives are like symbolic expressions,
allegory and metaphors. For example, it is derived from the narrative, which has been
quoted by Allame Majlesi in Bihar al-Anwar from Amir al-Mu’mineen Ali (as) that he

:has the following characteristics

He has only one eye that shines at the middle of his forehead like the star of the ( 1
!dawn! But this eye is bloody, maybe it is mixed with blood

He has a white clipper donkey (ride) which any of its steps is one mile and ( 2
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!moves through the earth very fast

He claims of being God and when he gathers his friends around him the whole world ( 3
!hears his voice

He goes into the seas and the Sun moves with him, a mountain of smoke is in his ( 4
.front and a white mountain is behind him that people see it as food

(At the time of his appearance, people are in hunger and famine …(1 ( 5

Undoubtedly, we are not permitted to symbolize any religious concept which has been
mentioned in Qur’an or hadith resources, because this act is interpretation by opinion
which is strongly prohibited in Islam and wisdom and logic also deny that, but by the
way, standing on the first meaning of the expressions, when rational or quoted
evidences are available, is not correct either and caused the purpose and definition to

.be missed

And incidentally, these metaphors about the events of End of Days have records; for
(instance we read that “Sun will rise from the west”.(2

And this is one of the most complicated issues related to this part that it is apparently
improper with today’ science; because rising of the Sun from the west means that
earth moves in the opposite direction; if it suddenly happens then the water of the
seas, all buildings and creatures living on earth will be thrown out and everything
become disordered, and no sign of life will remain on. And if it happens gradually then

the length of the day and night will increase in the way
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that it becomes more than one month or two months and again the order of the
!universe will be destroyed on earth

But, there is an interesting interpretation beneath the above hadith, which is about
.the signs of Dajjal that shows this expression is a metaphor

Because the narrator of hadith “Nazal ibn Sabra” asks “Sa’sa’a bin Sohan” what was
:the purpose of Amir al-Mu’mineen Ali (as) that he said

…”? Don’t ask me about the events which happen after that“

:Sa’sa’a answers

7 اهبرغم نم  هعلاطّلا  سمشّلا  وه  و  یلع ، نب  نیسحلا  دلو  نم  عساّتلا  هرتعلا  نم  رشع  یناّثلا  وه  میرم  نب  یسیع  هفلخ  یّلصی  يذّلا  نّا 

The one behind whom Christ performs prayer is the twelfth person prom the dynasty
of Prophet (S) and the ninth person from the sons of Hussein ibn Ali(as), and he is the

(Sun which will rise from the place of sunset!(1

Therefore, it is not interesting for Dajjal who has been explained with above
.characteristics to be also symbolic

?Surely, you ask that how is it possible to interpret that

We answer this question that it is likely that Dajjal, with those characteristics, is
:pointing to deceivers and oppressor materialist leaders in mechanical world; because

Firstly, they have only one eye and that is the eye of economy and material life. They
look only to one (dimension) and that is the dimension of financial benefits of their
own nation. And use thousands of deceptions and exploiting politics for reaching this

.goal. They are deceiver Dajjals who have lost the eye of spirituality and humanity

,But
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(. Adaptation from the hadith of Sa’sa’a bin Sohan (Bihar al-Anwar, vol. 52, page 192 - 1
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this only material eye is very dazzling and shining, and they have achieved glorious
.victories in industries and they have also passed the diameters of the earth

Secondly, they have rides, which are extremely fast and circumambulate the earth in
!a short time even with ultrasonic speed

Thirdly, they practically claim of being God and consider the destiny of the people of
the world in their hands, and by all their weakness and incapability, consider landing
on moon as conquering the space! And consider using some of the powers of the
nature as the sign of conquering the nature, while a small earthquake, a weak storm,
one cancerous cell, destroys their entire system; they claim of being God like Pharaoh

.while being weak

Fourthly, they go under the seas by equipped submarines, their fast moving
equipments moves with the Sun (and maybe pass that). There is a mountain of smoke
in front of his great factories and behind him is a mountain of industrial products and
food (that people think they are healthy foods, while they don’t have much nutritious

(. value and mostly all unhealthy foods

Fifthly, people are in hunger because of some reasons - like famine or exploitation
and imperialism and different discriminations and huge capitalization for armaments
and tremendous of wars, and destructions which are the results of war and all of
them are the result of one-dimensional materialistic life - and especially a group of

,people die because of hunger, and Dajjal, who is the main cause of these disorders
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abuses these conditions and tries to strengthen the bases of his imperialism under
.the title of helping hungry people and deprived societies

It is also mentioned in some narratives that any hair of the ride of Dajjal has a new
and special tone that it is possible to consider that with this much of unhealthy
entertainments of one-dimensional mechanical world which are available in all homes

.and cities and deserts and coasts

Anyway, it is important for revolutionary members who are truthful soldiers of the
great peacemaker the promised Mahdi (as) not to be deceived by Dajjals like simple
and fool people and don’t miss any opportunity for executing their revolutionary plan

.bases upon belief, truth and justice

Albeit, what has been said above was a possible interpretation for Dajjal that
different evidences prove that. But, acceptance or unacceptance of this interpretation
doesn’t harm the main subject that the issue of Dajjal, with these characteristics, is a

!metaphor not to be a human with such ride and characteristics and advantages

Appearance of Sufyani

The appearance of “Sufyani” has been also mentioned in many resources of hadith of
Shiites and Sunnis like the appearance of “Dajjal” as a sign of the advent of great

(universal peacemaker, or as one of the events of End of Days.(1

Although, it is understood from some of narratives that “Sufyani” is a specific person
from the dynasty of Abu Sufyan and his children, but it is also understood from other

narratives that “Sufyani” is not exclusively a person and it is pointed to
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specific characteristics and plans which many persons have been their examples in
.history

(: For instance, it is quoted in a narrative from Imam Ali ibn Hussein (as

ینایفسب اّلا  مئاق  نوکیلاو  هللا  نم  متح  ینایسّلا  رما 

The appearance of Sufyani is one of the certain matters; and there is one Sufyani
(against anyone who rises!(1

It is cleared from this hadith that Sufyani has “descriptive” aspect not “individual” and
his characteristics is his plans and conditions and it is also understood that one (or

.some) Sufyani will stand against any revolutionary man and truthful peacemaker

(: We read in another hadith from Imam Sadiq (as

یلع هیواعم  لتاق  و  ص )  ) هللا لوسر  نایفـسوبا  لتاق  هللا ؛ بذک  ولاق  هللا و  قدـص  انلق  هللا ؛ یف  انیداعت  نیتیب  لها  نایفـس  یبا  لآ  انا و 
مئاقلا لتاقی  ینایفسّلا  و  ع )  ) یلع یب  نیسحلا  هیواعم  نب  دیزی  لتاق  و  ع )  ) بلاط یبا  نب 

We and the dynasty of Abu Sufyan are two dynasties that don’t have agreement
about divine programs; we have confirmed the expressions of God and they have
denied. Abu Sufyan fought against the Prophet (S); and Muawiyah against Ali ibn Abi
Talib (as); and Yazid against Hussein ibn Ali (as); and Sufyani will fight against the

(Imam who arises.(2

In previous discussion, we understand the role of Dajjals against constructive
revolutions, now we should know about evil plans of Sufyani; because it is highly
necessary to know all the “adherents” and “oppositions” of universal reform plan for

.establishing the definition of real waiting

,Abu Sufyan, who was the head of the Sufyanids
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:had the following characteristics

He was capitalist who had collected his fortune by plunder, violation of others’ ( 1
.rights, usury and like them

He was a powerful man who had gained his power through evil ways and was the ( 2
leader of ignorant parties in Mecca and it surrounding regions; and all his personality

.was summarized into these two

He had a considerable leadership and government for himself before Islam; but after
Islam, all the bases of his power became weak, because Islam was the strongest
enemy of those who had the power of people like Abu Sufyan; and there is no surprise

.that he became the number one enemy of Islam

He was considered as the symbol oppressive system of class society of Mecca and ( 3
his devoted support of idols and idolatry was according to this matter; because idols
were the best tool for “divide and rule” and “fooling and stupefying exploited people”

(and in result strengthening the bases of the government of people like Abu Sufyan.(1

His strong opposition against Islam - as we said before - was because of the reason
that Islam was destroying all bases upon which his evil personality was based;
therefore, he didn’t stop trying to suffocate the revolution of Islam. But, finally his last
fort of power destroyed during the conquest of Mecca and was removed forever and

.became isolated; although, he didn’t stop hidden motivations

He transferred all these characteristics to his son, Muawiyah, and through him to his
grandson Yazid - by teaching and through
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the genes - and both of them followed the plans of the father - but in another way -
.although they finally failed

Abu Sufyan was a completely backward person who was genes afraid of
revolutionary movement of Prophet (S); because Islam had a multidimensional plan
for changing that backward society which was full of corruption; a plan in which there

.was no place for leeches like Abu Sufyan and his gang

And we can understand here that why his children and successors tried to destroy
Islam and return people to the rituals of ignorance, although they have been crashed
under its wheels; but anyway, they have made strong strikes to the advancement of

.Islam and Muslims

We return to the discussion; we read in previous ahadith that the appearance of Abu
Sufyan in the way of Prophet (S) was not exclusive to Islamic revolution, there was
also there is an Abu Sufyan with the characteristics of a plunderous, powerful and
oppressor, backward and distributor of superstitions capitalist against anyone who
arises and any peacemaker who tries to nullify the efforts of the al-Qa’im and

.peacemaker; makes troubles for him and at least, delays the time of his revolution

There will be also “Sufyani” or Sufyanis against the rise of the great universal
peacemaker “Mahdi”, who try to delay the real revolution of Mahdi by their hellish
powers; return the time to the past or at least stop it; prevent the destruction of

.oppressive class systems in benefits of the exploiters

Maybe the difference between
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Dajjal” and “Sufyani” is that Dajjal established his evil plans through deception and“
tricks, but Sufyani performs this act by using his expanded destructive power; as it
has been mentioned in news that he conquers some flourished regions of the earth1,

.that we have read similar cases in governments of Abu Sufyan, Muawiyah and Yazid

There is no problem for Sufyani of End of Days who stands against the great universal
peacemaker “Mahdi” to be one of the grandchildren of Abu Sufyan and his genealogy
reaches him, as it is mentioned in news; but it is more important than genealogy that

.his characteristics and efforts are all similar to Abu Sufyan and has the same method

This “Sufyani”, like all people like Abu Sufyan and all other Sufyani, will be defeated
against the universal revolutionary movement of Mahdi (as) and his efforts and plans

.will all be destroyed

The most important thing is that people should know “Dajjals” and “Sufyanis”. These
Sufyanis have also another sign adding to what have been mentioned before that its
example can be seen clearly in the history of Islam, and that is: They remove the
righteous and competent ones from society and place unrighteous people in their

.positions

Divide “Bayt al-Mal” among their adherents, as it was in the same way in the
government of the dynasty of Abu Sufyan; they support different kinds of
discriminations, Stupefactions and separations; and it is possible to recognize and

.show them by these characteristics

Dajjals” form mysterious antirevolutionary rows, and “Sufyanis” form“
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apparent antirevolutionary rows, and in fact, both of them are in one side but in two
different features, and there is no assurance for “development” and “existence” of

.revolution until their rows break apart

Characteristics of Shiite Belief about Mahdi and Questions Arose from this Belief

(Mahdi the Twelfth Successor of the Prophet (S

point

What has been analyzed until now in this book about “great universal peacemaker”
and “revolutionary programs of Mahdi” was in two parts, one part in a general rational
form and another part in a general Islamic form; but belief of Shiites which is being
fed from the school of Ahl al-Bayt of Prophet (S) has some characteristics which will

:be studied in this chapter; these characteristics are

Shiites believe that Mahdi is the twelfth successor of Prophet (S) and son of Imam ( 1
Hassan Askari (as); His name is “Muhammad”, his Kunya (honorific) is “Abolghasem”

”. and his Laqabs are “Mahdi”, “Sahib Al-Zaman” and “al-Qa’im

Mahdi” is alive now and according to the fact that he was born in the year 255 after ( “ 2
.Hijrah, now he is more than thousand years old

Mahdi” is hidden from the eyes while he is alive; which means, while he has a ( “ 3
.natural life but lives in this world unknown

But other Islamic sects - except some of them - believe that he will born in End of
Days, although he is from the dynasty of prophet; therefore, they don’t consider an
age with this long occultation for him; albeit, few Sunnis also consider him as son of

(. Imam Hassan Askari(as

:Anyway, special belief of Shiites arise three questions

First Question

It is the famous question
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of “longevity” which has been introduced from the past that how is it possible for a
human to live this much longer, while we have never seen that a person’s age
exceeds one hundred to one hundred and twenty years! How this old age can be

?proper to maximum ages, which we see around us

Second Question

It is about the philosophy of this long occultation that why Imam and leader of Islamic
?society should be absent this much time, what is the secret of this matter

Third Question

Which has close relation with the second question - although it is separated from that
- is about the philosophy of existence of Imam (as) during the occultation; when the
leader has no connection with his followers and the people of the world cannot see
him and gain benefits of his leadership then which role can be considered for him?
And in other words, during this time, his life is a personal and private life not social and

!in the position of a leader

First, it is necessary here to mention the evidences of Shiites about these triple
.beliefs

.Then we can see that how is it possible to answer the above triple questions

At the beginning, it should be considered that rational reason can never point a
.specific person about this matter, but the results of these reasons are always general

Narratives of Sunnis about Mahdi are usually general; they only talk about “a person
from the dynasty of prophet with laghab of Mahdi and the name of Muhammad (like
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the name of prophet of Islam)”; except some narratives which quote all
characteristics of his father or forefathers and is compatible with Shiites belief, like

:the two following narratives

Sheikh Suleiman al-Qunduzi”, who is one of Sunni scholars, quotes in famous book ( “ 1
of “Yanabi al-Muwadda” from the book “Fara'id al-Simtayn” from Ibn Abbas that a
Jewish man went to Prophet (S) and asked many questions and after hearing the

:answers, the light of belief shined in his heart and became Muslim; including

Who is your successor? Because any prophet should have a successor, as our“
”. prophet Moses (as) placed Joshua as his successor

:Prophet (S) answered this question

نیسحلا بلص  نم  همّئا  هعست  هولتت  نیسحلا  نسحلا و  ياطبس  هدعب  بلاط و  یبا  نب  یّلع  یّیصو  نّا 

My successor is Ali ibn Abi Talib and after him my grandsons Hassan and Hussein and
after Hussein, nine Imams from his generation

:Jewish man asked Prophet (S) to say their names; Prophet (S) said

When Hussein dies his one Ali; and when Ali dies his son Muhammad; and when
Muhammad dies his son Ja’far, and when Ja’far dies his son Musa, and when Musa
dies his son Ali, and When Ali dies his son Muhammad, and when Muhammad dies his
son Ali, and when Ali dies his son Hassan and when Hassan dies his son Muhammad

( … al-Mahdi al-Hujjah will be his successor; they are twelve persons (my successors

Then he asked from the condition of their death and martyrdom and Prophet (S) said
:after some explanations

رشع یناّثلا  نّا  و 
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هللا نذأی  ذئنیحف  همسر  اّلا  نآرقلا  نم  یقبیلا  و  همسا ؛ اّلا  ملاـسلاا  نم  یقبیلا  نمزب  یتمّا  یلع  یتأی  و  يری ، یّتح لا  بیغی  يدلو  نم 
 ... هددّجی هب و  ملاسلاا  هللا  رهظیف  جورخلاب  هل  یلاعت  كرابت و 

My twelfth child will be occulted and won’t be seen and the time will come for my
followers that nothing remains from Islam but its name and nothing remains from
Qur’an but its text; at this time, almighty God will give him the permission to rise and

…appears and renews Islam by him

The Jewish man says some poems after accepting Islam that includes the names of
:the successors of prophet and he says about the last one of them

1 رظتنملا ماملاا  وه  ءامظّلا و  یقسی  مهرخآ 

The last one of them waters those who are thirsty (of truth and justice) and he is the
!expected Imam

Again in that book, it is quoted from “Amir ibn Wathilah”, who is the last one of the
:prophet’s companions who died, from Ali (as) that Prophet (S) said

مهنم نوموصعملا و  نورهّطملا  مه  نیذّلا  رشع  يدحا  همئلااوبا  ماملاا و  تناو  یملس ، کملسو  یبرح ، کبرح  یّیصو ، تنا  یلع  ای 
2 .لاًدع اًطسق و  ضرلاا  لأمی  يذّلا  يدهملا 

Ali you are my successor, your battle is my battle, and your peace is my peace; and
you are Imam and father of eleven Imams who are all infallible and pure; and he is

.“Mahdi” from them who fills the earth with justice

But there are many narratives from Ahl al-Bayt about Mahdi(as) and the fact that he
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is the eleventh son of Ali(as) and the ninth son of Imam Hussein and the inseparable
son of Imam Hassan Askari that mentioning all of them takes too much time and it is
out of the plan of our book which is based upon briefness; therefore, we mention a list
of them and refer you to the book “Muntakhab al-Athar fi Ahwal al-Imam al-Thani
Ashar” (a translation-like version of this book called “Promise of Pace and Security”

.has been also published from the same author) for more information

Narratives about the father and forefathers of Mahdi (as) have been quoted in this
:book, which are mostly from Ahl al-Bayt including

narratives about the fact that Imams and leaders of twelve persons and the first 91
(. one of them is Ali (as) and the last of them is Mahdi (as

(. And 94 narratives are quoted about that the last one of Imams is Mahdi (as

And 107 narratives about that Imams are twelve persons and nine of them are from
”. the sons of Hussein (as) and the ninth person is “al-Qa’im

And 50 hadith about the names of all twelve leaders that the last of them is Mahdi and
in this way, followers of this school specify Mahdi (as) with all his characteristics based

.upon the above several evidences

But it is also necessary to mention that there are many ahadith in reliable and famous
Sunni hadith resources about the twelve Imams and caliphs (generally) and as we

said before, no logical interpretation can be found for
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.these narratives except by accepting the Shiites’ belief

ینثا ” In some of these ahadith like hadith of “Sahih al-Bukhari” and “Sahih al-Tirmidhi
twelve caliphs) and in Sahih  ) 4 هفیلخ رشع  ینثا  ” twelve emirs), and in “Sahih Muslim  ) 4 اریما رشع 
are mentioned in هفیلخ رشع  ینثا  ” and in “Musnad Ahmad 5 هفیلخ رشع  ینثا   of Abu Dawood also

.tens of ways

!Is it possible to deny this much of ahadith from famous books

Should we complete the twelve caliphs by adding Umayyad caliphs like Muawiyah,
Yazid and Abd al-Malik, or by adding Abbasid caliphs like Harun, Al-Ma'mun and Al-

!Mutawakkil to the first four caliphs

.Yanabi al-Muwadda, page 440 . 1

(. The same document, page 85 (printed in Istanbul . 2

Sahih al-Bukhari, page 175 (printed in Egypt) and Sahih al-Tirmidhi, vol. 2, page 45 . 3
(. (printed in Delhi

(. Sahih Muslim, vol. 2, page 191 (printed in Egypt . 4

(. Sahih of Abu Dawood, vol. 2, Book of Mahdi, page 207 (printed in Egypt . 5

?Who are these twelve caliphs whom prophet has named and has praised

This is the question that - except the follower of Ahl al-Bayt who believe in twelve
Imams - should find an answer for that; because no fair person can consider
Umayyad and Abbasid caliphs - who deviated the Islamic government from its way
and performed any kind of crime, oppression, transformation and distortion of

.concepts of Islam - as the successors of prophet and competent of being praised

Triple Important Questions

The Secret of Longevity

Introducing the Criticism: We said that others criticize the belief of Shiites about Mahdi
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from the past that: If he is the son of Imam Hassan Askari and was born in the
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year 255 after Hijrah from his mother Narjis and is still alive then he is more than
:thousand years old now, while

!Neither our daily observations show us people with this old age

!Nor today’s science accepts that

!Nor it has historical example

:Study and Research

We agree the criticizers in this matter that normal and ordinary ages which we usually
see are not more than one-hundred years, and rarely reaches one-hundred and
twenty years, and in out time, people who have reached one-hundred and fifty or

sixty are considered as exceptions in the world.1

But it is not possible to suffice to these matters for a scientific discussion and research
about the matter of the longevity and the following matter should be considered and

:we see that

?Does normal life have a constant limit? What does today’s physiology say about that

?Is there any way of increasing the lifetime

Were there exceptional people who were different with normal humans in physical,
?spiritual, body parts, different senses and other general characteristics

?Does history really remember people with ages older than what we can see today

And above all, it should be considered that who are these criticizers and what is their
?understanding from different religious issues

?Does Normal Life have a Constant Limit

A small batter has limited lifetime; for example it works for 24 hours continuously;
.then its power ends
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.For instance, a light bulb works for one thousand hours and then it dies

.Maybe an automobile works for 20 years

Also, other human produces has approximate specific lifetime and average limit;
albeit, if user
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uses them in good conditions then they work more and if they are used in bad
.conditions then they work less than the specified amount

We have also different kinds of lifetime in nature; there are particle inside atoms,
which live for only one-thousandth of a second and sometimes “one-hundred
millionth” of a second, but in change the age of the earth is estimated to five thousand

!million years

Now we should see that whether the lifetime of living creatures in nature is like the
lifetime of our industrial products or not. For example, human lives about 80 years; a
dove lives about 5 years; an insect about some months; a plain tree lives about 150

.years and a flower shrub about 6 months

In the past, a group of scientist believed in a system of normal lifetime in living
:creatures. For example

.Pavlov believed that normal lifetime of human is 100 years

.Metchnikoff believed that normal lifetime of human is 150 to 160 years

.Kaufland, German physician, believed that normal lifetime of human is 200 years

.Pflüger, famous physiologist, believed that normal lifetime of human is 600 years

And finally Bacon, English philosopher and scientist increased the number and said it is
.about 1000 years

But this belief has been denied by today’s physiologists and the issue of constant limit
.of normal lifetime of human is invalidated

According to Professor Smith, Columbia University: “As the sound barrier broke and
moving equipments appeared with ultrasonic speed, some day the barrier of human

lifetime will break and it goes beyond whatever
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!” we saw until now

The living evidence which is possible to introduce for proving this belief is the
experiments that a group of scientists have performed on different plants or animals
in laboratories and they was successful in increasing the lifetime of a living creature in

.conditions of laboratory up to “twelve times” more

For example, an experiment which is performed on a plant with the lifetime of only
.two weeks shows that it is possible to keep it up to six months

If assumable, such increment is possible on human lifetime then there will be humans
.with more than hundred years of age

Another experiment has been performed on a fruit fly, which has a very short lifetime,
”! and they were successful in increasing its lifetime up to “nine-hundred times

If assumable, this amazing and extraordinary increment becomes practical on human
!lifetime then a person lives more than seventy thousand years

Albeit, most of us neither wish for such tiresome age nor accept it even for free, until
:the poet says

يراد نادواجرمع  کی  هک  وت  ینک  یم  هچ  رضخ -  يا  ناجب ، مدمآ  رمع  هزور  ود  زا  نم 

I am tried of these two days of life, O Khizr - What do you do who live forever

And if assumable we accept that, the earth is not ready for accepting this much of
!living humans

.But our goal is studying the issue of longevity scientifically

We know that today, many biologists have seriously studied the issue of increasing
human lifetime; if such thing was impossible then these researches seemed
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.to be useless

Nutritionists believe that lifetime is closely related with the way of eating and
environmental conditions; they have studied the lifetime of queen bee, which lives
several times more than normal bees, and have understood that this matter is the
result of royal jelly which is produced by worker bees especially for the queen that is
different with normal honey; and a group of scientists thought that it is possible to

.increase human lifetime for several times with large amounts of this jelly

Psychologists say that human lifetime is strongly dependant on his/her thinking way
and beliefs and human lifetime increases by having series of constructive and calming

.spiritualities and beliefs

A group of physician believes that: Oldness is a kind of illness which appears because
of atherosclerosis or “Metabolism Disorder”; and if we can overcome these factors by
correct eating and effective medicine then we can defeat the oldness and we will

.have a long life

All these discussions clearly proves this issue that the legend of “constant normal
lifetime” is nothing more than a false legend; and it is not possible to consider a

.specific limit for the lifetime of living creatures

Especially, by opening the way of space to humans and beginning of space travels,
the issue of lifetime was considered more seriously; because it has become certain
that our short lifetimes our not proper for taking long astronomical journeys.
Sometimes, several thousand years of age is needed for making a small step in this

expanded universe with current spaceships
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and tens of thousands of years is needed for farther destinations; therefore, some
scientists have thought about another way of increasing the lifetime and that is using

.freezing system

Maybe, this matter was discovered for the first time by observing some of living
creatures who had kept their normal life while being frozen; for example, some while
ago a frozen fish was found inside polar ices that the condition of ice layers showed

!that the fish is for five-thousand years ago

At first they thought that the fish is dead, but after putting it in warm water they
surprisingly saw that it began moving; it is recognized that it was alive during these

!five-thousand years but with a weak flame of life

At this point, they thought if it would be possible to use this method for humans and
for example, if it is possible to freeze a space traveler in his/her cabin and an
automatic system gradually brings his/her body to normal conditions after hundreds

.or thousands of years then the problem of lifetime in space travels would be solved

Now, some of physicians have thought that they use this system for the patients
whom their treatment method has not been found yet, and for example, propose to
those who have cancer, to go to deep sleep - or beyond sleep - by freezing method,
and for example, return to normal conditions after two centuries that the treatment

.method of these illnesses is naturally found and treat them

All these discussion, plans and proposals
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show that according to today’s knowledge, there is no constant limit for the lifetime of
.humans and other living creatures and its amount can be changed

Some while ago I visited an old man who was not able of performing fasting in the . 1
holy month of Ramadan and was asking about the issue of atonement of fasting; I
asked about his age and he answered 29 year old. And because he saw that I was
surprised, he added that he doesn’t count the hundred and I say after one hundred

!years which means I am 129 years old

Existence of Exceptional People

If we ignore the previous discussion and accept that humankind has constant limit of
lifetime according to his primary nature; but, it is not possible to generalize this matter
to everyone, because always there are exceptions among living creature which are
not compatible with standards and criterions which we saw in natural and
experimental sciences; and sometimes, science is incapable of interpreting their

.conditions

Some people have been seen among humans who had extraordinary and completely
.exceptional senses or powers

Some members can be seen among a specific genus of trees or animals, which
apparently have specific growth or seemingly limited lifetime, that breaks all
regulations and standards of their genus and appear in an extraordinary form; for

:instance

Travelers, who have visited Scotland, talk about an amazing tree with 90 feet ( 1
!diameter in trunk and estimated five thousand years of age

!A tree has been seen in California, which are one hundred meters tall ( 2
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And its lower diameter is about 10 meter and its age is estimated up to sic hundred
.years

There is a tree from the genus dracaena or as it is called “dragon tree” among the ( 3
trees which grow in Canary Islands, that has interested scientists; it is said about this
tree that no change has been seen in its grow from the time of discovering the island
(which is about five-hundred years ago)! But its seems to have a long life that through
this time effects of time have not appears on its feature; therefore, some people think

!that perhaps, this tree was available before the creation of Adam

There are trees in tropical regions, which live forever! It means that they are ( 4
.continuously growing roots and shoots and never die

Some snails have been seen which are thousands years old; and biologists have ( 5
.discovered some fished which are about three million years old

We can see some people with wonderful talents who are not believable even for ( 6
those who see them with their own eyes. Who didn’t read the news about the young
person who bent metal objects like fork and spoon with the extraordinary power of

!his eyes without even a small touch of his hands

He performed this wonderful job before the eyes of reporters and even on TV in
England that even incredulous British people accepted that there was no special trick

.and it is considered a special and exceptional condition

Maybe, all people have read about the
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young Iranian who eats light bulb and glass like candies, while ordinary people may be
!taken to operation room if they accidentally eat a bit of glass with their food

I read the story of a person in newspaper who subdued wild animals with his
.extraordinary power and approach them easily

:It is written about the conditions of philosopher and famous physician “Avicenna” that

When I went to school, I memorized anything which students read for the master; in
the age of ten, I have knowledge of sciences that people were amazed of me in
Bukhara; in the age of 12 I became a jurist! And issued fatwas in Bukhara; I wrote the
book "The Canon of Medicine" in medicine at the age of 16 (the same book which was
being taught in European universities for some centuries); amazing stories have been
quoted about his different senses including sight or hearing and like them which

(cannot be told in this brief chapter.(1

These are all exceptional people with characteristics that scientists of natural science
are incapable of explaining them and their conditions are not compatible with
criterions and standards of human characteristics which are available; but this in
harmony never prevent us to accept them; and accept a general law under its light
that what we have seen in “plants”, “creatures of deserts and seas” and “humans” is
not an eternal and comprehensive law; but it is completely possible that some
members are found among them with special and extraordinary characteristics,

whether about the
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age or about spiritual and physical powers and abilities; and their exceptional
condition will never be the reason for acceptance of these phenomena to be
unscientific; but we should accept that the boundaries of all the laws and criterions
which sciences give us are restricted to ordinary members and exceptional members

.are beyond the boundaries of these criterions and laws

?Who Made this Criticism

If materialists, who see everything from natural laws’ point of view, make the
criticism about the lifetime of Mahdi (as) then the answer is what has been said in
previous discussions; but, if monotheists of the world like the followers of Christ (as)
and Moses (as) or Sunni brothers make this criticism then we have other expressions

:for them adding to what we have said before, including

They consider unlimited power for God and several extraordinary characteristics ( 1
and miracles for his messengers; in other words, they consider God as the ruler of
natural laws not being ruled by them; is treating incurable illnesses compatible with
medical science, or are bringing back the dead to life by Christ or other wonderful
miracles of Moses(as) by rod (a worthless peace of wood) and leprous hand and
passing the Nile with that extraordinary event matters which are compatible with

?natural criterions and standards

Undoubtedly, all the followers of religions say that the effects of natural laws and
means are all by the order of God for interpretation of these phenomena, and

anything he wills for something else then another thing happens and his will is
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beyond natural causes. If from the beginning dead people returned to life again or
innate blind person gained his sight after a while or average limit of lifetime of an
ordinary human was one-thousand years then was anyone surprised from these

!matters and did anyone consider them against the law of wisdom? … Certainly not

Therefore, breaking these laws is not breaking a rational and logical order; but it is
breaking an ordinary condition and way to which we have been accustomed by

.observing ordinary people and things

Today’s Christians mostly believe that the enemies of Christ(as) crucified, killed and ( 2
buried him; and after some days he rose from the dead and went to heavens and is

.still alive

Although, Muslims don’t accept the crucifixion and murder of Jesus - according to
Qur’an; but they believe that he is still alive; and this is the expression which all-

.Islamic scholars, except a few, have accepted

If this exception is not against the wisdom, and it is possible for a human to become
alive again after the death and burial and lives about two thousand years, then how is
it possible to consider more simple cases impossible when it is only talked about a

!long life a little more than one thousand years

There is no Muslim who denies the long life of Noah, because it is mentioned ( 3
explicitly in Qur’an that only the time of his calling to monotheism was nine hundred

and fifty years

.اًماع نیسمخ  اّلا  هنس  فلا  مهیف  ثبلف 

Surah Ankabut
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14 : 29

.Also, we have heard about Khizr and his loge life

It is amazing that a group of people has accepted all these matters, but when they
face the belief of Shiites about the age of “Mahdi”, they have surprising faces and
move their head as the sign of denial and have smiles, which means that how these

?!... kinds of irrational and illogical beliefs can have followers

This is a clear example of “being in one roof and having two climates” (referring to a
(! Persian proverb

But, as we said before, the matter of longevity is completely understandable
according to the logic of natural sciences regardless of the beliefs of monotheists
about the power of God and the issue of miracles; the only problem in the way is that
we free ourselves from prejudices and special biases, and traditions and costumes to
which we have been accustomed and only surrender ourselves to reason and logic

!and free discussion

We are amazed when we read in newspapers about a 140-years-old Austrian man
!who hadn’t become ill through his lifetime, even once

!Or a man was completely young at the age of 167 in Colombia

!Or a man’s hair was black at the age of 253 in china

Because it is against ordinary and normal people; but if the sources of this news are
.reliable but it is written in all newspapers as certain news then we will accept it

:But why we are amazed when we read in hadith

؛ نابشّلا رظنم  خویشلا و  نّس  یف  ناک  جرخ  اذا  يذّلاوه  مئاقلا 
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هندب یف  يّوق 

When al-Qa’im rises, he has the age of the old but the face of the young and he is also
.physically powerful

:Shi’a says

How don’t we laugh at those who accept the long life of Noah and Christ and write
these amazing characteristics about Avicenna, or after watching a young person
bending metals just by looking at them, or observing too old creatures and trees? But
when it is talked about the long life of Mahdi (as), a group has objecting faces and say

!surprisingly that how is it possible for a man to have this age

The issue of longevity is not the issue, which can be denied or criticized, in a fair and
.logical judgment

The Philosophy of Long Occultation

We said that another question which is asked about the belief of Shiites about Mahdi
(as) is the issue of his long occultation which is asked after accepting the matter of

:long life and that is

Why doesn’t Mahdi rise while corruption and oppression are available enough in the
?world

?Why doesn’t he move the world toward justice by his rise

How long should we sit and watch the scenes of oppression and bloodshed of a bunch
?of criminals

?Why has his occultation lasted so long

?In fact, what is he waiting for

?And finally, what is the secret of this long occultation

But it should be considered that although, this question is being asked from Shiites
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about the issue of occultation but it is recognized by a little notice that others also
,have a share of that; it means that
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it points to other believers of the advent of a great universal peacemaker who should
rise some day and fills the earth with justice in another form, however, the don’t

.accept the belief of Shi’a about longevity and occultation

Because this question could be asked that why that great universal peacemaker is not
born yet and if he is born then why doesn’t he rise and waters the thirsty world with

.justice? Therefore, it is a big mistake to only criticize Shi’a about this belief

And in other words, there is no doubt that the issue of longevity (previous discussion)
and the issue of the philosophy of existence of imam during the occultation (next
discussion) are question which are pointed only to Shiites, but the matter of delay in
his advent is the issue which all those who believe in the advent of that great universal
peacemaker should think about that why the great advent doesn’t happen by

!( readiness of the world? (Attention

Anyway, this question has a short answer and an explained one; its short answer is
that solely the existence of a competent revolutionary leader is not enough for
establishment of a multidimensional revolution and public readiness is also
necessary; and unfortunately, the world is not ready for accepting such government

!yet and when it becomes ready, his rise is certain

:But the explanation is that

Firstly, it should be considered that - as we mentioned before - the plan of the rise of
Mahdi uses natural tools and means, like the plan
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of the rise of all divine prophets, and it is never based upon miracles; miracles are
exceptions and are not included in progress of reformist plans of divine leader, except

.in exceptional cases

Accordingly, all prophets used modern weapons, teaching competent persons,
necessary consultations, designing effective plans, studied military tactics and totally
providing any kinds of material and spiritual facilities for reaching their goals; and
didn’t wait for a miracle everyday to defeat the enemies or in order to encourage the

.friends for advancing more in the way of perfection

Therefore, the plan of government of truth and justice in the world should be
established by the use of necessary material and spiritual means, except in

.exceptional cases

In other words, Mahdi (as) doesn’t bring new religion with him, but he executes divine
plans, which are not executed. His prophecy is not only imparting, warning, teaching,
training, advising and admonishing. His prophecy is executing all principles that end
oppression, injustice and discrimination under the shadow of government of science
and belief, and certainly execution of this plan is not possible without readiness and

.preparations

Secondly, it is clear according to the above essential principle that hwy we say the
existence of this readiness is not proved yet; because, at least, some kinds of

:readiness are needed for this matter

(Preparedness for Acceptance (Mental Preparedness

The people of the world should understand the bitterness of this inharmonious
.conditions and injustices enough

The people of the world should feel the incapability and incompleteness of human
.laws for execution of social justice

The people of
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the world should understand this truth that only material principles and relations
won’t solve problems of the world and available execution assurances and
regulations made by humans, but problems become more congested every day and

.more complicated like an endless clew

The people of the world should feel that current crises are the results of current
.systems; and finally, these systems are incapable of solving the crises

The people of the world should feel that new principles and systems are needed,
which depend on human values, faith, human affections and moralities, for reaching

.this great goal not only harsh, soulless, incomplete material principles

The people of the world should reach the stage of growth that understand the
advancement of technology doesn’t necessarily means the advancement of humanity
and providing happiness for humans; but advanced technology can assure happiness
only if it is installed under supervision of series of spiritual and human principles,

.otherwise - as we have seen many times - will cause catastrophe and destruction

The people of the world should recognize that if industries become idols then current
problems will become bigger and it increases the amount of destruction and harmful
effects of wars; but they should become the tools under the control of competent

.humans

Finally, the people of the world should become thirsty and until they are not thirsty
.they won’t search for water streams

And in other words, until there is no demand in the people of the world, offering no
kind of corrective plan will be useful and effective; that
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the law of “demand and offer” should be more considered in social issues as it is
.interested in financial issues

.This question is asked that what should cause this condition of thirst and demand

We answer: a part of that should be made by the pass of time and it is not possible
without that, but another part depends on teaching and training; it should become
practical by intellectual resurrection which is made by faithful thinkers and

.responsible aware persons of society

At least, they should give this knowledge and understanding with their human-maker
programs to the people of the world that essential problems of the world won’t be

.solved by available principles, laws and methods. And anyhow, it also needs time

Cultural and Industrial Evolution

Gathering all the people of the world, dethroning the tyrants in everywhere,
expanding education at its maximum level in all stages, clearing this matter
completely that difference of language, race, and geographical region and like that is
not a reason for the people of the world not to live in a family like brothers and life in
peace, justice and brotherhood, and providing a healthy and enough economy for all
the humans needs cultural growth and advancement of human knowledge on the one
hands, and evolution of industrial equipments on the other hand; equipments which
can connect all parts of the world very fast, close and permanently, which it is not

.possible without the pass of time, either

How is it possible for a government to control the entire world if connections are
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!slow

How is it possible to rule the world by the equipments, which need one or some years
!for sending a message to faraway parts of the world

It is understood from a part of narratives, which picture the lifestyle of the people of
the world at the time of Mahdi(as), - and we will discuss about it completely later, God
willing - that the advancement of technology and industries, especially transmissions
and communications, in that time is in the way that large continents of the world
practically become as some neighbor cities; and even the East and the West will be
.considered as one home; the problem of the time and place will be completely solved

Albeit, it is possible that some of these matters happen in that time in the form of an
industrial revolution, but anyway, a scientific preparedness is needed as the

.background at the beginning of this age

Training a Revolutionary Strike Force

Finally, a group of people, although in minority, is needed to form the core of the army
.of that great peacemaker

Flowers should grow among this burning hell to be the beginning of a flower garden;
.saplings should be grown in this heath in order to promise the spring for the others

Extraordinary aware, brave, compassionate, devoted persons should be trained for
this act, although generations pass one after another for this purpose, until the main
reservations appear and main members of the revolution are gathered, and it also

.need time

?But, who should take the responsibility of training these persons

We should know that
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it is upon that great leader who executes such plan directly or indirectly (for
(. explanation about this matter will be mentioned in the next discussion, god willing

In Islamic narratives, one of the reasons of long occultation is said to be the issue of
public examination and choosing the most competent one, which maybe points to this

.subject

Explanation: Divine human examinations are not like the examination for measuring
the abilities of the one who is being examined, but they are for training the talents and

.disclosing the abilities and separating the rows from each other

And in other words, their goal is training, evolution or preparing; because unlimited
knowledge of God about everything removes any kind of goal of measuring from the

.examinations

?Totally, this discussion cleared that why the occultation of Mahdi should be so long

The Philosophy of Existence of Imam during the Occultation

Another question which is asked about the belief of Shi’a about Mahdi (as) and its
:characteristics is that

Imam (as) is leader anyway and existence of a leader can be useful if he has
continues contact with his followers; how is it possible for an occult and unseen Imam

?! to play the role of a leader

In other words, life of Imam (as) during the occultation is a personal life not a social
life as a leader; in this case, we have the right to ask that what is the effect of this

?divine reservation for public and how can people take benefit from him

He is like the pure stream of life that is in occultation and no one
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!has access to him

Moreover, essentially, is the meaning of occultation of Imam (as) becoming an
?invisible soul or unseen waves and like them

?Is it compatible with science

Undoubtedly, this is an important question; but it is a mistake to assume that it has no
answer; but let us first answer the last question, which has caused a complicated

.misunderstanding for a group of people and then clearing other questions

We should explicitly say that the meaning of the occultation of Imam(as) - as we have
said before - is not in the way that the existence of Imam(as) during the occultation is
an invisible and dreamy existence that is more like an imaginative existence to an

.objective one

But, about the life, he has an external objective life, but with a long life; he lives
among the people and inside societies and lives in different places; and if there is an

.exception in his life is that he has a long life; that’s all

He lives in human society unknown, and nobody has said anything else about his
”! occultation; and what a difference between “unknown” and “invisible

:Now that this misunderstanding is removed, we talk about this matter that

Well, but this kind of life maybe justifiable for an ordinary person, but is it acceptable
?for a leader - and a great divine leader

What benefit could a student take, who doesn’t know his teacher, or a patient person
who doesn’t know his physician and the clinic, or a thirsty person who doesn’t find the

water stream
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?! although it is close to him - 

:It is interesting that

This question is not being asked only today; it is understood from Islamic narratives
that even it was being asked before the birth of Mahdi (as) during the time of previous
Imams and when they talked about Mahdi and the time of his occultation, they faced
such question and answered it eagerly that we mention some of the example as

:follows

Benefit of Existence of Imam during the Occultation

(Benefit of Existence of Imam during the Occultation(1

There is a meaningful and interesting expression in several different ahadith, which
have been reached us about the philosophy and benefit of existence of Imam (as)
during the occultation, in a short phrase which can be a key for discovering this great
secret and that is the answer of Prophet (S) for the question about the benefit of

:existence of Mahdi (as) during his occultation; he said

باحسّلا اهلّلج  نا  سمشّلاب و  ساّنلا  عافتناک  هبیغ  یف  هتیلاو  رونب  نوئیضتسی  و  هب ، نوعفتنی  مهّنا  هوّبّنلاب  ینثعب  يذّلاو  يا 

Yes, I swear to the one who chosen me, people take benefit from the light of his )
(leadership during his occultation like they take from the Sun behind the clouds!)(2

We should understand the role of the Sun generally and when it is behind the clouds
:for understanding this key

:The Sun has two kinds of refulgence

Apparent refulgence

And hidden refulgence

”. On in other words, “direct refulgence” and “indirect refulgence

In apparent refulgence sunlight can be seen clearly, although thick layer of air which
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has surrounded the earth acts as a think glass; a

p: 177

I wrote this part of the book in Naeen police station in which I was practically - 1
imprisoned for one day when they were transferring me from Mahabad exile place to

(. Anarak exile place (May 30th, 1979
.Bihar al-Anwar, vol. 52, page 93 - 2
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glass which both reduces the degree of refulgence of the Sun and makes it bearable,
and filters the sunlight and nullifies its deadly radiations, but it doesn’t prevent direct

.refulgence of the Sun

.But in indirect refulgence, clouds take the sunlight like a mate glass and distribute it

:Sunlight has the most important role in the living world and the life of living creatures

The sunlight, which shines from the Sun to everywhere, is the only source of energy
:for moving living motors of life in plants, animals and humans

,Growth of living creatures

,Their feeding and reproduction

,Feeling, movement and action

,Watering the dead lands

,Roar of sea waves

,Life-giving blow of the winds

,Life-Making shower of the rain and snow

,The murmur of waterfalls

,Singing voices of the birds

,Dazzling beauty of flowers

,Blood circulation inside human veins and heartbeats

,Hyper speed movement of thoughts inside the curtains of the brain

 … And sweet smile on the lips of petals like an infant and

All and all depends on sunlight directly or indirectly and all of them will faint without
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.that, and it can be recognized with a little notice

Well, now this question is asked that aren’t these benefits and life-giving effects
?exclusive to the time of direct refulgence

The answer of this question is clear: no, many of these effects are also available in
.mate sunlight when the Sun is behind the clouds

For example, in countries or cities which are covered by clouds some months of the
year sunlight cannot be seen, but heat, growth of plants, production of necessary

,energy for motors of life
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.ripeness of cereals and fruits and laughter of flowers and blooms are available

Therefore, refulgence of the Sun from behind the curtains of clouds has and
important part of its benefits; and only a part of its effects which needs direct
refulgence is not available; for example, we know that sunlight has vital effects of the
skin and other parts of the body of humans and other living creatures and accordingly
in countries which people are deprived of this gift, they take sunbath in sunny days;
and become naked in front of this life-giving light and take each particle of this light by

.all of their body which is thirsty for this divine gift

Also, direct sunlight has disinfecting effect - because of ultraviolet radiation - which
purifies the environment adding to more lightness and heat which is not available in

.indirect refulgence

We conclude from the above discussion that although curtains of clouds take some of
.effects of the sunlight but an important part of it still remains

This was the condition of sunlight and now we return to the conditions of existence of
.divine leaders during occultation

Invisible spiritual radiation of existence of Imam (as) when it is hidden behind the
clouds of occultation has different considerable effects that disclose the philosophy of

.his existence, regardless of removing the issue of direct education and training

:These effects are as follows

Promising Effect

In the battlefield, all the efforts of a group of experienced and self-devoted soldier is
to hold the flag fluttering in the sky against the
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strikes of the enemy; while the enemy soldiers continuously try to upset the flag of
oppositions, because when the flag remains fluttering it gives hope to soldiers and

.they continue their efforts

Also existence of the commander of the army in headquarter - although he is
apparently quite - moves the bloods inside the veins of the soldiers and encourage

!them to try more that our commander is still alive and our flag is fluttering in the sky

But, when the news of death of the commander is heard a great army with
extraordinary power will be suddenly demolished, maybe cold water is poured no

!everyone’s head, no, but their soul has left their bodies

While the head of a group or a country is alive, although he is in travel or is ill, but he is
the cause of life, action, order and peace of his people; but news of his departure is

.the despair of everyone

Shiites don’t consider themselves to be alone according to the belief they have about
!( the living Imam, although they don’t see him among themselves. (Attention

Shiites always are excepting the return of him who has traveled that has the caravan
of hearts with him, a constructive and effective waiting and expect his advent

.everyday

The mental effect of this thinking way in keeping hopes alive in the hearts and forcing
people to self-improvement and preparing for that great revolution, which had been

.explained in the discussion of “waiting”, is completely comprehendible

But if this leader doesn’t exist at all
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and the adherents of his school are waiting for his birth and growth in the future then
.the conditions are much different

And if we add another point to this subject then the issue will be more serious, and
:that is

According to general belief of Shiites which has been mentioned in many religious
narratives, Imam continuously care about his followers during the occultation; and he
is informed about the conditions of their acts through divine intuition and according to
the narratives, the report of their acts is presented to him each week and become

(informed about the way of their actions and speeches.(1

This thought caused all the believers to be always aware and pay attention to that
superior supervision while entering any act; training effect of this thinking way is also

.undeniable

Guarding the Religion of God

Ali”, that great human of the history, says in one of his short expressions in which he“
:points to the necessity of existence of divine leaders in any time and age

هتانّیب هللا و  ججح  لطبت  لاًئل  اًرومغم  اًفئاخ  امّا  اًروهشم و  اًرهاظ  امّا  هجّحب  مئاق الله  نم  ضرلاا  ولخت  یلب لا  مّهّللا 

Yes, the surface of the earth will never be without the al-Qa’im who has proof;“
whether apparent and famous or hidden and unknown, in order for divine proofs and
evidences not to be invalidated and forgotten (and not to be distorted and

(transformed.”(2

:Now, pay attention to the explanation of this expression

By the pass of time and mixing religious issues with personal tastes and thoughts and
different inclinations to deceptive
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Surah Tawbah 9: 105); and we have an interesting discussion about that in vol. 8 of
.Tafsir -e- Nemoune

.Nahj al-Balagha, aphorisms, number 147 - 2
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programs of aberrant schools, and when corrupted persons reach divine concepts,
.genuineness of some of these meanings will be lost and transformed

This pure water, which has been descended from the sky of afflatus, has gradually
become polluted and dark during passing the minds of others and has lost its

.beginning purity and freshness

.This shining light will shimmer by passing through the dark glasses of darn thoughts

And finally, narrow-minded adds and reduce so much to and from that, in the way
!that sometimes, it is hard to recognize the main issues

:And as the poet says - albeit in the exaggerated way of the poets - talking to prophet

دنشیاریپ یپ  زا  ار  وت  نید  دنشیارآ  یپ  رد  ار  وت  عرش 

رگد یسانشن  ینیبب  وت  رگ  رب  گرب و  نآ  رب  دندوزف  هک  سب 

They are making up your canon law

They are cutting from your religion

As much they have added to that

You won’t recognize it when you see

In these conditions, isn’t it necessary for a person to be among Muslims in order to
?keep the eternal teachings of Islam in its main shape for the future ones

Will afflatus be revealed to another person again? Certainly not! The chapter of
.afflatus is closed forever after the last of prophets

Then how genuine religion should be kept safe, and distortion and transformations
and superstitions be prevented for this religion to remain safe foe the next
generations. Is there any method other than continuing this way by an infallible

leader, whether to be apparent and famous or hidden and
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?unknown

هتانّیب هللا و  ججح  لطبت  اّلئل 

We know that there is an “indestructible chest” in every institution, which holds
important documents of that institute in order to remain safe from robbery;
moreover, for example they don’t be destroyed in fire that reputation of the institute

.is closely dependent on keeping those documents

Chest of Imam an his high soul is the indestructible chest for keeping the documents
of divine religion that holds all the beginning essentials and heavenly characteristics
of these teachings “in order for divine proofs and clear signs of the God not to be

”. invalidated and forgotten

.And this is another one of the effects of his existence - adding to other effects

Training an Aware Revolutionary Group

Against what some people think, Imam is not completely disconnected from people
during the occultation; but as it is understood from Islamic narratives, a small group
of most prepared persons who have the love of the God, hearts filled with belief and
extraordinary sincerity for establishing the ideal of correcting the world, are in
connection with him and they improve gradually through this connection; and take
more-revolutionary passion; a constructive and fruitful revolution for removing any

!kind of oppression and injustice from the world

Maybe they die before this revolution but anyhow, they transfer revolutionary
preparedness and teachings to their next generations and the others, and have a

.share in training the final group

We previously said that the meaning of the occultation of Imam is not that he
becomes an invisible soul or unseen radiation, but he has a normal
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peaceful life; and lives among people unknown and chooses the most prepared
.hearts and takes them and make them more prepared than the past

Capable persons gains the benefits of this opportunity according to their capability
and competence; some people have connection with him for some moments; and
some persons for some hours and some days; and some persons have connection

!with him closely for years

In clearer way, they are those who have sit on the wings of knowledge and virtue and
have soared that are above the clouds like the passengers of high-flying airliners; the
place where there is no cover and obstacle in the way of life-giving refulgence of the

.Sun, while others live beneath the clouds in darkness and faint light

And it is the correct counting; I shouldn’t expect that the sun comes beneath the
clouds and I see its face; such expectation is a big mistake and useless imagination; it
is me who should fly above the clouds in order to drink the eternal radiations of the

.Sun portion by portion and become sated

Anyhow, training this group is another one of the philosophies of his existence during
.this time

Spiritual and Unaware Influence

We know that the Sun has some visible rays which seven famous colors appears as
the result of their combination; and some invisible rays which are called “Ultraviolet”

”. and “infrared

Also, a great divine leader, whether to be prophet or Imam, has a kind of spiritual
teachings and through the spiritual influence on hearts and thoughts that can be

called
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genetic education, adding to legislative teachings which is performed through speech,
acts and ordinary education; in that method, words and expressions and actions don’t

.work but only inner gravity and attraction works

We read in the story of many of great divine leaders that sometimes, some corrupted
and aberrant persons changed their ways completely only by a small contact with
them, and their destiny was changed suddenly and as it is said, they chose a
completely different way by 180 degrees turn; suddenly, they become a pure, believer

!and self-devoted person who didn’t refuse to even pay their life

These fast and multidimensional changes, these mutational and sweeping

revolutions, and only with one look or small contact (albeit for those who have a kind
of preparedness while being polluted) cannot be the results of ordinary teachings and
trainings, but is the result of an invisible mental effect and an unaware attraction,

”. which is sometimes also called “influence of personality

Some of the people have experienced this matter in their lives that when they meet
those who have great and superior souls they are influenced by them unaware and
involuntarily that even talking becomes hard before them; and find them inside a

.mysterious and indescribable halo of greatness

Albeit, sometimes it is possible to justify these matters by empathy and like that, but
certainly, this interpretation is not correct for all cases, and there is no way other than
accepting that these effects are the result of the mysterious radiation which is from

the inside
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.of the soul of great humans

We see lots of biographies in the history of great leaders, which are not interpretable
in other than this way; the story of a corrupted young person who came to Prophet (S)

.and his sudden spiritual change

Or meeting of the idolater, As’ad ibn Zararah, with Prophet (S) near the house of
.Ka’ba and sudden change of his thinking way

Or the thing which was called charm by the enemies of Prophet (S) and beware people
from getting close to him because of that; all of them confirms the influence of

.personality of Prophet (S) on different people through this way

Also, the story which is narrated about the effects of the message of Imam
Hussein(as) on “Zuhayr” in the way of Karbala that he couldn’t eat the food which was

.in his hand and put in on the ground and moved

Or amazing and wonderful attraction that Hurr ibn Yazid al-Riyahi felt inside him, and
was shaking by having that courage; and finally this attraction took him to the row of

.Mujtahids of Karbala and gained the great honor of martyrdom

Or the story of a young person who was living in the neighborhood of “Abu Basir” and
was living a corrupted life by the wealth which he has collected through serving
Umayyad government and finally, changed completely by a message of Imam Sadiq
(as), and changed all of his acts and return the properties, which we have collected in

.unlawful ways, to their owners

Or the story of coquettish
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beautiful singer bondwoman who was sent by Harun to prison in order to deviate the
mind of Imam Kazim(as), and revolution of her thoughts in a short time, in the way

 … that her appearance, way of talking and logic amazed and frightened Harun

All and all are the examples and signs of this unaware influence that we can consider
that a branch of “Genetic Authority” of Prophet (S) or Imam (as), because the factor of
training and evolution here is not expressions, sentences and ordinary and normal

.ways, but spiritual attraction and influence are considered as main factors

This program - as we said before - is not exclusive to prophets and Imams; but men
of truth and great persons have a halo of this unaware influence according to the
amount of their personality, but the circles of the first and the second group are not

.comparable

Existence of Imam (as) behind the curtains of the occultation has also this effects that
attracts and influence prepared hearts in near and far places though his powerful and
expanded radiation of his personality influence and trains and completes them and

.make them complete humans

We don’t see the magnetic poles of the earth, but their effect on compasses guides
the ships in the sea and guides airplanes and other equipments in deserts and sky.
Because of the benefit of these magnetic waves, millions of travelers find their ways
to their destinations on the entire earth, or big and small vehicles become free of

wandering by
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.the order of this apparently small pointer

Is it surprising that existence of Imam (as) during the occultation guides thoughts and
souls in near and far and make them free of wandering by the waves of his spiritual

?attraction

But, it shouldn’t be forgotten and we cannot forget it that as magnetic waves of the
earth don’t affect any scrap metal, and only affects sensitive and fine pointers which
are magnetized and has become similar to the sender of the waves, the hearts which
have a way with Imam and have saved a similarity inside will be affected and

.influenced by that indescribable spiritual attraction

By considering what we said above, another one of the effects and philosophies of
.existence of Imam (as) during this time is recognized

Showing the Goal of Creation

No wise person makes a step without a goal, and any movement that is made under
.the light of wisdom and science will be toward a goal

With this difference that usually, goal of humans in their acts is fulfilling their needs,
but in God’s works, the goal is fulfilling the needs of others; because his pure essence
is unlimited in any aspect and is free of any deficiency and in this case, performing an

.act in his benefit doesn’t make any sense

:Now, notice to this example

We make a garden of flowers and fruits in a prepared land; weeds grow among the
.trees and flowers; when we water the garden the weeds also take its benefits

:Here, we have two goals

Main goal, which is watering the fruit trees
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.and flowers

.And the following goal, which is watering the useless weeds

Undoubtedly, the following goal cannot be the motive of the action, or justifies the
!wisdom behind it; the important one is the main goal, which is logical

Now, if we assume that most of the trees of the garden die and nothing remains but
one tree; but a tree that solely gives us fruits and flowers which we expect from a
garden then we continue the watering program even for that one tree, although
many weeds takes the benefits of this program. And if some day that tree dies then

.we stop watering and gardening, however, the weeds also die

.Universe of existence is like that fresh garden and humans are its trees and shrubs

.Those who are in the way of perfection are fruitful trees

And those who have deviated from the right way and have been corrupted are the
.weeds of this garden

Certainly, this shining sunlight, these life-giving molecules of the air, these gifts of the
earth and the sky are not created for a bunch of corrupted persons to fight each other
and eat each other and have no product for the society other than oppression,

!injustice, ignorance and corruption; No! The goal of creation can never be this

This world with all of its gifts - in the eye of a monotheist person who is familiar with
concepts like science and wisdom of God - is created for pure and righteous ones; as

finally, it will be taken from the usurpers
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(. نوحلاصّلا يدابع  اهثری  ضرلاا  نّا   ) and will be given to them

Gardener of creation (the universe of existence) continues his mercy and gifts
because of this group, although weeds are being watered as a following goal and

.takes the benefits; but undoubtedly, they are not the main goal

And if assumably, a day comes in which the last generation of righteous ones leave
.the earth then there is no reason for continuing this gifts in that day

That day, the world will lose its peace, and sky will stop its gifts, and the earth will
!refuse to give benefit to humans

Prophet of Imam is the symbol of the group of righteous ones and the example of
perfect human; which means the same group that forms the main goal of creation
and accordingly, his existence solely or as the head of the group of righteous ones
justifies the goal of creation and the cause of descending the gifts and fall of the rain
of the mercy of God; whether he lives apparent among the people or occulted and

.unknown

It is correct that each of other righteous persons are a goal for creation, or in other
words, a part of the great goal, but the perfect example of this goal are these

.exemplary humans and divine men, although the share of others are secured

:And it is cleared here that what is mentioned in some of narratives that

” ءامسّلا ضرلاا و  تبثت  هدوجوب  يرولا و  قزر  هنمیب  “

People have their aliments because of his (who is the
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proof and representative of God) blessings and the earth and the sky are stable
because of his existence!” is not an “exaggerated”, “illogical” or “polytheistic” matter;
also, the expression which has been quoted in famous books as a divine hadith to holy

(: Prophet (S

” كلافلاا تقلخ  امل  كلاول  “

!If it wasn’t for you I didn’t create heavens

Is expressing a truth not exaggeration! But, he is the masterpiece goal of creation and
.each of other righteous ones forms a part of this great goal

:We conclude from what has been said in this chapter under five titles that

Those who are far from the center and consider the existence of Imam during the
occultation as a personal and socially useless existence and have attacked the belief
of Shi’a in this subject that what would be the benefits of existence of such Imam in
the position of a leader and Imam of the nation, is not in the way that they said, and

.his existence has also many benefits in this condition

The Way of the Victory of that Great Peacemaker

Does he Rise with Sword

We know the important condition of victory over the enemy is predominance of the
forces; these forces don’t include only military forces; but predominance of spiritual
power and faith, firmness of economical and social bases are entirely included in this

.predominance and have essential roles

And if a society has failed and remained captive then there is no reason other than
.negligence about efforts in providing the factors of victory or miscalculation of forces

By considering the above essential principle, some questions are introduced
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:about the rise of the great universal peacemaker

Does the leader of this great movement use traditional weapons of previous ages ( 1
(non-firearms) for establishment of global peace and victory of the army of the
adherents of peace and justice over the predators, oppressors and tyrants? In this
case, how is it possible to justify this method of fighting for others and how such
weapons can make us win the battle against the advanced and frightening

?armaments of our time that is like a plaything before them

Or fight against the armaments more advanced from today’s armaments that
?industrial countries have

?How will it be given to him and his followers

:Furthermore, we read in Islamic narratives ( 2

He rises with sword” and it shows that the first possibility, which is using traditional“
:weapons, is closer to the truth and in this case the same problem remains unsolved

How is it possible to disable modern armaments and return to the age of non-
?firearms

Will today’s world be possibly destroyed completely in a nuclear war - as some
scientists have predicted - in the way that there is no way other than returning to the

?past and then he rises

?Is this possibility acceptable

Again another question arises that essentially and totally, in the age of dominance ( 3
of light over darkness and justice over injustice, will modern mechanical age, with this
much of facilities, which have provided for humanity, be destroyed and humans

?return to some centuries ago

?Is this restitution and return believable

Or contrariwise, not only it remains, but
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it is completed very fast, a revolution without the negative aspects of mechanical life
and its dangers? And in other words, mechanical life will be both “developed” and

”! “purified

For finding the answers of these questions, it is possible to get help from both hadith
.resources and rational reasons, because it is related and connected to both of them

:Wisdom says

Returning to the past is neither possible nor logical, and it is against the nature of
creation and evolution in human life; therefore, there is no reason for human society
to stop developing by mutation toward truth and justice, or to retreat; return and

.looking behind is not compatible with this development and mutation

Therefore, the rise of a great peacemaker for establishment of justice and freedom in
the entire world never causes the industrial and mechanical movement, in its positive

.form, to stop or to be removed

Current industries have solved many problems of human lives and, as we said in
previous discussion, they are even one of the bases of the universal united
government, closeness and attachment of the world in communication and social

.relations and it is not possible without industrial evolution

But, there is no doubt that his industrial mutation and technological evolution should
necessarily pass trough a precise filter in order for its unhealthy and harmful aspects
to be removed, and finally extensively be used for the benefits of humans and peace
and justice; a government, which demands truth and justice, will surely perform this

.act

But about the weapons, it
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:should be said that

For establishment of such government, autocratic governments should be removed
from the world; and for removing them, at least in present conditions, a “super-

.weapon” is needed; as weapon which is maybe not even assumable for us today

Is this weapon something like a “mysterious and unknown ray” which has a power
beyond all present weapons and can disable all of them and neutralize the plan of

?superpowers for utilizing that

Or is it a mysterious mental effect and disabling their thinking systems even from
?faraway that they cannot think about using present destructive weapons

Or is it something life a feeling fear and extraordinary terror that prevents any kind of
?decision about this matter

 … Or something else

We don’t know. And we cannot specify the kind of this weapon neither for being
.material or mental nor other aspects; we can only say that it will be a super-weapon

And we also know that this weapon is not a king of weapon, which destroys innocents
and sinner together and places the fundamentals of future justice on today’s

.oppression and injustice

.This was rational analysis

But, in Hadith Resources

There are interesting expressions in hadith resources that imply clear answers for
:above questions, including

(: It is quoted from Imam Sadiq (as - 1

سمشّلاءوض نم  دابعلا  ینغتسا  اهّبر و  رونب  ضرلاا  تقرشا  ماق  ادا  انمئاق  نّا 

When our al-Qa’im rises, the earth will be shined by the light of his God and servants)
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(of God won’t need sunlight anymore!)(1

It is understood from this expression that the matter of light and energy
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will be solved in the way that people take the benefits of powerful sources of light,
.which can replace sunlight

Should we consider this matter a miracle again while daily life program, continuously,
should by based upon natural traditions not upon miracles; that miracles are
exceptional matters and for the cases of exception and necessity and for proving the

.truthfulness of the invitation of prophet of Imam

And anyhow, normal life of people was not based upon miracles in the age of no
prophet; therefore, evolution of sciences and industries will reach a point that people
will find an extraordinary source of light with the leadership of that great leader,

.which can even replace sunlight

And in these conditions, is it possible for weapons of humans for providing peace and
freedom and justice to be from the kind of the weapons of the past centuries and

?essentially, is there any comparison between these two

:It is quoted in another hadith from Abu Basir from Imam Sadiq (as) that ( 2

یّتح عفترم  لّک  هل  ضفّخ  و  ضرلأا ، نم  ضفخنم  َّلک  هَل  یلاـعت  كراـبت و  هللا  عفر  رمـلاا  اذـه  بحاـص  یلا  رومـلاا  تهاـنت  اذا  هّنا 
اهرصبی مل  هرعش  هتحار  یف  تناک  ول  مکّیاف  هتحار ، هلزنمب  هدنع  ایندّلا  نوکت 

When the main owner of guardianship (Mahdi(as)) takes the responsibilities of)
matters, almighty God will rise up any deep place of the earth for him and lowers any
high place in the way that the world will become like the palm of the hand for him!

Which one of you
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(doesn’t see a hair if it is in your palm of the hand!)(1

Today, they transfer pictures to different parts of the world by installing transmitters
on top of the mountains and even satellites are being used for covering more
expanded regions for broadcasting images, in order for all those who have receivers

.to use them

But, against his issue is not possible, at least by now; it means that it is possible to
transmit the pictures from one point to different points of the world but it is not
possible to transmit the pictures from all points of the world to one points, except by
installing equipped transmitters in every city, even every house, desert, mountain and
every part of the world in order to be informed from all parts of the world and such

.thing is not possible with current equipments

But, it is understood from above hadith that in the age of the rise of Mahdi (as) a
powerful and equipped system of picture transmission will be made which maybe it is
not even assumable for us today, in the way that the entire world becomes like the
palm of the hand; neither high obstacles nor deep places prevent the creatures on the

!earth to be seen

It is certain that universal united government and peace and security and justice in
multilateral and fast and serious form won’t be possible without such information

.dominance over the entire earth; and God will give him and his government this tool

Again, I insist
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that these matters, which are related with daily life of the people, don’t seem to be
based upon miracles, but they should be performed through normal tools and

.naturally based upon the advancement of science and industries

It is also clear that this advanced information unit cannot be in an apparently
backward society, but other parts of the life should also advance in the same

.direction, in all aspects and matters and even kinds of weapons

:It is quoted from Imam Baqir (as) that he said ( 3

! بعصّلا مکبحاصل  رخذ 

یف یقری  باحسـّلا و  بکریـس  هّنا  امأ  هبکری ، مکبحاصف  قرب ، وا  هقعاص  دـعر و  هیف  باحـس  نم  ناک  ام  لاق : بعصـّلا ؟ اـم  و  تلق :
! نیضرلاا عبسّلا و  تاوامسّلا  بابسا  بابسلأا ؛

(That indomitable equipment is reserved for your guardian and friend (Mahdi (as)).(1)

?The narrator of hadith says: I asked what is the purpose of indomitable equipment

:Imam (as) said

It is a cloud which has the roar of thunder and the speed of lightening; he will ride this
equipment; beware that he will soon ride the clouds and ascends to seven heavens

(. and earths

Certainly, the purpose of cloud is not this ordinary cloud; because ordinary clouds are
the equipments for space travels; they are moving in the space close to the earth and
have little distance with the surface of the earth and cannot rise upper than that; and,
it is pointed to a very fast equipment with a power light thunder and lightening; and
opens the sky with its extraordinary power when moving, and continues moving and
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.can move everywhere in the sky

And accordingly, it is a super modern equipment that with don’t have its example in
current equipments; only, it maybe similar to UFOs and hyper speed space
equipments about which we here stories today and we don’t know that how much are

.these stories real and scientific; but anyway, it is not a UFO

Anyhow, it can totally be understood from above hadith that the matter of industrial
backwardness won’t happen, but contrarily, it is talked about extraordinary

.advancement that completion should be achieved in all aspects parallel to that

:Another wonderful hadith, which is quoted by Jabir from Imam Baqir (as), says ( 4

هتیب یف  مّلکتی  مهدحا  نا  یّتح  هلتقیف  بنذ  هل  ساّنلا  ملعی  لجر لا  یلا  ثعبی  هنا  یّتح  یفخ ؛ رما  یلا  يدهی  هّنلا  يدهملا  یمّـس  امّنا 
رادجلا هیلع  دهشی  نا  فاخیف 

He is named Mahdi (guided one) because he is guided to hidden matters, until he)
sends for a person whom people consider him to be innocent and kills him (because
he is informed about his final sin, like murder, that causes Qisas!), until some of people
fear the testification of the walls when they talk in their homes (and inform the

(government of Mahdi about their violations and conspiracies)!(1

This hadith also confirms that during the time of his government, while good and
righteous people live completely free, criminals are strictly under control in the way
that maybe their voices will be recorded from their homes by advanced equipments

and it is possible to know that
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!what have they said in their homes, when it is necessary

Maybe, this expression was not acceptable except to be a miracle one-hundred years
ago; but today that we see in many countries vehicle movements in road is being
control by radar without the presence of police officer, or we hear that scientists were
capable of reviving the voices of Egyptian potters of two-thousand years ago from
the waves remained on the surface of the vases in some of the museums of Egypt, or
we hear that there are equipments which can take photos of a thief from the waves
that have remained in the place from where he has recently escaped by thermal
waves (infrared waves) and recognize him through this method, is not so much

.amazing

The answer of previous question becomes clear from what have been mentioned
above that in the age of universal revolution of Mahdi (as) not only the matter of
backwardness is introduced but technology and industries will be advanced
unexampled but only in the way of the benefits of humans and establishing the goal of

.truth-demanding persons, liberals and those who are thirsty of truth and justice

Meaning of Sword

Only, this question remains that what is the meaning of these many expressions
about the “rise by sword” about Mahdi (as)? Even we wait for the day in which we
in invocations, which هفیـس ” اًرهاش   “ stand in the rows of these Mujahids with bare sword

.teach the preparedness for participating in this great freedom-giving jihad

But, the truth is that
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the “sword” has always been a metaphor referring to power and military force and it
.is still the same as “pen” refers to science and culture

There is no doubt that even in traditional battlefields in the past, there were other
weapons except the sword, like arrow, harpoon and dagger, but it is always said if you
don’t obey the matter then “sword will force you” or it is said that “I will take my right

”. by the power of the sword

Or it is famous from the past that “the country is rules by two things, pen and sword”
.and all of these are symbolic and its meaning is relying on force and military power

:There are many proverbs available today which talk about this issue

That person has hanged the sword in front!” which means, he is showing his power“
.explicitly

The sword will judge between us!” in refers that the problem won’t be solved except“
.by fighting

We won’t put the swords in sheaths until we reach our goal!” refers that we continue“
.the fight until the end

.That person has put his sword in the sheath!” it means that he has quit fighting“

.He is two-bladed sword!” it means that he fight in two directions“

In all of these expressions the sword is a metaphor about power and fighting; we also
:read in Islamic narratives

” فویسّلا للاض  تحت  هّنجلا  “

(. Paradise is under the shadow of swords)

” هّنجلا دیلاقم  فویسّلا  “

!( Swords are the keys to paradise)
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All of these point to jihad and devotion and using the power; and
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there are many of these symbolic expressions about “sword” and “pen” in different
.languages

It is cleared here that the purpose of the rise of Mahdi(as) with sword is relying of
power, in order not to be assumed that this great divine peacemaker appears in the
form of a teacher, preacher or a consultant of social issues and his prophecy is not

.only advising the people

But, he is a forethoughtful leader who firstly uses logic, and when the expression of
truth has no benefit, as it is the same about many of the oppressors and tyrants, he
will use his sword; it means that he will use force and defeat the oppressors, or in
case of necessity, removes their polluted existence from the way, and undoubtedly,
there is no way other than this for correcting a group of people, because it has been

:said that

فیسّلا اّلا  مهمیقیلا  ساّنلا 

!( People won’t be corrected except by sword)

And in other words, his duty is not only enlightenment and showing the way but his
more important duty - adding to them - is execution of divine laws and establishment
.of evolutional revolution of Islam and taking to the destination and achieving the goal

Although this matter has been cleared from above discussion, but it is necessary to
affirm that against the thoughts of some narrow-minded ones who assume that
when he rises, he will use force and weapons suddenly and based on that false legend

“He bloodsheds continuously until blood reaches his stirrup!”, at first he starts
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.intellectual leadership and enlightenment in all aspects

According to clear religious expression he gives “ultimatum” in the way that anyone,
who has even a small preparedness for logically accepting the religion of truth,
.becomes enlightened and only those remains that are not correctible except by force

From clear evidence about this issue - regardless of the fact that its reason is inside
itself - is that we know his method is the method of Prophet (S); Prophet (S) was
inviting people hidden and apparent in Mecca for thirteen years and those who were
ready for truth gathered around him; but powerful oppressors who were mostly the
leaders of ignorant people rose against him and inevitably he went to Medina and
stood against them by establishing the Islamic government and providing power, and

.opened his way toward a public invitation

Although, many poisonings have been performed about the invitation of Islam that it
is the religion of sword but the best evidence which is in hand today against them and

.fortunately, they couldn’t hide or destroy that is Qur’an

If the feature of Islam was a feature relying on force and violence then this much
reasoning and arguments were not available in Qur’an for proving the truths; this
much of different reasoning were not introduced about the issue of monotheism and
resurrection, two essential principles of Islam; it wouldn’t invite this much of thinkers
and wise persons for judgment; wouldn’t talk this much about science and

.knowledge; a violent military system doesn’t understand reasoning

And even
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.clears its position with logical reasons as an inevitable necessity when using force

Anyway, he will act like Prophet (S) in this method; moreover, the level of public
thoughts is higher in his age and using logic is more necessary as it is necessary to use

.force and violence against the expanding violence of turbulent oppressors

Certainly, his revolution will be a bloody revolution in some parts, and dirty bloods of
the body of human society will be shed by his blade and there is no way other than
this for making fundamental corrections in any corrupted society; but the meaning of
this expression is not that he will bloodshed uncounted and kills with no reason; he is

!exactly like a physician who takes blood from the patient very carefully

His Method of Government

Three Ages

point

(: There are three ages for the great revolutionary person of human history, Mahdi (as

Age of preparation and waiting and signs of the advent ( 1

Age of establishment of the revolution and fighting against oppression and ( 2
corruption

Age of government of truth and justice ( 3

Hitherto, we have talked about the first and the second ages too much; and now is
the time for discussing about the third age which is the result of this expanded and
multilateral revolution, and this matter has been less discussed, while being so

.important

:Anyway, assuming that

A world becomes free of discriminations and class differences, and corruptive
;positioning
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;Free of separations and disintegrations

;Free of war, bloodshed and aggression

;And free of bacchic laughter of imperialists and cries of enchained deprived people

Is
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!how interesting, calming and joyful, indeed

But certainly, as imagining such world in mind is easy, it is extremely hard in reality,
but anyway, humanity has to proceed this way and make it real that otherwise, there

.is no way other than destruction and nonexistence

Main frames of the systems of such society has been specified with short and
meaningful points in Islamic narratives, and while these expression have reached us

.from twelve or thirteen centuries ago, but they are still new and fresh

:And here, we mention some important parts of them

(Hyper-speed Development of Sciences in the Age of Mahdi (as

No revolutionary plan will be persistent and dynamic without intellectual and cultural
mutation and won’t achieve necessary growth and perfection. Therefore,
undoubtedly, the first step toward the establishment of such goal is a cultural

:revolution, which moves the thoughts in to directions

In one direction, toward sciences which are needed for a flourished, free and healthy
(. society (about materialistic and appearing aspects

And in other direction, toward the knowledge about the principles of correct human
.life mixed with belief for spiritual and fundamental aspects

(: We read in a hadith from Imam Sadiq (as

هسمخلا جرخا  انمئاق  ماق  اذاف  نیفرحلا ، ریغ  مویلا  یّتح  ساّنلا  فرعی  ملف  نافرح ، لسرّلا  هب  تئاج  ام  عیمجف  اًفرح  نورشع  هعبس  ملعلا 
افرح نیرشع  هعبس و  اهّثبی  یّتح  نیفرحلا ، اهیلا  مّض  ساّنلا و  یف  اهّثبق  اًفرح ؛ نیرشعلا  و 

Science and knowledge is twenty-seven words (has twenty-seven branches); all the
things which have been brought by divine prophets for the people was only two

words, and the people have not understood more than those
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two word until now, but when our al-Qa’im rises, shows other twenty-five words
(twenty-five branches), and distributes among the people and adds two words to that

(in order to complete twenty-seven words. (1

This hadith clearly shows the extraordinary scientific mutation of the age of revolution
of Mahdi (as) that an evolution happens 12 times more than the entire science and
knowledge which had been given to humans during the ages of all the prophets of
truth! And the doors of all useful and constructive branches of science will be opened
to the people and humanity goes the way which has been gone in thousands of years,
12 times more in a short time; what mutation can be faster and more important than

!this

Another hadith, which has been quoted from Imam Baqir (as), completes the meaning
:of this hadith, where it says

مهملاحا اهب  تلمک  مهلوقع و  اهب  عمجف  دابعلا ، سوؤر  یلع  هدی  عضو  انمئاق  ماق  اذا 

When our al-Qa’im rises, puts his hands on the heads of the servants of God and
(completes their wisdom and educates their thoughts.(2

And in this way, brains begin moving toward perfection under the light of guidance of
Mahdi (as) and under his hand of mercy, and all narrow-mindedness, envies and
cheap thoughts, which are the source of many of oppositions, disturbances and

.violent social conflicts, will be removed

Open-minded people with open thoughts and broad minds and hearts and superior
ambition will be educated who solve lots of social problems in their souls and makes a
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.world full of peace and joy

Also today, any kind of social reforms, in any scale, depends on this intellectual
.change and spiritual revolution

Extraordinary Development of Industries in that Age

Interesting ahadith, which we mentioned in previous discussion of “the way of
victory…” by numbers 1,2,3,4, show that this scientific mutation also contains

.industries and technology in a large scale

Communication equipments will be so much advanced in the way that appears the
world like the palm of the hand; and dominate the central government over the
conditions of then entire world in order to try to solve the problems of the world
immediately; and destroys any kind of corruption (deliberate and in deliberate) at the

(beginning.(1

The matter of energy will be solved in the way that even the energy of the Sun, which
.is the source of all energies (except nuclear power), won’t be needed anymore

And it may be under the light of an advanced nuclear energy system - by purifying all
harmful radiations, which are today the main problem of using this source of

(energy.(2

Hyper speed equipments, which are not comparable with today’s vehicles, will be
used by that government not only for moving around the earth in a short time, but

(long space travels.(3

.And it is also helping the corrective goals of this government

:It is mentioned in another hadith from Imam Sadiq (as) that

هیلا و نورظنی  نوعمسیف و  مهمّلکی  دیرب ، دئاقلا  نیب  مهنیب و  نوکیلا  یّتح  مهراصبا ، مهعامـسا و  یف  انتعیـشب  هللادّم  ماق  اذا  انمئاق  نّا 
هناکم یف  وه 

When our al-Qa’im rises, the God will strengthen)
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p: 206

.Refer to the second hadith of previous chapter - 1
.Refer to the first hadith of previous chapter - 2

.Refer to the third hadith of previous chapter - 3
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the eyes and ears of our Shiites in the way that there will be no mailman between
them and He Who arises (their leader); he talks to them and they hear him, and see

(him while he is in his place (and they are on other parts of the world)!)(1

It means that the means of transmission of “sound” and “image” will be provided
extensively and easily for all of his followers in the way that something called post
office is considered unnecessary and useless in the age of his government! And
current issues of this government will be executed and solved without paperwork - as
it is the way of today’s world and maybe wastes half of the time of human resources

.and delays the circulation of all acts and achieving the rights of rightful persons

All order and programs will be given and executed through the system of “watch and
”. presence

And how it is excellent to have such plan for managing human societies and removing
!unnecessary and time-wasting programs

Another clear hadith, which has been quoted from Imam Sadiq (as), completes this
:subject explicitly; where he said

قرشملاب يذّلا  هاخا  يری  برغملا  یف  يذّلا  اذک  و  برغملا ؛ یف  يذّلا  هاخا  يریس  قرشملاب  وه  مئاق و  نامز  یف  نمؤملا  نّا 

Believer person sees his brother and sister in the West while he is in the East in the)
(age of al-Qa’im; also the one who is in the West sees his brother who is in the East!)(2

Direct communication will become practically not only

p: 207

(. Rawdat al-Kafi (according to the quotation of Muntakhab al-Athar, page 483 - 1
.Muntakhab al-Athar, page 483 - 2
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for the government, even for the people; and visual and physical communications
strengthen spiritual communication of the hearts; in the way that the world will be like

!home and its people like the members of a family

And in this way, science and knowledge and industries will be used for making better
conditions for the world and strengthening the bases of brotherhood - and not in the

.way of destruction

Great Economical and Social Justice Development

The earth, on which we live, has several facilities for our living and next generations
and population much more than current population; but nonexistence of enough
knowledge about available resources and potential resources of the earth on the one
hand, and nonexistence of a correct system for distribution of wealth on the other
hand, have caused the feeling of deficiency in different aspects; in the way that in our

.time, everyday a group of unfortunate people die

The system ruling today’s world economy, which is an imperialistic system, trains an
oppressive war system beside itself that destroys an important part of intellectual
and human resources that should continuously search for new resources for making

.better life for humans

But when this system and its side system are destroyed, forces will be used for
extracting numerous resources of the earth; and the advanced science will be used

.for this program and new resources will be found soon and flourish human economy

Therefore, there are many meaningful expressions in pointing to this economical
.advancement in narratives related to the government of that great peacemaker

For instance, we read

p: 208
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:in a hadith

هرمّعی اّلا  بارخ  ضرلاا  یف  یقبی  و لا  زونکلا ؛ هل  رهظت  و  برغملا ؛ قرشملا و  هناطلس  غّلبی  هّنا 

His government will cover the East and the West of the world, and treasures of the)
world will appear for him and no ruins will remain on earth except that he constructs!)

((1

And indeed it should happen, because the ruins of the world is neither because of
deficiency of human resources not financial deficiencies, but they are the result of
destructions made by humans and wasting financial and human resource and
nonexistence of responsibility; and when this obstacles are removed by a correct
social system then construction and flourishing is certain; especially, when it has the

.support of new extraordinary resources

(: We read in another interesting hadith from Imam Sadiq (as

لدعلاب مکح  مئاقلا : ماق  اذا 

ذئنیحف ع )  ) دمحم مکح  و  ع )  ) دوواد مکحب  ساّنلا  نیب  مکح  و  هلها ...  یلا  قّح  لّک  دّر  لبسّلا و  هب  تنما  هماّیا و  یف  روجلا  عفتراو 
 ... نینموملا عیمج  ینغلا  لومشل  هرّبل  هتقدصل و لا  اعضوم  ذئموی  مکنم  لجرّلا  دجی  لاو  هتاکرب  يدبت  هزونک و  ضرلاا  رهظت 

.When al-Qa’im rises: establishes the government based upon justice

.And oppression and injustice will be removed in his time

.And roads become secure under the light of his existence

.The earth will show its gifts

.And any right will reach its owner

.People like David (as) and Muhammad (S) will judge among the people

.At this time the earth will disclose its treasures

.And shows its blessings
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,And nobody finds a case for charity, giving alms and financial help

p: 209

.As’aaf ar-Raghibeen, chapter two, pages 140 141 - 1
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(because all believers will be needless and rich …! (1

Affirming the appearance of the gifts and disclosure of the treasures shows that
agriculture will advance to its highest level; also all underground resources will be
discovered and used; and income of the people increases so much in the way that

.there will be no poor person in society and all the people become needless

And undoubtedly, executing the principle of justice and attracting human resources to
constructive ways will have such effect; because as hunger and poverty are not the
results of deficiencies but they are direct and indirect results of oppressions,

!discriminations and injustices and wasting the resources and assets

It is quoted from Abu Sa’id al-Khudri in another hadith, which has been mentioned in
:Sunni resources

(: ص  ) هللا لوسر  لاق 

لجر لاقف  اًحاحص ، لاملا  مسقی  ضرلااو ، ءامسّلا  ناکّس  هنع  یضری  اًملظ ، اًروج و  تئلم  امک  اًطسق  ضرلاا  لأمی  يدهملاب  مکرشّبا 
هل نم  لوقی  يدانی  اًیدانم  رمأی  یّتح  هلدع ، مهعسی  و  ینغ ; (ص ) دمّحم همّا  بولق  لأمی  و  ساّنلا ; نیب  هیوسّلاب  لاق  اًحاحـص ، ینعم  ام 

هدّری مدنی و  مث  ذخایف  لاملاب  هل  رمأی  مث   ) دحاو لجر  لاّا  ساّنلا  نم  موقی  امف  مقیلف  هجاح  لاملاب 

:Holy Prophet (S) said

I promise you the advent of Mahdi (as); he fills the earth with justice as it is filled with
oppressions and injustice; habitants of heavens and the earth will be satisfied from

(him and divides the properties and assets in correct way. (2

?Someone asked: What is the meaning of correct division of the assets

:He said

!Equally among the people

Then)

p: 210
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.Bihar al-Anwar, vol. 13 - 1
Noor al-Absar fi Managhib Aal Bayt al-Nabi al-Mukhtar, pages 156 157, printed in - 2

.Egypt
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(added

And fills the hearts of the followers of Muhammad (S) with needlessness and his
justice covers everyone; until he orders a person to calls with loud voice that anyone,

.who has financial needs, rises and nobody will rise but one

Then we read beneath the hadith that Imam orders to give him considerable amount)
(. but he returns soon and will be regretful of being greedy

:Some points should be considered in interpretation of this hadith

The purpose of satisfaction of the habitants of heavens from his government is ( 1
either referring to the angels of heavens and close angels of God or referring to the
expansion of his government to other inhabited planets and opening the way of space

.travels to faraway places of the universe

The purpose of fair dividing of wealth in the form of equal division - by considering ( 2
that we know in Islam that Mahdi (as) is its guardian and promoter, more assets are
paid in change of more work and efforts and competence - is either refereeing to the
assets of Bait al-Mal and public assets in general that everyone is equal before that in
Islamic government - as it is quoted from the way of Prophet (S) and Ali (as), against
what we have read about the time of some of caliphs like Usman who make all kinds
of discriminations - or referring to that in equal conditions, equal rewards and wages

will be given to the people; against what we see in today’s world that a

p: 211
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worker in a part of the world takes ten dollars for an hour but another worker in
another part of the world may take less than one dollar for ten hours of work and it is

.the extreme of oppression that wage of the people are different in equal conditions

Another point is that, it is clearly understood from beneath the hadith that in that ( 3
day there isn’t even one needy person, because that one person who rises doesn’t
have a rich soul and has greed and he is financially needless; and it is important that
he will fill the hearts with spiritual and mental richness, and removes this evil feeling of
“greed” from the land of the hearts by his correct leadership; the very same greed
which is the source of useless efforts of brainless wealth collectors, who still try for
collecting more wealth by having thousands of times of necessary assets for
themselves and their children; maybe they are infected with polydipsia that how

.much they drink they are still thirsty

Another factor, or in more correct way another excuse of collecting the wealth, which
is fear about the future, will be completely removed under the light of his social justice
and nobody finds the need of collecting the wealth; because he is insured both for

.today and the future

(: Again, we read another hadith from holy Prophet (S

لادع ضرلاا  لأمیف  یترتع  نم  یّنم و  لاجر  لجوزّع  هّللا  ثعبی  مث  هللا ! لوقی  دحا  ردقی  لاف  اًروج  ضرلاا  لأمت  یّتح  ... 

p: 212
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اًدع هدّعی  اًوثح و لا  لاملا  وثحی  اهدبک و  ذلافا  ضرلاا  هل  جرخی  اًروج و  هلبق  ناک  نم  اهلأم  امک 

Time will come in which the earth will be filled with oppression and nobody can say the
name of God (explicitly) (and talks about justice and truth); then almighty God rises a
man from me and my dynasty, who fills the earth will justice, as it was filled with
injustice before him and the earth exits the parts of its liver for him, and he distributes
the wealth among the people without calculation (and everyone will take its benefits

(as the amount of his/her need…).(1

refers to precious دـبک ” ذـلافا   “ and means part and branch; and ذـلف ”  “ is plural of ذـلافا ” “
.things and here it refers to precious and valuable resources inside the earth

It is also possible that the above expression points that humans will be able to reach
the core of the earth which is completely heat and fire and maybe they use it as an
important source of energy; and maybe they extract previous resources of different
kinds of metals and by considering that crust of the Earth is a comparably thin crust
and there is a world of molten materials and different resources inside the Earth,

.having such great resource can ease the mind of the people in many aspects

Moral growth and providing the future needs in a reliable way, and abundance of
sources of income, and totally, gathering spiritual and physical richness removes even

the necessity of counting

p: 213

Amali of Al-Shaykh al-Saduq (according to the quotation of Muntakhab al-Athar, - 1
(. page 168
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and calculating the assets and anyone who needs takes his/her need from Bait al-Mal
.of the government without formalities

:All of these on the one hand, and on the other hand

There are points in news which show that in the age of his government, expanded
and flourished cities, broad roads, large mosques but without ornaments will be
constructed; and the government supervises the construction of the houses in the

:way that they have no disturbance for others

(: We read in a hadith from Imam Sadiq (as ( 1

هریحلاب لابرک و  رهنب  هفوکلا  تویب  لصّتی  باب و  فلا  هل  اًدجسم  هفوکلا  رهظ  یف  ینبی  و 

He builds a mosque behind Kufa, which has one thousand doors, and the houses of)
(Kufa reach the river of Karbala and Hayrah!)(1

.And we know that the distance between these two cities is 70 kilometers now

(: We read from Imam Baqir (as ( 2

 ... مئاقلا ماق  اذا 

ص)  ) هللا لوسر  دهع  یلع  ناک  امک  اهل  فرشلا  هامّج  اهّلک  دجاسملا  نوکی 

عرذ نیّتس  ریصیف  مظعلاَا  قیرطّلا  عسّوی  و 

قیرطّلا یلع  دجسم  لّک  مدهی  و 

قیرطّلا یلا  هَّوک  لّک  دّسیو 

قیرطّلا یلا  بازیم  فینک و  حانج و  لّک  و 

 …When al-Qa’im rises

Mosques will have short wall without crenels in his time as it was the same in the time
(. of Prophet (S
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!He expands the main roads and they reach 60 cubits

And all mosques which are in the way (and disturb the people) will be destroyed by his
!command

And all the gates which open to the ways (and disturb the movement of the people)
.will be destroyed

And (disturbing) balconies

p: 214

.Bihar al-Anwar, vol. 52, page 330 - 1
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(and sewages and chutes which open in the way (of the people) will be blocked!(1

:Also, it is quoted in a long hadith from Imam Sadiq (as) that said ( 3

...اماقم لاقعم و  لابرک  هللا  نرّیصیل  و  لابرک ، اهروصق  نرواجیل  لایم و  نیسمخ  هعبرا و  هفوکلا  نرّیصیل  و  ... 

He will expand Kufa 54 miles until its castles reach Karbala, and Karbala (the place of )
the martyrs and heroes and self-devoted persons in the way of God) will become the

(center of many activities …(2

There are many narratives about the advancement of agriculture and abundance ( 4
of agricultural products and waters, cattle and construction and flourish in all

(aspects.(3

Judiciary Development

On the one hand, strengthening the bases of belief and moralities is required and on
the other hand, making a correct and powerful judiciary system with complete

.awareness and vase dominance for fighting corruption, aggression and oppression

Certainly, complete advancement of industries gives humanity the equipments with
which it is easily to control all movements of the people - in case of necessary - and
observe any inharmonious act which can cause corruption and aggression and
oppression; and taking images of criminals through the effects which are remained
from them at crime scene; also recording their voices and recognizing them. If a
righteous government has these equipments then it can be an effective factor for
preventing corruption and oppression and in case of happening, giving the right to the

.rightful person

There is no doubt that in the age of that great universal peacemaker, moral
educations

p: 215

.Bihar al-Anwar, vol. 52, page 333 - 1
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.Bihar al-Anwar, vol. 53, page 12 - 2
.Muntakhab al-Athar, pages 472, 473 474 - 3
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will be expanded so much by using super-advanced communication tools that
prepares absolute majority of the people of the world for a correct human life mixed

.with purity and social justice

But, as humans have been created free and don’t follow determinism in their acts;
maybe some humans can be found - even in minority - in any righteous society who

.abuse their freedom and use it for reaching evil goals

Therefore, a healthy, completely aware and dominant judiciary system should be
.available in order to give the rights of people and defeats the oppressor

By precise studying and consideration on social crimes and corruptions and the ways
:of prevention, it is cleared that

Firstly, by execution of social justice and fair division of wealth, the root of many of
social corruptions, which are the results of conflicts for preserving assets and
exploiting weak classes, deception, different kinds of frauds and lies and betrayals
and crimes for more income in any way by any means, will be destroyed; and maybe
large number of corruption and oppression in any society is because of these issues;

.by destroying the main root, branches and leaves will be dried our spontaneously

Secondly, correct education and training has deep effect in fighting against
corruption, aggression and social and moral aberrances; and one of the important
reasons of expansion of corruption in today’s societies is that not only mass media
isn’t being used for correct education, but most of them are serving the most ugly and

;polluted imperialistic programs of corruption

p: 216
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and they serve oppression, discrimination and corruption continuously day and night
through distribution of destructive movies and deviating stories and programs and

.even false and incorrect news which are in benefits of global imperialism

Albeit, these matters have also economical source and move for stupefying the brains
and spoiling constructive concepts, and destroying active and aware forces of each
society, for more exploitation of giants of economical imperialism, without facing

.serious obstacle

Whenever this conditions change then an important part of social corruptions will be
removed in a short time; and this cannot be performed except by a righteous and
healthy government which is working in benefits of the people of the world - and not
for exploiters - for making and flourished and free world full of peace and justice and

.belief

Thirdly, existence of an aware and informed judiciary system by having advanced
equipments of supervision that it is either possible for criminals to escape nor to deny
the crimes, will be also an effective factor in reducing the amount of corruption, sins

.and violations of laws

And if these three aspects work together then the aspects of its effectiveness will be
.so much large

It is understood from the whole ahadith about the age of government of Mahdi(as)
that he uses all of these three preventive factors during the age of his revolution, in
the way the famous sentence which is considered as a proverb becomes practical;

:that sentence which says

!” Time will come when wolf and lamb drink water together“

Certainly the nature

p: 217
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of the wolves won’t be changed, and there is no necessity for that, also lambs don’t
change their present condition; it is referring to establishment of justice in the world
and changing the way of bloody wolfish persons, who were drinking the blood of the
deprived people of human society for centuries, by serving the government of

.tyrants

They completely change their manner under the dominance of new system, because
wolfishness has never been, and is not, in human nature and is from the accidentals
and it is changeable, or at least they retreat and isolate themselves and takes the
benefits of divine gifts accompanying others fairly instead of eating other people’s

”! benefits, as “wolf” beside “lamb” at the “river

In other than these two ways, they will be included in purification and their existence
!will be removed from the way

From considerable referrals about this matter is what has been quoted in a hadith
from Prophet (S) about diving the assets correctly in, that people will have spiritual
and physical richness that extra properties remain without demand; it means that
people will be trained and educated in a correct system of government that consider
properties over their needs as problem for themselves! And all conflicts and brawls on

!this subject will end

All the people will be provided for their living and they also have no worry for the
future in order to pollute themselves and participate in the competition of wealth

.collecting, for securing the future

Also, we read in another hadith that

p: 218
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in the time of his government intellectual level of the people will increase in the way
that it is not comparable with today at all, and naturally, conflicts and fights, which are
the results of narrow-mindedness and envies, and lowness of level of intellectuality

.and summarizing the personality in the amount of wealth, will be removed

According to previous narratives, even criminals are not safe in their homes because
of strong supervision during the time of his government, because it is possible that
they are being monitored with advanced equipments and even their sound waves can
be controlled on the walls; it is another referral to the development of fighting against

.corruption in the age of his government

His judgment according to the law of judgment of Muhammad (S) and the judgment
law of David (as) points to this precise matter that he will use both external
regulations of Islamic investigation and judgment like confession, testification and like
them, and through mental and scientific ways of discovering the crime, as it is quoted

(. from some of its examples from the age of David (as

Moreover, in his age, beside the advancement of sciences and techniques and
industries, tools of discovering crime will be advanced in the way that few criminals

.will be able not to leave trace with which cannot be recognized

I read an article about the wonders of human brain in one of newspapers that human
brain sends waves according inner beliefs that it is possible to understand the amount

of truths
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!and lies of the person’s expressions

Certainly these equipments will be advanced and other equipments will be invented.
And by using the advanced mental methods, criminals will be completely controlled,
although essentially, there are few criminals in such society (but that few are

(. completely important

:We repeat again that

It is a mistake to think that in the age of his government all of these issues will be
performed through miracles, because miracles are exceptions, and are used in
necessary cases and especially for proving the truthfulness of the invitation of
Prophet (S) or Imam (as), not for adjusting daily life and normal way of living, that no

.prophet has used miracle for this purpose

Therefore, the way of his universal government in through what we mention not
!through the miracles

Anyway, world become so much secure under the shadow of his government that
according to a narrative a woman can travel from the East to the West alone without

!being disturbed

If we add the matter of simplicity of the life of Mahdi (as) to that - according to what
have been mentioned in narratives - the issues become even clearer; because his
acts are the patterns for those who are under the cover of his government which

.means all the people of the world

And by considering that an important part of crimes and social corruption are the
results of luxury loving, glamorization of living, useless and costly formalities and
rituals, another reason of removing corruption during the time of his government will

.be cleared

It
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(: is mentioned in a hadith from Ali ibn Musa al-Reza (as

بشجلا اّلا  هماعط  ام  ظیلغلا و  اّلا  ع )  ) مئاقلا سابل  ام  و 

Clothing of al-Qa’im is nothing more than thick cloth and his food is only simple and)
(unimportant food!)(1

(. Similar to this matter has been quoted from Imam Sadiq (as

Longtime Government

Although, there are several ahadith in Islamic resources about the time of his
government which mentioned from 5 or 7 years to 309 years (the time of sleep of Kahf
companion in that dark cave) - which is in fact, maybe it refers to the levels and ages
of that government (its establishment five or seven years and the time of its
completion 40 years and it final duration more than 300 years! Attention!) - but
regardless of Islamic narratives, it is certain that these narrations and preliminaries
are not for a short time government and certainly they are for a longtime government

!that is worth this much of efforts

Rejuvenation of all Intellectual and Cultural Fields

.Heavenly religions are in fact the same water, which is descended from the heaven

Clear drops of rain - when the weather is not polluted - are pure and clear and
beautiful and life-giving, free of any kind of pollution; wherever they drop they bring
the message of life and beauty; and their shining invites those who are thirsty; and

.even suggest those who are not thirsty to drink water

But when they drop on polluted lands, they gradually lose their beginning purity, and
sometimes, they change into a shape which any observer abstain from

p: 221

.Muntakhab al-Athar, page 307 - 1
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!watching and escapes from the putrefaction

Divine religions, which has at first the purity of the rain, and shining of sunlight, and
beauty of spring, sometimes become so much distorted by having contact with
retrograde thoughts of ignorant persons, and polluted hands of despiteful people and
being mixed with personal habits and traditions and tastes, that lose their attraction

.completely

Islam, this living active religion that transformed most backward nations into the most
pioneer ones, are also included in this issue, although the essence of Qur’an has not
been touched and scholars in any age and time, who have tried to save its
genuineness even with the price of their lives, have prevented these changes so
much; but we should confess that many of its meanings have been transformed for
large group of Muslims that it is possible to say that today, genuine Islam of the time

!of Prophet (S) cannot be found among many people

Most constructive meanings like “piety”, “patience”, “waiting”, “martyrdom”,
“intercession” and “worshiping” sometimes, are so much distorted and falsely

!interpreted that true Islam fears from them

Many of Islamic laws have been practically destroyed by “religious” and “irreligious”
.hats (excuses), like the ruling of usury that only its name is remained

Another part - like Hijrah, jihad and martyrdom - has been forgotten or at least has
(taken a historical shape exclusive to a specific period of beginning of Islam.(1

Islamic monotheism has been polluted with many of polytheisms; and the school of
Ahl al-Bayt (as) who educate genuine Islam among

p: 222

It should be considered that this book has been written some months before - 1
.Islamic Revolution in Iran
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them according to the order

”, یترتع هللا و  باتک  نیلقّثلا ، مکیف  كرات  یّنا   56“

has remained completely unknown among a large group of Muslims and they have
.kept the people far from that with different kinds of accusations

He will destroy and dispel various weeds from the garden of Islam like a skillful and
capable gardener; however, they have been tied with main saplings in the way that it

.seems impossible to be separated

He cuts deformed branches immediately; purifies this dark and polluted water;
removes the rusts of incorrect interpretations; cleans the dust of forgetfulness; and

.cuts the hands of abusers and aberrant persons

(. Briefly, renews the same truthful Islam of the time of Prophet (S) and Ali (as

One of the prophecies of Mahdi (as) is trimming Islam from these attachments and in
.other words, rejuvenation of the building of its glorious palace

Transfers the mosques, which were one day the most active centers of Islam and the
center of any kind of political, scientific, cultural and social movement and today, they
have become the place of retired and jobless persons or as a form of entertainment

.or in its best condition as a habit, to their beginning shape

.Inaction and silence give their position to movement and action

.Revives Islamic jihad in all aspects

Frees genuine Islamic monotheism from any pollution of polytheisms, and interprets
.the transformed and reversed meanings correctly

Removes personal tastes from Islam and removes the rust of habit and rituals from
.that

Exits Islam from its tribal and regional limited shapes and discloses that
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.in its global shape

Cuts the hands of abusers and those who make religious hats (excuses) and offers its
.laws free of these extras

The whole rejuvenation and reconstruction is so much and changing that in some of
”. Islamic narratives it is considered as “new religion

We read in a narrative from Imam Sadiq (as), which has been quoted in the book
”: “Ithbat al-Hudat

دیدج ءاضق  دیدج و  هّنس  دیدج و  باتک  و  دیدج ، رماب  موقی  مئاقلا  جرخ  اذا 

When al-Qa’im appears brings new order, new method and new judgment with)
(him).(1

It clear that the newness of these programs, methods and judgments is not because
he brings new religion with him, but exits Islam from the congestion of superstitions,
distortions and incorrect interpretations and false understandings in the way that it

.appears like a completely new building

Also the newness of the book doesn’t mean that a new divine book will be descended
to him, because Imam is Qa’im and guardian of religion, not prophet and the one who
brings new religion and book; but, extracts the forgotten genuine Qur’an from the
angles of spiritual distortions and incorrect interpretations in the ay that it is possible

.to name it a new book

The proof of this expression, adding to explicitness of Qur’an about the last of
prophets in Ahzab sura, verse 40 and narratives which explicitly prove that the
prophet of Islam (S) is the last of prophets, there are several ahadith that affirms he

will rise with the same method of prophet of Islam (S) and

p: 224

.Ithbat al-Hudat, vol. 7, page 83 - 1
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:his book and tradition

:One of the companions of Imam Sadiq (as), “Abdullah ibn Ata” says

(? I asked Imam how is the method of way of Mahdi (as

:Imam answered

دیدج ملاسلاا  فنأتسی  هّیلهاجلا و  رما  ص )  ) هللا لوسر  مده  امک  هلبق  ناک  ام  مدهی  ص )  ) هللا لوسر  عنص  ام  عنصی 

He will perform the same act which prophet of God performed; destroys previous
(incorrect) programs, as prophet of God destroyed the acts of ignorance, and

.rejuvenates Islam

:We read in the same book (Ithbat al-Hudat) that Prophet (S) said

یلا مهوعدی  یتعیرش و  یتعاط و  یلع  ساّنلا  میقی  یتّنس ؛ هتّنـس  و  یلئامـش ؛ هلئامـش  یتینک و  هینک  یمـسا و  همـسا  يدلو ؛ نم  مئاقلا 
یّبر باتکلا 

Al-Qa’im is one of my children; his name is my name and his Kunya (honorific) is my
Kunya and his face is my face; his method is my method; encourages people to follow

(me and my religion and invites them to the book of my God. (1

(: And it is mentioned in the book “Muntakhab al-Athar” from the Prophet of God (S

همسر اّلا  نآرقلا  نم  یقبیلاو  همـسا ، اّلا  ملاـسلاا  نم  یقبیلا  نمزب  یتمّا  یلع  یتأی  و  يریلا ، یّتح  بیغی  يدلو  نم  رـشع  یناّثلا  نّا  و 
هددّجیو هب  ملاسلاا  رهظیف  جورخلاب  یلاعت  كرابت و  هل  هللا  نذأی  ذئنیحف 

My twelfth son will be occulted and won’t be seen; and he comes to my followers)
when nothing has remained from Islam but its name and nothing has remained from
Qur’an but its shape; at this time great God permits him to exit, and appears and

rejuvenates Islam

p: 225

.Ithbat al-Hudat - 1
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(by him.(1

.Explicitness of this news is so much that there is no need for any explanation

Unity of Religion

There is no doubt that religious disagreements are not compatible with a
monotheistic system in all aspects; because these agreements are enough for

.disordering any unity

Contrariwise, one of the factors of unity is unity of religion which can be beyond all
disagreements, and can gather different races, languages, nationalities and cultures
in it, and make a united society from them that people live in that like brothers and

”. هوخا نونمؤملا  امّنا  “sisters that

Accordingly, one of the essential programs of that great peacemaker and
.revolutionary man is unity of the rows under the shadow of unity of religion

But, it shouldn’t be doubted that this unity neither is possible to be obligatory nor if it
.was possible to be obligatory then it was not logical to be obligatory

Religion communicates with the heart and the soul of the human and we know that
the heart and the soul are outside of the territory of force and obligation; and nobody

.can transgress their boundaries

Moreover, method and tradition of Prophet (S) - as Qur’an also confirms - was not
” نیدّلا یف  هارکا  لا  : “ based upon force that

Therefore, Islam has always accepted Ahl al-Kitab as a healthy minority and has
.supported them until they don’t start motivation

By considering that in the time of he government of that great peacemaker, all the
advanced equipments of communication will be used by him and his truthful followers

and by considering that genuine Islam, by removing

p: 226
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.Muntakhab al-Athar, page 98 - 1
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the extras, has extraordinary attraction, it is clearly predictable that Islam will be
accepted by most of the people of the world through logical and continuous

.propagation, and unity of religions will become practical by pioneer Islam

This truth, which we understand from the above rational reason, can also be clearly
.seen in Islamic narratives

:Mufazzal” quotes in a long hadith from Imam Sadiq (as) that“

ملاـسلاا هللا  دنع  نیدّلا  نّا  لّج  زّع و  هللا  لاق  امک  اًدحاو  هّلک  نیدّلا  نوکی  فلاتخلاا و  نایدلاا  للملا و  نع  عفریل  لضّفم  ای  هللاوف  ... 
...

O Mufazzal! I swear to God that disagreements of religions will be removed and all … 
(become one religion; as almighty God says: religion is only Islam before God…(1

We previously read the same matter in interpretation of some of the verse of Qur’an
(. which points to the rise of Mahdi (as

And in this way, religion of Tawhid and Islam enters all homes, all livings of all humans
.and in to all hearts

But, it is not possible to say that few minorities of the followers of other divine religion
won’t be absolutely available because humans has free-will and there is no force and
obligation is such system of government; and it is possible for some person to remain
on previous belief because of mistake or bias, although majority of the people will

.accept monotheistic system of Islam and it is natural

But anyway, if such minority will be available, will be supported by that government as
a healthy minority and by observing the

p: 227

.Bihar al-Anwar, vol. 53, page 4 - 1
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”. conditions of “Ahl al-Dhimmah

False Claimants

?Hasn't Mahdi Appeared

In the history of Islam, approximately from the beginning, we see the names of those
who had called themselves “promised Mahdi”, or others had called them so, and had
big claims, or others had considered for them; although, none of this claimant were
not successful in correcting the world and didn’t fill the world full of oppression and
injustice with justice, even they were not the source of a small corrective movement

.in their small environment

Maybe the first person who had been called with this name - although he was not
satisfied with this act - was Muhammad ibn al-Hanafiyyah son of Ali (as) albeit from a

:mother other than Fatima (sa), that the group of “Kaysanites” believed that

He is the promised Mahdi and after his death, they cried out that he has never been
!died; but he is concealed in mount “Radwa”(1) guarding by lions

While we know that “Muhammad ibn al-Hanafiyyah” died in the year 80 or 81 after
Hijrah and was buried in Baqi’ (famous cemetery of Medina), and fortunately, today

.nothing is heard from this group

Then some of Abbasid tyrants introduced themselves as Mahdi for achieving the title
of caliph and using pure beliefs of simpleminded people for reaching this goal, by

.considering mental readiness of Muslims about the promised Mahdi

But, time shows that not only they were not Mahdi, but also they were from the
!oppressors who should be destroyed by Mahdi and his sword

This matter continued and once in a

p: 228

Radwa” or “Razwa” is a mount near Medina; I have expressed the reason of - “ 1
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mentioning the name of this mount in Nudba supplication in the book “Answers to
”. Religious Questions
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while someone claimed of being Mahdi and gathered a group around him and
deceived them; but these seasonal Mahdi’s became known soon and their plans

.failed

Because claim of being Mahdi is dangerous and our of the benefits of exploiters as it is
useful and attractive for temporary attraction of a group of people, because Mahdi

.should fill the world with justice and this is what decries false claimant very soon

.There were all types of people among these false claimants

In some of them, signs of mental illness, idiotism and at least simplemindedness can
bee seen, while some others were ambitious and materialist and for saturation of this

.feeling, claimed this claim without studying its results

Some others were the tools of recognized enemies of Islam, who were being used for
deviating the minds of Muslims from vital issues with which they were facing, and for
separation and concision and weakening religious power, specially the power of

.clergies who were always their strong disturbance

Briefly, this game of being Mahdi continued until these days that they take “Sayyid
.Muhammad Ali Baab” to the scene

Although, he didn’t have the courage for this claim but according to living evidences
and his own expressions which are available today in writings, he didn’t claimed of
being Mahdi, but it was enough for him to be considered as “Baab” and “special

”. representative of Mahdi

But, by the pass of time and gathering some people around him, and motivations of
those who was directing the piece, he changed his claim to

p: 229
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(be al-Qa’im (Mahdi).(1

Evidences and proofs which have been collected from the story of his life and his
followers - and how good they have collected - show that his claim was from all three
roots; which means, he was officially “motivated”, “strengthened” and “supported” by
the agents of imperialistic government - like “Tsarian Russia” at the beginning,
“Britain” and “United Estates the heir of imperialism” in the following; also special
ambition which dominated his soul didn’t leave him alone; and he was not free of a

(mental complex, too.(2

Albeit, this series continued and successors have practically left him behind and made
him as a second-degree person who was the preliminary of their advent and had

!bigger claims in mind

But, multiplicity of their branches on one side(3), and distribution of living evidences
proving their direct connection with imperialistic governments on the other side(4),
and most important of all, nonexistence of considerable contents in their invitation,
which can at least saturate the commons, on the third side, and enlightenments of a
group of aware Muslims which have been performed for introducing this “imperialistic

.political party” in the fourth side, cleared their conditions very soon

Albeit, our goal in this discussion is not to talk about the weaknesses; that this matter
needs a separated book and fortunately, many books have been written in this

(subject that some of them are interesting in contents.(5

:Here, our goal is only expressing two matters

:Some says ( 1

We know that the belief of the advent of Mahdi has been abused

p: 230

which is accepted by this sect قح , ) روهظ  ” ) We read in the book “Appearance of Truth - 1
(in page 173), that “Baab” in the middle of the year 1265, in Maku prison, wrote to Mulla
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and after this, Mulla Abdul Khaliq was very نودعوت ” هروهظب  متنا  يذّـلا  قحلا  مئاقلا  انا   “ Abdul Khaliq
.upset of his claim

The reason for his mental illness, regardless of the contents of his books and - 2
expressions and phrases which are completely similar to a mentally ill person, is that
from “Mirza Abul Fazl Golpayegani”, ءاـطغلا ) فشک  ’” ) we read in the book “Kashf al-Qita
who is one of his heads, that Mujtahids of Tabriz said after their inquest from “Baab”
in that famous meeting: “Your words makes your blood Mubah (neutral) for us but the

”. reason that we don’t order to execute you is the possibility of your madness
.Hitherto, their sects have become more than twenty sects - 3

Refer to the books written by “Kinyaz Dalgurki” and “Prince Dalgurki” and the book - 4
(. اهب باب و  ییاهب  یب  ?” ) “What else Baha’is Say

Refer to the books “What does Baha’i Say” and “Trial and Revision” and “Fine Words - 5
”. of Yar Gholi” and “Hadyat al-Namlat” and “Prince Dalgurki
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many times and still is being abused, isn’t it better to keep silence about the main
matter in order not to be abused by these many abusers; essentially, why should we

?accept a thing which can be taken this much wrong and undesirable

Another question, which is approximately the opposite point of the first question, is ( 2
:that

Is it really acceptable that all the claimants of being Mahdi were fake; don’t you
assume that one of them was real and all of them were not opportunist and abuser or

?motivated by imperialism

In this discussion, our only goal is answering the two above questions and analyzing
.them

About the first question, first this question should be asked that: which valuable reality
?had been available which had not been abused by a group of evil persons

History shows us this much of false claimant of prophet hood who are still claiming in
.the age of atom and space and we hear the murmur of their claims everywhere

Therefore, it is good to forget the invitation of prophets and like “Brahmans” deny the
!prophecy itself in order not to be disturbed by these abuses

!Do you consider this expression logical

In daily life, we hear about many people who have abused the titles of doctor and
engineer and like them for taking money from people or for other purposes and
maybe sometimes, they continue their way without leaving any trace behind, and

.were famous with this fake title

Is it possible to say, now that the title “doctor” has been

p: 231
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illegitimately abused by a group of persons then we should completely deny the
!existence of physicians and doctors

This kinds of speech, although seems to be strongly illogical, but unfortunately, it can
.be seen in the writings of those who essentially deny the advent of Mahdi

Anyway, it is a general rule that always any lie puts on the clothes of truth and uses
!” that truth’s validity for covering its invalidity that “This lie shines by truth

No traitor, dishonest, thief and liar appear in his/her main feature, but reach his/her
illegitimate goals by using the honor and reputation and “trust and purity and honesty”

.and pretending them

Is it the reason for invalidity of these superior human values! Secondly, is believing the
?advent of Mahdi a reality that has been abused or an imaginary matter

If we have accepted its reality - as we should accept because we have many
evidences for that - then it is not possible to leave it behind because of the abuses of
others, and if (assumable) it is not real then it should be left aside, whether it has been

!abused or not

Anyway, correct or incorrect way of using a matter cannot be the means of judging
.that

If someday, cruel fire-starters of the world misuse “atomic energy” and in an atomic
attack to “Hiroshima” kill 300 hundred thousand persons and injure another 300
hundred thousand persons that after 30 years, terrible injuries of some of them have

not been healed yet then can it be the reason for

p: 232
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us to completely abstain from this great source of energy or completely deny its
existence, because cruel imperialists has abused that; or by accepting this reality, try

?to use it in correct way and in benefits of human society

After this question and its answer, it is the time for the second question that is more
important in some aspects that whether all of this false claimant of being Mahdi were

?liars and there was no reality in their claims, or not

According to our belief, reaching the answer of this question is very easy by having
.the signs, reflections and results of this great advent

We understood enough in previous discussions that “Mahdi” has a universal
responsibility, and uses all gifted facilities and available equipments and those, which

.he will make himself for fulfilling this responsibility

His main responsibility is removing all kinds of oppression and injustice from the living
environment of humans, and designing a new plan for universal government based
upon justice and fighting against all kinds of discriminations, imperialisms,

.exploitations and oppression of the tyrants

.He mutates the minds

.He greatly advances sciences and knowledge and industries

.He makes movement in sleeping world in all aspects

.He gathers all the followers of religions under one flag

.He divined the wealth of the world fairly

He juices up the world’s economy, in the way that nobody remains needful in the
.world

.He gives any right to its owner

.He leaves no ruins in the world except that constructs it
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And in his age, the world is secure in the way

p: 233
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.that a woman can travel from the East to the West alone without being disturbed

.He extracts the resources of the earth

.And position everyone in a multilateral monotheistic system

These are practical programs and responsibilities of that great revolutionary man of
the world in the greatest revolution of human history, which has been mentioned, in

.different resources and we presented the evidences of them in previous chapters

Did any of these claimants fulfill one-thousandth of this program, were they
?successful in adjusting their place or city according to this program

We see that oppressions and injustices and aggressions are still advancing; The First
and the Second Word War have left millions of casualties and tens of millions of

.wounded persons and filled the world with blood

Dangerous competitions of superpowers becomes more day by day, and their
distance with poor countries becomes farther; each night, about one billion people of

.the world sleep hungry; and prisons are full of innocents

.Devilish autocrats are still performing different kinds of tortures on the people

It means that still, the world is going to the congestion of oppression and injustice,
?where and when has been filled with justice

And this reason is the strongest and the most effective answer to all claimants of the
entire history and living evidence for there lies, a short and summarized reason, but

!sharp and certain

Yes! That Sun is still behind the clouds, and we should still wait for that day that clouds
will disappear completely and the dark world shines by his essence; and perhaps

p: 234
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.the dawn is near

” بیرقب حبصّلا  سیلا  “

p: 235
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About center
In the name of Allah

نَومُلَْعیَالَنَیذَِّلاوََنومُلَْعیَنَیذَِّلایوِتَسْیَْلهَ
?Are those who know equal to those who do not know

al-Zumar: 9

:Introduction
Ghaemiyeh Computer Research Institute of Isfahan, from 2007, under the authority of
Ayatollah Haj SayyedHasanFaqihImami (God blesses his soul), by sincere and daily
efforts of university and seminary elites and sophisticated groups began its activities

. in religious, cultural and scientific fields

:Manifesto
Ghaemiyeh Computer Research Institute of Isfahan in order to facilitate and
accelerate the accessibility of researchers to the books and tools of research, in the
field of Islamic science, and regarding the multiplicity and dispersion of active centers

 in this field
and numerous and inaccessible sources by a mere scientific intention and far from
any kind of social, political, tribal and personal prejudices and currents, based on
performing a project in the shape of (management of produced and published works
from all Shia centers) tries to provide a rich and free collection of books and research
papers for the experts, and helpful contents and discussions for the educated
generation and all classes of people interested in reading, with various formats in the

. cyberspace
:Our Goals are

(propagating the culture and teachings of Thaqalayn (Quran and Ahlulbayt p.b.u.t-
encouraging the populace particularly the youth in investigating the religious issues-

 replacing useful contents with useless ones in the cellphones, tablets and computers-
providing services for seminary and university researchers-

spreading culture study in the publich-
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paving the way for the publications and authors to digitize their works-

:Policies
acting according to the legal licenses-

relationship with similar centers-
avoiding parallel working-

merely presenting scientific contents-
 mentioning the sources-

.It’s obvious that all the responsibilities are due to the author

:Other activities of the institute
Publication of books, booklets and other editions-

Holding book reading competitions-
Producing virtual, three dimensional exhibitions, panoramas of religious and tourism-

places

.Producing animations, computer games and etc-
Launching the website with this address: www.ghaemiyeh.com-

 Fabricatingdramatic and speech works-
Launching the system of answering religious, ethical and doctrinal questions-

Designing systems of accounting, media and mobile, automatic and handy systems,-
web kiosks

 Holding virtual educational courses for the public-
Holding virtual teacher-training courses-

Producing thousands of research software in three languages (Persian, Arabic and-
English) which can be performed in computers, tablets and cellphones and available
and downloadable with eight international formats: JAVA, ANDROID, EPUB, CHM, PDF,

HTML, CHM, GHB on the website
Also producing four markets named “Ghaemiyeh Book Market” with Android, IOS,-

WINDOWS PHONE and WINDOWS editions
:Appreciation

We would appreciate the centers, institutes, publications, authors and all honorable
. friends who contributed their help and data to us to reach the holy goal we follow
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: Address of the central office
Isfahan, Abdorazaq St, Haj Mohammad JafarAbadei Alley, Shahid Mohammad

HasanTavakkoly Alley, Number plate 129, first floor
Website: www.ghbook.ir
Email: Info@ghbook.ir

Central office Tel: 03134490125
021 Tehran Tel: 88318722 ـ 

Commerce and sale: 09132000109
Users’ affairs: 09132000109

Introduction of the Center – Ghaemiyeh Digital Library
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